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Summary 

The formation of gas hydrates can cause pipeline blockage during the 
transportation of gas and oil products, which is one of the main 
challenges for flow assurance in the petroleum industry. It is uneasy to 
remove gas hydrates once they have formed in gas and oil transportation 
pipelines, so the primary method of managing the blockage risk of gas 
hydrates is to prevent gas hydrates from forming. Compared to other gas 
hydrates inhibition methods, such as water removal, thermodynamic 
inhibition, hydraulic and thermal methods, injection of kinetic hydrate 
inhibitors (KHIs) can be an efficacious and more economical method for 
some fields.  

Most reported KHIs are amide-containing polymers that are soluble in 
water, e.g., poly (N-vinyl caprolactam) (PVCap) and poly (N-isopropyl 
methacrylamide) (PNIPMAM). However, the cloud points of many 
amide-containing KHI polymers are relatively low, making injection 
difficult, and they will lose their inhibition effect if the hydrate sub-
cooling is above about 10-12 oC for long periods. These two 
aforementioned weaknesses limit the application range of current amide-
based KHIs. Therefore, there is a need to develop KHIs with improved 
inhibition performance as well as high cloud point. In addition, the 
kinetic hydrate inhibition mechanism is still not fully understood. 
Addressing these issues has been the motivation for the research 
presented in this thesis. 

My PhD studies involved two main projects. (i) Improving the inhibition 
performance of traditional amide-containing KHI polymers; (ii) 
Investigating novel classes of polymers with alternative hydrophilic 
groups to the amide group to determine if they can give superior 
performance and/or compatibility. The inhibition performance tests of 
KHI polymers were mainly carried out in high-pressure rocking cells 
using synthetic natural gas mixture. The slow constant cooling method 
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was deployed as the standard screening method for KHI performance 
ranking. 

My thesis consists of ten publications. Eight of the papers are published 
in the journal of Energy & Fuels, and two of the papers are published in 
the journal of Chemical Engineering Science.   

In summary, the inhibition performance of several series of amide-
containing KHI polymers, including N-alkyl-N-vinylamide, 3-
methylene-2-pyrrolidone, N-vinyl caprolactam, and acrylamide 
polymers, were improved by using treatments like N alkylation, ring 
expansion, end-capping modification, copolymerization, and 
combination of synergist solvents. Tailor-made polypeptides as well as 
several classes of non-amide polymers, including 
polyvinylsulphonamides, amine oxide polymers, zwitterionic poly 
(sulfobetaine methacrylate)s, and polyvinylaminals, have been shown to 
give excellent inhibition performance. Most of these novel KHIs gave 
promising high cloud points. In addition, the inhibition mechanisms were 
discussed with respect to the inhibition performance results of KHIs and 
their various structures.  
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1 Introduction 

Gas hydrates are crystalline solids consisted of water and gas molecules. 
Gas hydrates form at the conditions of low temperature and high 
pressure, which are common conditions of gas and oil transportation 
pipelines in deepwater and cold climate areas.1 In 1934 Hammerschmidt 
firstly reported the pipeline blockage caused by the formation of gas 
hydrates at temperatures above the ice point.2   

Gas hydrate formation is one of the main problems that must be avoided 
in the production flow lines of the upstream oil and gas industry. Once 
gas hydrate plug occurs in flow lines, it usually causes severe safety 
issues and huge economic losses. In addition, the removal of the gas 
hydrate plug often comes with the risks of severe damage to equipment 
and personnel.3-5 

For gas hydrate to form, the conditions of water contacted with gas, such 
as nitrogen gas, carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulphide, and lightweight 
hydrocarbon, at ambient temperature and elevated pressure are required.6 
Figure 1.1 shows an example of the temperature and pressure 
equilibrium curve of gas hydrate formation. On the right-side region of 
the gas hydrate equilibrium curve, no gas hydrate is present, while the 
left side region of the equilibrium curve is where gas hydrates can form. 
The sub-cooling degree ( ) equals to the equilibrium temperature (Teq) 
minus the operating temperature, at a given pressure. Usually, the sub-
cooling degree is considered as the driving force for gas hydrate 
formation,7 as the degree of sub-cooling indicates how far the operating 
temperature is into the hydrate stability zone.  
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Figure 1. 1 Example of pressure-temperature graph for gas hydrate formation.8 

 

For preventing gas hydrates from forming in the flow lines of gas and oil 
transportation, a range of methods have been proposed, for example, 
dehydration, keeping operating temperature and pressure out of the 
hydrate stability region, and chemical inhibition.3, 4 For many field 
scenarios where hydrate plug prevention is required, deployment of 
chemical inhibitors is a comparatively effective and cost-saving method 
to guarantee the gas and oil products flowing smoothly to their 
destination. Since the early 1990s low dosage hydrate inhibitors (LDHIs) 
have attracted more and more attention, as the effective dosage of LDHIs 
required is in much smaller quantities than that of traditional 
thermodynamic hydrate inhibitors (THIs), which is beneficial for capital 
and operating expenses saving as well as for health and environment 
protection.8-10  

Kinetic hydrate inhibitors (KHIs) is a class of LDHIs, the other class 
being anti-agglomerants (AAs). A significant number of KHIs have been 
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reported, and most of them are water-soluble amide-based polymers, but 
the inhibition mechanism of KHIs is still not fully understood. Therefore, 
it is crucial to gain more understanding about the mode of action for 
KHIs as well as develop more effective and compatible KHIs.  
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2 Theoretical Background 

2.1 Gas Hydrate Structures
Gas hydrates are non-stoichiometric crystalline clathrate consisting of 
cage-like water molecules “host” and trapped gas molecules “guest”. 
Water molecules are connected by hydrogen bonds to make the cavity 
framework, and usually each cavity can be filled with one gas molecule.1, 

6, 11 (Figure 2.1) However, gas hydrates are stable as long as over 70% of 
the water cavities are filled with gas molecules, which means some of 
the water cavities in gas hydrates can be empty.12  

 

 

Figure 2. 1 Example of cage-like water molecules trapping gas molecules.13 

Figure 2.2 shows Structure I, Structure II and Structure H hydrates, 
abbreviated as sI, sII and sH hydrates, respectively, which are typical 
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structures of gas hydrates. The structures of gas hydrates are classified 
according to the different cavity types of their composition.  

 

 

Figure 2. 2 Typical structures of gas hydrates.6 

 

The numbers in Figure 2.2, i.e., 512, 51262, 51264, 435663, and 51268, 
describe the varying cavity types in gas hydrates. For example, 51262 
indicates the hydrate cavity consisting of twelve pentagonal and two 
hexagonal faces. Three typical faces formed by water molecules through 
hydrogen bonds in hydrate cavities can be seen in Figure 2.3. Each 
structure contains 512 cavities. The smallest unit of sI hydrate is 
composed of two 512 and six 51262 cavities, sixteen 512 and eight 51264 

cavities for sII hydrate, and three 512, two 435663 and one 51268 cavities 
for sH hydrate. Notably, when all of the “host” water cages are occupied 
by the “guest” gas molecules, the component concentrations of sI, sII and 
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sH hydrates are similar: 85 mol% water molecules and 15 mol% gas 
molecules.  

 

 

Figure 2. 3 Typical faces formed by water molecules through hydrogen bonds in hydrate 
cavities.14 

 

Different sized gas molecules can fill into the suitable sized gas hydrate 
structures. System with small gas molecules, i.g., methane, ethane and 
carbon dioxide, typically produces sI hydrates as they fit the cavities in 
sI hydrates. System with larger gas molecules, i.g., propane and iso-
butane, tends to form sII hydrates. sH gas hydrates requires the formation 
conditions of co-existing of small gas molecules and larger gas 
molecules than iso-butane like methane + cycloheptane.  

 Structure I Hydrates 
sI hydrates contain small 512 and large 51262 cavities in the ratio of 1:3. 
The average radius of 512 and 51262 cavities in sI hydrates is 3.95 and 
4.33 Å respectively. Small gas molecules with diameters ranging from 
approximately 4.4 to 5.5 Å, e.g., methane, hydrogen sulphide, carbon 
dioxide and ethane preferentially form cubic sI hydrates.6 It is reported 
that sI hydrates are the most common gas hydrates in the natural 
environment due to the enormous amount of methane deposited in deep 
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water sediments and permafrosts.15, 16 For gas and oil production, sI 
hydrates can form only when methane gas is rich, and the composition 
of other hydrocarbon gases is quite low.4  

 Structure II Hydrates 
The sII unit cell consists of sixteen small 512 and eight larger 51264 
cavities. sII hydrates can form at the presence of large molecules, e.g., 
propane and iso-butane. Also, some binary gas mixtures of small gases, 
e.g., methane and ethane mixtures, can form stable sII hydrates.17, 18 
However, methane and carbon dioxide mixtures in any combination 
ratios cannot form stable sII hydrates.19 sII hydrates are reported to be 
more stable than sI methane hydrate,20 and they can be found in nature, 
especially in thermogenic gas sources21. sII is the most common structure 
that forms  in gas and oil fields, as it is the most thermodynamically 
stable structure even if in the conditions that the methane gas content in 
the raw natural gas mixture exceeds 90% but there are still some larger 
gas components like propane and iso-butane.4, 22 

 Structure H Hydrates 
The sH unit cell consists of small 512, medium 435663 and large 51268 
cavities in the ratio of 3:2:1. sH hydrates can form at the conditions of 
coexistence of small gases and larger gases than iso-butane. Large gas 
molecules like pentane and hexane are suitable for filling the large 51268 
cavities in sH hydrates, and small gas molecules like methane and 
hydrogen sulphide can help to stabilize the smaller cavities. sH hydrates 
have been found in nature, and it is reported that the stability of sH 
hydrates is between sI and sII hydrates,20 which means that sH hydrates 
may exist in a wider pressure-temperature region in the natural 
environment than sI methane hydrate. However, compared to sI and sII, 
sH is not a typical structure that forms in the gas and oil industry.3, 23 
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 Coexistence of Hydrate Structures 
Apart from the typical cavities for sI, sII and sH, many uncommon cavity 
types, such as 51263 and 4151062, have been discovered by molecular 
dynamics simulation (MDS) studies. Matthew et al. reported that 
cavities, including 512, 51262, 51263, and 51264 exist during the nucleation 
and growth period of methane hydrate.24 51263 cavity acts as a link 
between the thermodynamically preferred sI hydrate and the kinetically 
preferred sII hydrate formed initially.25, 26 (Figure 2.4) Guo et al. reported 
that at the initial nucleation phase of methane hydrate formation, 4151062 
cavity acts as a link between sI and sH hydrates, and sII hydrate can form 
from sH hydrate directly.27, 28 Apart from MDS studies, sII methane 
hydrates have also been detected by Raman and nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy in the initial period of methane hydrate 
formation, and then the sII methane hydrates gradually transform to sI 
methane hydrates until finally disappeared completely.29 
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Figure 2. 4 Structural interconversion between sI, sII, and sH via abnormal cavities.28 

 

2.2 Gas Hydrate Formation 
Theoretically, like the formation procedure of every other crystal, gas 
hydrate formation includes nucleation and crystal growth two 
consecutive steps. Predicted by Gibbs in the late 1800s, there is a critical 
size nucleus which makes the system overcome the free-energy barrier 
and then allows the crystal to grow smoothly.30 In Figure 2.5 (a), before 
reaching the critical size (rcrit) the nucleus is metastable (either grow or 
dissolve) as the total Gibbs free energy ( tot) in the system is 
unfavourable for increasing its radius. Once the radius of the nucleus is 
over the rcrit size, continued growth becomes favourable (Figure 2.6). 
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Figure 2. 5 (a) Relationship between free energy barrier and critical nucleus size of hydrate 
nucleation; (b) Critical nucleus size affected by temperature.31 
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Figure 2. 6 General process of gas hydrate formation. 

 

It seems that finding the critical size is the crucial element for studying 
the nucleation mechanism of gas hydrate. However, it is challenging to 
detect the critical-sized nucleus experimentally as it happens on the 
molecular level and stochastically.32 Through molecular dynamics 
simulation studies the critical sizes are reported to be as small as ten 
molecules to 1000 molecules or even up to several million molecules 
with the size varying from around 10 to 1000 Å depending on many 
variables, e.g., temperature, components and supersaturation.33-36  

Figure 2.5 (b) shows the critical nucleus size can be affected by 
temperature. The critical size increases, when the temperature gets 
higher (or supercooling gets lower), which has been proved 
experimentally, although indirectly. In 2019, using size-controlled 
graphene oxide nanosheets (GOs) which can be considered as the critical 
size of the ice nucleus, Bai et al. studied the relationship between the 
average lateral size (L) of GOs and the sub-cooling ( ) of ice formation. 
They reported that when L T  200 nm K, the  of ice formation 
decreased as the L of GOs increased.37 

  Hydrate Nucleation  
As it is difficult to observe the formation procedure of hydrate nucleation 
directly in the real world, molecular dynamics simulations (MDS) have 
played an essential role in studying nucleation mechanisms. Several 
mechanism hypotheses of hydrate nucleation have been proposed via 
MDS studies. The labile cluster hypothesis (LCH), local structuring 
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hypothesis (LSH), and blob hypothesis are the well-known hydrate 
nucleation mechanisms.  

The labile cluster hypothesis (LCH) is the earliest nucleation mechanism 
proposed by Sloan et al. in 1991.38 According to the LCH theory, the 
nucleation pathway of gas hydrates are as follows. (i) In hydrate forming 
region, pentamers or hexamers labile ring structures occur in the pure 
water system. (ii) The labile ring structures form labile clusters 
immediately when gas molecules dissolve. (iii) The labile clusters 
agglomerate gradually by sharing faces until reaching the critical size to 
trigger the subsequent hydrate growth. The LCH supporters believe that 
the hydrate nucleation starts from the water framework.39-41  

However, others assume that the hydrate nucleation begins from the 
dissolved gases as gas hydrate usually starts at the gas/water interface 
where the concentration of gas is relatively higher.42-45 Thus, the local 
structuring hypothesis (LSH) was proposed by Radhakrishnan et al. 
using molecular dynamics simulations on CO2 hydrate in 2002.46 In 2003 
the LSH theory has been proved to be also suitable for methane hydrate 
by MDS.47 The LSH theory explains the nucleation pathway of gas 
hydrates as follows. (i) The dissolved gas molecules are locally 
rearranged to structure similar to that in hydrate clathrate by the mass 
and thermal fluctuation in the system. At the same time, the water 
molecules around the rearranged gas molecules are perturbed. (ii) When 
the size of the locally rearranged gas molecules reaches the critical size, 
it is energetically favourable for the growth of gas hydrate.  

The blob hypothesis was proposed by Jacobson et al. in 2010.48, 49 
Through molecular dynamics simulations, they come up with the 
nucleation pathway of gas hydrates as follows. (i) In the solution, a blob 
that aggregates of hydrophobic gas molecules and the water molecules 
surrounding them forms and dissolves with the fluctuation of mass and 
thermal of the system. (ii) Amorphous clathrate, which is a mixture of 
512, 51262, 51263, and 51264 cages, occurs when the blob is reaching to the 
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critical size. (iii) Amorphous clathrate becomes a well-organized 
crystalline clathrate and gas hydrate grows spontaneously. The blob 
hypothesis considers the gas molecule and water molecule as the same 
important role at the beginning of gas hydrate nucleation formation.50-52  

The proposed nucleation pathways of gas hydrates are summarized in 
Figure 2.7. This scheme was drawn initially by Yoreo to show classical 
and non-classic nucleation pathways of mineral crystals.30 It seems a 
very suitable scheme to show hydrate nucleation pathways.  Each of the 
pathways can explain some phenomenon, but none of them can be fully 
verified by existing experiment technologies. They are significant 
conceptual attempts for hydrate nucleation studies and may enlighten the 
establishment of a predictive hydrate nucleation model in the future. 

 

 

Figure 2. 7 Nucleation pathways from gas and water molecules to the crystalline clathrate.  
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 Hydrate Crystal Growth  
The formation of hydrate nucleation is a quite stochastic process, as well 
as it may happen in nanoseconds with the length scale being nanometers. 
The following hydrate growth process after the nucleation over the 
critical size may be more intuitive, as it involves a relatively long time 
and more macro size.31, 53 However, the hydrate growth process is also 
more complicated, and it can be affected by many factors, i.g., intrinsic 
kinetics, surface conditions, mass transfer, and heat transfer. Figure 2.8 
shows a typical gas consumption versus time curve of gas hydrate 
formation in a laboratory-scale reactor. The consumed gas molecules are 
considered to form gas hydrates. When the pressure and temperature are 
under hydrate forming region, hydrate crystal growth is a spontaneous 
process after the critical nucleation size. Thus, the critical research on 
hydrate crystal growth is the growing rate. In Figure 2.8, at the 
beginning, some gas molecules are consumed due to the gas dissolution 
and nucleus formation. Then there is a quick gas consumption when the 
hydrate crystal growth starts after the stable nucleus. The rates of gas 
consumption varies during different periods of gas hydrate growth. As 
there are limited gas or water components in a reaction vessel, it will 
eventually reach the solid hydrate stable condition. 
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Figure 2. 8 Typical gas consumption versus time curve of gas hydrate formation in a laboratory-
scale stirring reactor.53 

 

Some models of studying the kinetic rate of gas hydrate growth have 
been proposed.53 According to the rate-determining step (RDS) 
mechanism, those models can be classified into three major categories: 
(i) Chemical reaction models. Although there is no chemical bond 
breaking and reformation during the formation of gas hydrates, it is 
assumed to be chemical reactions when calculating the kinetic growth 
rate of gas hydrate. The process of gas hydrate formation can be 
described as several consequent reaction steps, and Arrhenius-type rate 
equations are utilized to calculate the hydrate growth rate.54-59 (ii) Mass 
transfer models. By considering fugacity difference and concentration 
difference between different phases in gas hydrate formation systems, 
different mass transfer controlled models were proposed.60-65 (iii) Heat 
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transfer models. The sub-cooling degree of a system can affect the 
formation of gas hydrate. Also, heat transfer exists during stirring, 
flowing, and transportation of gas hydrate. In addition, gas hydrate 
formation is an exothermic reaction. Thus, heat transfer is one of the 
critical factors that need to be considered when building gas hydrate 
growth models.66-69 Several combined models also have been proposed, 
such as, mass transfer + reaction kinetics,70-80 heat transfer + reaction 
kinetics,81-83 and fluid flow + heat flow + reaction kinetics model.84-86 
Although most of these proposed models fit well with the experimental 
results under certain practical conditions, so far, there is no universal 
model that could explain all the hydrate growth behaviours. 

2.3 Gas Hydrate Control 
Gas hydrates are non-flowing crystalline solids, so they are unwelcomed 
during the transportation of gas and oil products. Once gas hydrate 
blockage forms, the production stoppage may be required to remove the 
hydrates, and it costs high capital expense (CAPEX) and operating 
expense (OPEX). The density of hydrate solid is larger than that of the 
fluid hydrocarbon, so the formation of hydrates may damage the 
expensive gas and oil facilities and even cause safety problems. The 
operation of hydrate blockage removal also comes with potential risks of 
facility damage. Thus, to provide flow assurance, methods for hydrate 
prevention must be considered, especially for the flow lines in deeper 
ocean and arctic areas. The formation of gas hydrates requires some 
certain conditions: (i) Water comes together with light hydrocarbon 
gases. (ii) Temperature and pressure at the hydrate stability region. The 
main principles of hydrate prevention are as follows.  

 Water control: Remove as much water as possible before the 
transportation of gas and oil products, e.g., by gas dehydration, 
water separation and water cut reduction;5, 87 Minimize free water 
phase by cold stabilized flow process.88, 89 
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 Gas management: Minimize the gas phase by the application of 
hydraulic methods; Keep the operational pressure lower than the 
equilibrium point of gas hydrate formation.4  

 Thermal methods: Keep the operational temperature high to 
operate in the no-hydrate region, e.g., by direct heating and 
isolation.3  

 Chemical inhibition. (more detailed discussion in Section 2.4) 

 

 

Figure 2. 9 Schematic of how THIs, heating and depressurization affect hydrate formation. 

 

For many flow assurance applications, chemical inhibition is more 
practical than avoidance of the hydrate stability region by water removal, 
heating, and depressurization (Figure 2.9). As it is impossible to 
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completely eradicate the water in the production well pipes, the presence 
of some water is usually inevitable. The methods of heating and 
insulating flowlines are expensive, especially for long-distance 
transportations. A fairly high pressure is usually required to guarantee 
the production rate. Chemical inhibition is a comparatively economical 
CAPEX and OPEX-saving method. More importantly, the application of 
hydrate inhibition chemicals has been proved to be reliable in many 
cases.90-92  

2.4 Chemical Inhibition 
Generally speaking, hydrate inhibition chemicals can be divided into two 
classes: (i) thermodynamic hydrate inhibitors (THIs) and (ii) low dosage 
hydrate inhibitors (LDHIs).3, 4 THIs can shift the equilibrium point of 
hydrate formation to higher pressure or lower temperature, which means 
that THIs are capable of melting the already formed gas hydrates. 
However, a very high concentration (ca. 20-80 wt.%) of THIs is required 
to be effective. LDHIs, as the name implies, are hydrate inhibitors that 
give considerable performance at low dosages (ca. 0.1-1.0 wt.%). LDHIs 
have two branches: (i) anti-agglomerants (AAs) and (ii) kinetic hydrate 
inhibitors (KHIs). AAs enable hydrates to form as small transportable 
dispersed particles while KHIs delay the hydrate formation rate, thus 
preventing the blockage of hydrates during the gas and oil transportation. 

 Thermodynamic Hydrate Inhibitors 
The application of thermodynamic hydrate inhibitors (THIs) is a 
traditional method in the gas and oil fields to prevent gas hydrate 
formation. Typical THIs include alcohols, glycols, and some inorganic 
salts.3, 4 Methanol and monoethylene glycol (also called MEG, glycol, or 
ethyleneglycol) are two of the most commonly used THIs. As the 
molecular weight of methanol is quite low (32 g/mol), some of it is 
vaporized into the gas phase when used to prevent gas hydrates from 
forming in flowlines. In addition, THIs can melt gas hydrates. It is 
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reported that this method was used to solve the hydrate plug problem 
during the accident of “BP Deep Water Horizon Oil Spill” in 2010: A 
severe hydrate plug happened due to the leaking well on May 7. When 
the leaked gas bubbles got contacted with the cold seawater, gas hydrate 
solids formed and plugged the cofferdam. By June 3, the problem of the 
gas hydrate plug was solved after the addition of methanol.93 However, 
due to the highly flammable, toxic, and refinery catalyst-killing 
properties of methanol, MEG is preferred many places worldwide. MEG 
has a comparatively high molecular weight (62 g/mol), so it can be 
recovered through the removal of water. However, the application of 
MEG in flowlines may lead to the problem of salt precipitation or a 
worsening of scaling.1 In addition, the high concentration requirement of 
MEG makes high transportation and storage costs. Thus, the alternative 
method of utilizing significantly lower concentrations of LDHIs for 
hydrate prevention becomes attractive (Section 2.4.2 - 2.4.3). 

 Anti-Agglomerants 
Anti-agglomerants (AAs) are a type of LDHI. AAs do not stop hydrates 
from forming (unless at very low sub-coolings) but can prevent small 
hydrate crystals from aggregating into large masses, thus maintaining the 
fluidity of gas and oil products in the flowlines. This action mode makes 
AAs useful even at high sub-cooling (>10 oC) conditions in deepwater 
applications.8 Depending on the small hydrate particles dispersed either 
in the liquid hydrocarbon or in excess of water, AAs can be divided into 
two classes: (i) production or pipeline AAs and (ii) gas-well AAs.4  

 Pipeline AAs 

The application of pipeline AAs requires a liquid hydrocarbon phase to 
disperse the formed hydrates, and a water cut below about 80-90% to 
ensure that the hydrate slurry is not too viscus to transport.8, 94, 95 Two 
working mechanisms of pipeline AAs have been proposed: (i) the 
emulsion mechanism and (ii) the “hydrate-philic” mechanism.4 In the 
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emulsion mechanism, a water-in-oil emulsion can form when injecting a 
surfactant. The hydrate particles that form within the water droplets of 
the emulsion cannot easily get agglomerate. Many series of polymeric 
surfactants, e.g., polyalkenyl succinic anhydrides and ethoxylated 
polyamines, are effective emulsion pipeline AAs.8, 96 In the “hydrate-
philic” mechanism, the “hydrate-philic” groups of the amphiphilic 
surfactants attach to the hydrate surface and then disrupt its growth. The 
hydrocarbon side of the amphiphilic surfactants makes the attached 
hydrates hydrophobic. Thus the small hydrate particles can be easily 
dispersed in the oil phase.97 Quaternary ammonium and phosphonium 
surfactants with butyl or pentyl groups are effective “hydrate-philic” 
AAs.95, 98 (Figure 2.10) 
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Figure 2. 10 Structures of butylated quaternary ammonium pipeline AAs. R = long alkyl chain 
and X = counterion. 

 

 Gas-well AAs 

Gas-well AAs can disperse hydrates in excess water, and then the small 
hydrate particles can be transported by the aqueous phase without 
agglomeration.99, 100 Thus, the application of gas-well AAs do not require 
a liquid hydrocarbon phase. Polyetherpolyamines, such as 
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polyetherdiamines, with low molecular weights (<500 g/mol) are 
excellent gas-well AAs. (Figure 2.11) Polyetheramine gas-well AAs 
have been used to prevent hydrate blockages in many gas well 
applications.101-103 
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Figure 2. 11 Structure of polyetherdiamine gas-well AA.104 

 

 Kinetic Hydrate Inhibitors  
The other class of LDHIs is kinetic hydrate inhibitors (KHIs). KHIs can 
delay the nucleation onset and/or the crystal growth of hydrate formation 
for a long enough time to ensure the transportation of gas and oil 
products to their destination fluently. The commonest and some of the 
most effective KHIs are water-soluble amide-based polymers, and they 
include (i) polymers with amide side groups, e.g., poly (N-vinyl 
pyrrolidone) (PVP), poly (N-vinyl caprolactam) (PVCap), poly (N-
isopropyl methacrylamide) (PNIPMAM) and hyperbranched poly (ester 
amide)s4, 8-10, 105-107 and (ii) polymers with amide backbones, e.g., anti-
freeze proteins, bespoke polypeptides and pseudo-polypeptides.108-111 
PVP, PVCap, PNIPMAM and their copolymers, and hyperbranched poly 
(ester amide)s have been commercialized in this field. (Figure 2.12) PVP 
and PVCap have been investigated as KHIs since the early 1990s.8, 112 
Until now, PVP and PVCap, especially the latter, are still used as 
standards for evaluating the performance of new KHIs. In 1996, Exxon 
reported a series of polyalkyl(meth)acrylamides and among which 
PNIPMAM and polyacryloylpyrrolidine (PAPYD) gave the best KHI 
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performance.113, 114 Since the 2000s, PNIPMAM and its copolymers have 
been commercially available. Hyperbranched poly (ester amide)s have 
KHI performance with a sub-cooling up to around 10 oC, not quite as 
good as the performance of PVCap or PNIPMAM. 
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 Figure 2. 12 Structures of PVP, PVCap, PNIPMAM and poly (N-alkylglycines). 

 
Recently, several kinds of effective non-amide KHI polymers have been 
reported, e.g., amine N-oxide polymers,115-117 isopropenyloxazolines 
polymers,118 and poly (vinyl phosphonate) diesters119. (Figure 2.13) 
Almost all efficient KHI polymers meet the two necessary structural 
conditions: (i) hydrophilic groups and (ii) hydrophobic groups (alkyl 
groups) that connected directly or indirectly to the hydrophilic groups. 
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Figure 2. 13 Structures of hyperbranched polyethyleneimine-alkyl-amine oxide (Left), 
polyisopropenyloxazoline (Middle), and poly (dialkyl vinylphosphonate) (Right). 
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2.5 Mechanisms for Kinetic Hydrate Inhibition 
The hydrate formation process includes nucleation and growth, so KHIs 
work on nucleation inhibition and growth inhibition, however, 
depending on the detection method it can be difficult to distinguish the 
two. Theoretically, for the nucleation inhibition procedure, KHIs prevent 
water and gas molecules from forming critical-sized nuclei, and for the 
growth inhibition process, KHIs retard hydrate crystal growth. 

 Hypothesized Kinetic Hydrate Inhibition Mechanisms  
Generally speaking, there are two widely accepted inhibition mechanism 
hypotheses of kinetic hydrate inhibitors: adsorption inhibition hypothesis 
and perturbation inhibition hypothesis. Figure 2.14 shows the process of 
hydrate formation and possible working mechanisms of KHIs. Free 
water in the liquid phase may be prevented from closing to hydrate 
surface by adsorption or perturbation of KHIs, and then gas hydrate 
cannot grow further. 
 

 
Figure 2. 14 Gas hydrate formation and inhibition mechanisms.120 
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Adsorption inhibition theory shown in Figure 2.14 (b) suggests that KHIs 
adsorb on pre-critical nucleation sites or growing hydrate crystal surface 
and prevent the hydrate surface from direct contact of water and gas 
molecules, thus inhibiting hydrate formation.121 Klomp et al. illustrated 
a model (Figure 2.15) that KHIs adsorb onto the hydrate crystal surface 
and divide the surface into small areas. The hydrate growth can only 
happen in the surface areas that are not covered by KHI, and the formed 
hydrates in these areas have a larger surface to volume ratio, which is 
favoured for further hydrate growth. Once the sub-cooling degree is 
exceeded, the hydrate may grow in between the covered areas. Thus, 
both the coverage ratio of KHI onto the hydrate surface and the spacing 
between the coverage areas can affect the KHI performance. 
   
 

 
Figure 2. 15 Schematic illustration of KHIs adsorb on the hydrate crystal surface.122 

 
The adsorption inhibition theory has been received widespread attention, 
and there are many evidence both from experimental and computer 
modelling supporting this theory.123-127 For example, Zhang et al. 
demonstrated that on cyclopentane hydrate, the adsorption isotherm of 
PVP fits well with the Langmuir-type, and that of PVCap accords with 
the multilayer Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET)-type when its 
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concentration is over 0.5 wt.%.128 Also, when comparing the single 
adsorption layer of PVP and PVCap, the calculated monolayer density 
of PVCap is higher due to its larger molecule size. Both the thicker 
adsorption layer and larger molecule size make PVCap a more powerful 
KHI than PVP in preventing cyclopentane hydrate from further growing. 
Also, using molecular dynamics simulations (MDS), Yagasaki et al. 
observed that PVCap oligomers adsorb to the growing hydrate surface 
and change gradually the hydrate surface from flat to concave shown in 
Figure 2.16.129 According to Gibbs-Thomson equation, the effective sub-
cooling decreases with the increasing curvature of the surface. As the 
effective sub-cooling is the driving force of hydrate growing, the hydrate 
crystal stops growing when the effective sub-cooling decreases to zero. 
Only useful KHIs can bind to the hydrate surface for a long enough time 
to make the curvature over the threshold value. Through small-angle 
neutron scattering, King et al. reported that KHIs change the 
conformation of hydrate crystals in liquid, but non-inhibitor polymer 
does not, which may be a signal of a layer of KHI polymers adsorbed on 
the hydrate crystal surface.130  
 
 

 
Figure 2. 16 KHI molecules gradually change the hydrate surface from flat to concave. The blue 
area is hydrate phase, red spheres represents KHI molecules.129 

 

It is proposed that the adsorption function of KHIs is attributed to the 
hydrophilic amide groups. Through molecular simulations, Carver et al. 
reported that in hydrate/vapour interface KHI monomers adsorb to 
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hydrate surface via the hydrogen bonds between the amide groups and 
the water molecules at the hydrate surface.131, 132 However, in the 
hydrate/water interface, the way of adsorption was found to be different. 
Yagasaki et al. reported that the strong adsorption affinity between KHIs 
and hydrate surface is not because of the amide groups but is attributed 
to the entropic stabilization between the lactam rings of KHIs and the 
cavities at the hydrate surface.133 The hydrophobic part in the lactam ring 
of KHIs is critical to the entropic stabilization as it traps to the hydrate 
cavity and enhances the structure around the cavity. The reason why 
PVCap outperforms PVP in inhibiting gas hydrate formation is because 
of its more suitable size of the hydrophobic part for the open hydrate 
cavity. There is a little longer distance than the general hydrogen bond 
between the amide group of PVCap and hydrate surface is reported by 
Xu et al., indicating that it is not the amide group of PVCap that directly 
adsorbs to the hydrate surface.134  
However, studies demonstrated that PVP gives effective inhibition 
performance even when it has no direct contact with the hydrate 
surface,135-137 and PVP can destabilize the pre-critical nucleus.138 It is 
implying that there may be other mechanisms of hydrate inhibition, for 
example, perturbation inhibition.139 As shown in Figure 2.14 (c), the 
perturbation inhibition theory suggests that KHIs perturb the 
organization of local gas and water molecules, thus preventing the 
formation of critical-sized nucleus and the further crystal growth.  By 
studying hydrophobic amino acids on carbon dioxide hydrates, Sa et al. 
reported that amino acids with less hydrophobic alkyl side groups give 
better KHI performance in delaying nucleation and retarding hydrate 
growth.120, 140 They demonstrated that the terminal hydrophilic amine 
and carboxyl acid groups disrupt the hydrogen bonds between the local 
gas and water molecules, and this is the effect to make the gas hydrate 
formation slower. The side hydrophobic alkyl groups strengthen the 
organization of the water structure, and this is the effect to make the gas 
hydrate formation faster. The balance between the two effects produced 
by the hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups on the water structure is the 
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critical factor of perturbation inhibition on gas hydrate formation. 
Custodio et al. reported that pentagon-predominant water structures 
suggesting the clathrate-like behaviour occur around the isopropyl side 
groups of PNIPAM hydrogels at low temperature, indicating the 
hydrophobic alkyl groups may rearrange the behaviour of the nearby 
water molecules.141  

 Factors Affecting Kinetic Hydrate Inhibition 
Performance. 

 Hydrate categories.  

(i) sI vs sII gas hydrates. 

Methane gas and synthetic natural gas (SNG) mixture whose main 
components are hydrophobic light alkane gases, are the most common 
gas types used in hydrate research. Methane gas forms sI hydrates as the 
most thermodynamically stable phase. The most thermodynamically 
stable for the SNG mixture is sII hydrates. Using slow constant cooling 
(SCC) method, Semenov et al. reported that Luvicap 55W and Luvicap 
EG at 5000 ppm could inhibit methane-propane sII hydrate at the sub-
cooling as high as 13-14 °C. But they are only capable of inhibiting 
methane sI hydrate at sub-coolings lower than 7 oC.142 Through the 
crystal growth inhibition (CGI) method, PVCap has been reported to be 
an efficient KHI on sII hydrates rather than on sI hydrates, and the reason 
for its failure may be due to sI hydrates form initially.143, 144 Through situ 
Raman spectroscopy, Hong et al. reported that PVCap could interact 
strongly with the large cavities (51262), leading to a smaller ratio of the 
large to small cavities at the early stage of methane hydrates 
formation.145 That means to some extent PVCap can retard the formation 
of sI hydrate, but just not as efficient as it on sII hydrate. Ohno et al. 
reported that both sI and sII hydrates form during the initial period of 
methane-ethane hydrates formation, the presence of PVCap influences 
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the structural transition of gas hydrates by disturbing the gas movement 
and water rearrangement at hydrate crystal interfaces. They observed that 
PVCap could promote the structural transition to stable sI hydrates when 
at the sI thermodynamically stable conditions. But it retards the structural 
transition to stable sII hydrates if sII is the thermodynamically stable 
phase.146 Maybe this explains the reason why sI hydrate is harder to 
inhibit than sII hydrate. In 2012, using several kinds of KHIs, Ohno et 
al. studied gas hydrates form from methane-ethane-propane mixture.23 
All of those KHIs retarded the structural interconversion from metastable 
sI to stable sII hydrates.  

(ii) Tetrahydrofuran (THF) vs gas sII hydrates. 

THF can form sII hydrates at atmospheric pressure, and its equilibrium 
temperature is approximately 4.4 oC.147 THF molecules can occupy the 
large 51264 cavities of hydrates.148 THF is usually used to do the 
preliminary screening of KHIs as its operating procedure is relatively 
convenient. Using THF in a ball-stop rig equipment, the first efficient 
PVP was screened out.149 Also, THF can be used to study the crystal 
growth procedure of hydrate formation. However, sometimes the KHIs 
performance on THF may be different from that on hydrophobic 
gases.116, 129, 150, 151 For example, when used alone, trialkyl amine oxides 
are a series of efficient KHIs on inhibiting THF hydrate, but they are 
poor KHIs on SNG hydrate.116, 150 This may be due to the different 
inhibition mechanism between THF and SNG hydrates. As THF is 
completely miscible with water, the mass transfer limitation of guest 
molecules is not a problem for the crystal growth of THF hydrate. The 
binding free energy of THF hydrate surface is relatively lower than that 
of gas hydrate surface, thus even weakly bound molecules can adsorb to 
the THF hydrate surface and inhibit it from further growth.129 Therefore, 
compared to SNG hydrate, THF hydrate may lower the threshold for KHI 
screening. However, nearly all classes of KHI polymer are not very good 
at stopping THF hydrate growth except PVCap. For example, 
hyperbranched polyesteramides are excellent SNG hydrate inhibitors, 
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but they are not that useful at inhibiting THF hydrate crystal growth,152 
which indicates that the perturbation mechanism may be involved in the 
nucleus inhibition of SNG hydrate rather than the crystal adsorption 
mechanism. 

(iii) Cyclopentane (CP) vs gas sII hydrates. 

CP is a water-insoluble liquid, and it can form sII hydrates at atmospheric 
pressure. The equilibrium temperature of cyclopentane is approximately 
7.7 oC.153, 154 Using several kinds of KHIs, Dirdal et al. compared their 
performance on CP hydrate and SNG hydrate.147 Their KHI performance 
on CP hydrate correlated fairly well with that on SNG hydrate, but 
several notable exceptions existed. For example, PVP K-15 gave better 
performance than Luvicap 55W on CP hydrate, which was the opposite 
of the result on SNG hydrate. In addition, increasing the concentration 
of KHIs did not improve the performance on CP hydrate, but it did on 
SNG hydrate. Thus, the method of using CP hydrate to screen KHIs for 
natural gas is not always reliable, and this may be because of the less 
solubility of CP than that of SNG under high pressure and the unlikely 
structural conversion at the initial stage of CP hydrate formation.  

 Molecular weight (MW).  

KHI monomers have little inhibition effect on hydrate formation, and the 
KHI performance of a polymer increases with increasing repeating units 
until reaching an optimum size, and then decreases gradually with a 
longer polymer chain. Generally speaking, the optimum molecular 
weights of KHIs are approximately 1000-3000 g/mol, indicating that 
KHI oligomers or polymers with 8-20 monomer units have the best 
performance.8, 107, 155 Exxon patented that the KHI performance of 
polymers with a bimodal distribution of MW is better than that of 
unimodal MW distribution polymers.156 Yagasaki came up with a model 
to explain why KHI polymers have an optimum size and why a bimodal 
MW distribution polymers perform better via molecular dynamics.129 
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They proposed that a molecule can be a good KHI only if it can strongly 
bind to the hydrate surface. VCap monomers cannot inhibit hydrate 
growth as they are weakly bound molecules. On the one hand, the ability 
of binding to the hydrate surface increases with the increasing number of 
repeating monomer units in PVCap from one to 20, and it remains the 
same if over 20 monomer units. On the other hand, the ability of binding 
to the hydrate surface per monomer unit decreases with the increasing 
size of PVCap. Thus, an optimum size of PVCap occurs before reaching 
20 monomer units because of the balance of the two opposite effects. 
The low MW polymers and high MW polymers can work complemental 
on inhibiting the crystal growth of large and small hydrate particles, 
respectively. Therefore, the bimodal polymers lead to better KHI 
performance than the polymers with the unimodal distribution of MW. 
However, although PVP with low MW is best for inhibiting SNG 
hydrate, PVP with high MW is best to stop THF hydrate crystal growth 
reported in a patent by Shell Canada Limited.157 This further confirms 
that a different inhibition mechanism of THF hydrate from that of SNG 
hydrate. The different initial locations of PVP molecules have been 
reported to affect the performance of methane hydrate, e.g., the 
performance of PVP located at the hydrate solid-liquid phase interface is 
better than that at gas-liquid phase interface.158 Thus, the reason why 
higher MW PVP performs better on THF hydrate is probably because 
that the completely miscible THF changes the hydrate formation 
position. The position favours high MW PVP molecules gather at the 
hydrate solid-liquid phase interface and then prevent THF hydrate from 
further growth. 

 Polymerization method.  

The polymerization method can affect the performance of KHI polymers. 
For example, adding different chain transfer agents during the free 
radical polymerization process can make polymers tailed with varying 
end-capping groups, and these end-capping groups may change their 
KHI performance.159, 160 Mercaptoacetic acid and mercaptoethanol end-
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capping groups have a positive effect on the KHI performance of PVCap. 
Maybe the end-capping groups change the activity of KHI polymers or 
themselves can directly work on the cavities of hydrates. It is reported 
that the polymer tacticity affects the KHI performance.161 PNIPAM with 
higher syndiotactic percentage performs better on both THF and SNG 
hydrates. Also, the random copolymer of poly (N-ethyl- -alanine-co-N-
propyl- -alanine) gives better KHI performance than the block 
copolymer on SNG hydrate.162 In addition, The KHI performance of 
linear and hyperbranched polyethylenimines is different. Linear 
polyethylenimines show better KHI performance on THF hydrate while 
hyperbranched polyethylenimines are better for inhibiting SNG 
hydrate.105, 106 Exxon mobile proposed a model that cage-like water-
structures can from around PVCap molecules. (Figure 2.17) The polymer 
with hydration cages has a large surface area/volume ratio, which makes 
gas molecules in water uneasy to form cluster. Thus, the KHI 
performance can be affected by the polymer surface area/volume. In 
addition, the evidence that the surface area/volume ratio and the 
molecular spacing of monomer units affect the KHI performance may 
further confirm Klomp`s theory that both the coverage ratio of KHI onto 
the hydrate surface and the spacing between the coverage areas can affect 
the KHI performance, which has been discussed in Section 2.5.1.122  
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Figure 2. 17 Cage-like water-structures from around PVCap molecule. 

 

 Hydrophobic alkyl groups. 

For many KHI series, e.g., poly (N-alkyl(meth)acrylamide)s163, poly 
(alkylethylenephosphonate)s164, poly (N-alkyl-N-vinylacetamide)s,165 
poly (N-alkyl- -alanine)s162, and poly (fluoroalkylacrylamide)s166, the 
KHI performance depends on the size and shape of the hydrophobic alkyl 
side groups. Usually, the optimum size is 3-6 C atoms depending on the 
type and position of the hydrophilic functional group. Hydrophobic 
groups with 7 or more C atoms are poor KHIs.167 Also, for the poly (N-
vinyl lactam) series, the KHI performance increases with the ring size 
increasing from 5 to 8-membered.155 Also, the methyl groups on the 
backbone improve the KHI performance. For example, poly (N-
isopropylmethacrylamide) (PIPMAM) performed better than poly (N-
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isopropylacrylamide) (PIPAM)114, and poly (N, N-
dimethylhydrazidomethacrylamide) (PDMHMAM) outperformed poly 
(N, N-dimethylhydrazidoacrylamide) (PDMHAM)168, 169.  

For THF hydrate growth inhibitors, Klomp et al. reported that quaternary 
ammonium and phosphonium salts with more hydrophobic alkyl groups, 
such as n-butyl and n/iso-pentyl groups have better performance.122 In 
2012, Chua et al. reported that tetra(iso-hexyl)ammonium bromide was 
the most effective THF inhibitor among the quaternary ammonium-
based series. Tetra(iso-hexyl)ammonium bromide also gave an excellent 
synergistic effect for PVCap on SNG hydrate.150 Recently, Mady and 
Kelland reported that tris(tert-heptyl)(n-pentyl)ammonium bromide 
gave better THF hydrate growth inhibition performance than tetra(iso-
hexyl)ammonium bromide.151 Also, the tert-heptylated salt gave better 
synergistic effect for PVCap on SNG hydrate than the iso-hexylated 
salt.170 

Through molecular simulations, Hudait et al., reported that the alkyl 
groups could stabilize the ice structure, rigidize the ice-binding site, and 
slow the water dynamics around the ice-binding site.171 Arsiccio et al. 
observed that the destabilizing effect of the ice interface does not require 
the direct adsorption of the protein but is mediated by the nearby liquid 
water molecules that may be affected by the non-polar groups.172 Thus, 
the hydrophobic alkyl groups of KHIs may have similar effects on the 
hydrate nucleus and interface. Through thermal analysis on polymer-
water interactions, Varma-Nair et al. reported that more hydrophobicity 
of the pendant group of KHI polymers leads to higher bound water, 
which favours the KHI performance.173 

 Cloud point (TCl) of KHIs. 

KHI formulations include one or more amphiphilic polymers that contain 
both hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups, so cloud points (TCl) are often 
seen if heating the KHI aqueous solutions.  It is reported that the low TCl 
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temperature of KHI polymer is essential for efficient KHI 
performance.167 At typical KHI dosages, PVCap and PNIPMAM have a 
TCl of approximately 30-40 °C and 35-45 °C, respectively depending on 
the molecular weight amongst other factors.8, 9 According to the paper 
published by Dirdal and Kelland167, the reason why low TCl benefits the 
performance of a KHI polymer may be as follows. (i) KHI polymers with 
low TCl may have the maximum surface area/volume ratio. The 
advantage of the large surface area/volume ratio of a KHI polymer has 
been discussed in Section 2.5.2.3. (ii) The hydrophobic interaction of 
KHI polymers may be strengthened at low temperatures closed to their 
low TCl. The effect of hydrophobic interaction on inhibiting hydrate 
formation has been discussed in Section 2.5.2.4. (iii) KHI polymers with 
low TCl tend to concentrate at the gas/water or oil/water interfacial 
regions where hydrates may initially form, thus giving efficient 
inhibition performance. 

 Copolymers.  

Many effective KHIs are copolymers, such as Luvicap 55W (BASF) and 
Inhibex BIO-800 (Ashland). Luvicap 55W is an aqueous solution 
product, and its active ingredient is copolymerized from N-vinyl 
pyrrolidone (VP) and N-vinyl caprolactam (VCap) monomers in the ratio 
of 1:1. The active component of Inhibex BIO-800 is a copolymer of 
VCap and vinyl alcohol (VOH). Luvicap 55W and Inhibex BIO-800 are 
powerful KHIs on both sI and sII hydrates.174 The VP:VCap copolymer 
has a high cloud point due to the addition of the strongly hydrophilic VP 
monomer. Copolymerization of VCap with N-vinyl-N-methylacetamide 
(VIMA) monomer can also improve the solubility of VCap-based KHIs 
as well as raise the KHI performance compared to PVIMA or VCap 
homopolymers given the appropriate VIMA:VCap monomer ratio.175 
This may be due to an opening out of the polymer chain structure giving 
a higher surface-volume ratio as discussed earlier.   
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 Synergists. 

Some solvents, nonpolymeric compounds, and even polymers have 
synergetic effects on KHI polymers. Adding synergists is an efficient and 
money-saving method to improve the performance of KHIs. It is 
particularly advantageous if the carrier solvent for the KHI polymers is 
also a synergist. Typical synergist solvents include small alcohols, alkyl 
lactates and glycol ethers e.g. n-butyl glycol ether, and some ketones.176, 

4-methyl-1-pentanol was recently shown to be a very powerful synergist.   
177 Synergist solvents can be added when making KHI aqueous solution 
or as a solvent for synthesizing and dissolving KHI polymers.  

Besides oxygenated solvents, tetraalkyl ammonium salts, tetraalkyl 
phosphonium salts, alkylated guanidinium salts, trialkyl amine oxides, 
and ionic liquids are outstanding nonpolymeric compound synergists.150, 

151, 178-180 The mechanism of the synergetic effect is unclear. It may be 
because the synergists enhance the reaction of KHIs on the hydrate 
surface or change the nucleus formation site or decrease the mass transfer 
rate of the hydrate formation system.176  

Apart from the above discussion, more factors can affect the KHI 
performance, such as the gas-liquid interfacial tension of KHI 181, the 
absolute pressure of the system182-184, KHI concentration, aqueous 
volume, stirring rate, test method and experiment equipment.185, 186 
These phenomena are all related to the hydrate formation dynamics and 
mechanisms. However, the inhibition mechanism of KHIs is still 
unclear. Thus, to explore more on the inhibition mechanism is of 
particular importance for the future work in this field.  
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3 Objectives 

Most reported and almost all commercial KHIs are amide-based 
polymers. However, polyamide KHIs have certain limitations, such as 
limited inhibition performance for deepwater applications, low cloud 
point (poor water-solubility) in high salinity produced fluids, and low 
seawater biodegradability. Also, the inhibition mechanisms of KHIs are 
still under debate. The function of the amide groups in KHIs is also 
unsure. As it is difficult to determine directly whether the amide groups 
have a unique effect on the KHI performance or only make the polymers 
water-soluble, investigating non-amide KHI polymers may reveal the 
answer. Therefore, the main objectives for the PhD research were 
identified as follows. 

1. Investigate how N substituents like hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
groups affect the inhibition performance of tailor-made peptoids. 
(Paper I) 

2. Optimize the inhibition performance of amide-based polymers, 
including N-alkyl-N-vinylamide, 3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone, N- 
vinyl caprolactam, N-isopropylmethacrylamide, and acrylamide 
polymers, via one or several of the methods of copolymerization, 
N-alkylation, ring expansion and end-capping modification. 
(Paper II, III, IV, V). 

3. Investigate the inhibition performance of non-amide based 
polymers, including polyvinylsulphonamides, poly (amine 
oxide)s, poly (sulfobetaine methacrylate)s, and polyvinylaminals. 
(Paper VI, VII, VIII, IX, X). 

A summary of the results and discussion of the completed studies is 
presented in Chapter 5. The main conclusions of the completed studies 
are summarized in Chapter 6. The published papers are attached in the 
Appendices. 
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4 Experimental Methods 

4.1 Syntheses

 Tailor-made Peptoids 
A series of poly (glycine-alternating-valine)s with varying glycine N-
substituents, e.g., alkyl and hydroxyl groups were provided by Professor 
Yasuhito Koyama (Toyama Prefectural University, Japan). According to 
the literature187, 188, the procedure of preparing the glycine N-substituted 
poly (glycine-alternating-valine)s is briefly described as follows. A 
mixture of isobutyraldehyde, alkyl ammonium chloride, potassium 
isocyanoacetate, and isopropanol was stirred for eight days at ambient 
temperature. The mixture was then concentrated under vacuum to get a 
viscous liquid. The residue was further stirred for six days at ambient
temperature to get a viscous crude product. Tetrahydrofuran was used to 
precipitate the potassium chloride byproduct. After filtration and 
removing the solvent, the glycine N-substituted poly (glycine-
alternating-valine) final product was obtained. (Figure 4.1) 

 

 

Figure 4. 1 Synthesis of glycine N-substituted poly (glycine-valine)s. R = alkyl group containing 
1-3 carbons or  hydroxyl group. 
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 N-alkyl-N-vinylamide Copolymers 
A series of N-alkyl-N-vinylamide copolymers were provided by 
Professor Hiroharu Ajiro (Nara Institute of Science and Technology, 
Japan). The procedure of synthesizing N-alkyl-N-vinylformamide 
monomers, e.g., N-propyl-N-vinylformamide and N-butyl-N-
vinylformamide from N-vinylformamide and corresponding alkyl 
bromides via nucleophilic substitution reaction was reported in 
literature.189, 190 The copolymers were synthesized from the N-alkyl-N-
vinylformamide monomers by using the free radical copolymerization 
method.165, 190, 191 (Figure 4.2) An example of preparing N-
vinylformamide and N-n-butyl-N-vinylformamide copolymer is given 
below. 72.4 mg (0.442 mmol) of 2,2`-azodiisobutyronitrile, 0.97 mL 
(14.1 mmol) of N-vinylformamide monomers, 7.16 mL (56.4 mmol) of 
N-n-butyl-N-vinylformamide and 2 M toluene were sequential loaded to 
a 25 mL round-bottom flask under the protection of nitrogen gas. The 
reacting temperature was at 60 oC. After reacted 24 h, acetone was used 
to precipitate the polymer. The solid copolymer was obtained after 
filtration and drying. 
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Figure 4. 2 copolymerization of N-vinylformamide and N-n-butyl-N-vinylformamide. 
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 3-Methylene-2-pyrrolidone and 3-Methylene-2-
piperidone Polymers 

3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone, N-alkyl-3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone, and 3-
methylene-2-piperidone polymers were provided by Professor Bert 
Klumperman (Stellenbosch University, South Africa). The polymers 
were synthesized from the corresponding monomers via the free radical 
polymerization method.192, 193 The reaction procedures toward the 
monomers were reported in literature.194-197 An example of the 
preparation of the 3-methylene-2-piperidone polymer is given as 
follows. 0.50 g (4.50 mmol) of 3-methylene-2-piperidone monomers, 17 
mg (0.06 mmol) of 4, -azobis (4-cyanovaleric acid) and 3 mL dimethyl 
sulfoxide were added to a 10 mL reaction flask. After 20 min of purge 
with argon gas, the mixture was heated to 70 °C.  The mixture was then 
kept at 70 oC and stirred for 24 h. After the reaction, the polymer was 
purified through dialysis and was isolated via freeze-drying. 

 Poly (N-vinyl caprolactam) and Poly (N-isopropyl 
methacrylamide) with Varying End Caps 

Poly (N-vinyl caprolactam) and poly (N-isopropyl methacrylamide) with 
varying mercaptocarboxylic acid end caps were synthesized through the 
free radical polymerization method by utilizing different chain transfer 
agents, such as mercaptoacetic acid and mercaptosuccinic acid.198 
(Figure 4.3) A general example of the preparation of the 
mercaptocarboxylic acid-group-modified poly (N-vinyl caprolactam) is 
given here. 0.1 g of 2, 2`-azodiisobutyronitrile, 10.0 g of N-vinyl 
caprolactam monomers, 0.3 g of mercaptocarboxylic acid, and 30 mL 
isopropanol were loaded to a round-bottomed flask. After the air in the 
flask were removed, the mixture was heated to 80 °C. The mixture was 
then kept at 80 oC and stirred for seven hours. Then, the isopropanol 
solvent was removed through a vacuum rotary evaporator. The residue 
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was precipitated in diethyl ether. A solid polymer was obtained after 
filtration and drying.  
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Figure 4. 3 Synthesis of poly (N-vinyl caprolactam) with varying mercaptocarboxylic acid end 
caps. R = carboxylic acid group. 

 

 Direct Synthesis of Acrylamide-based Polymers from 
Poly (acrylic acid) 

Poly (N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM), poly (N-n-propylacrylamide) 
(PNnPAM) and polyacryloylpyrrolidine (PAPYD) were synthesized 
from poly (acrylic acid) (PAA) via a two-stage process. (Figure 4.4) 
According to the literature199, the two-stage process was as follows. First, 
the polyacrylic acid alkylammonium salts were synthesized from PAA 
and the corresponding amines, e.g., isopropylamine, n-propylamine, and 
pyrrolidine. Second, the polyacrylic acid alkylammonium salts were 
intramolecular dehydrated to give the acrylamide polymers (PNIPAM, 
PNnPAM, and PAPYD). Here we take the PNIPAM synthesized from 
PAA as an example to show the detailed procedure. PAA (1.004 g, 13.9 
mmol, 1.0 eq) was dissolved in anhydrous ethanol (15 mL) at 60 °C. 
After decreasing the temperature to 30 °C, isopropylamine (1.23 g, 20.8 
mmol, 1.5 eq) was added. Under the protection of N2, the mixture was 
stirred for 24 h. The mixture was then poured into 50 mL THF solvent. 
The polyacrylic acid isopropylammonium salt solid was obtained after 
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filtration and vacuum dried. The dry salt was heated to 150 °C, stirred 
for 6 hours under high vacuum. The target product PNIPAM (1.008 g, 
55%) was finally obtained. 
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Figure 4. 4 Two-stage synthesis of PNIPAM from PAA. 

 

 N-alkyl-S-vinylsulphonamide Polymers 
A series of N-alkyl-S-vinylsulphonamide (VSAM) and N-vinyl-N-
methylacetamide (VIMA) copolymers have been synthesized from 
VSAM and VIMA monomers using the conventional free-radical 
copolymerization method.200 (Figure 4.5) According to the literature201, 
the procedure of synthesizing N-alkyl-S-vinylsulphonamide monomer is 
briefly introduced as follows. Alkylamine (1.0 equivalent) and 
triethylamine (4.0 equivalent) were mixed in dichloromethane at 0 oC. 
Under the protection of N2, 2-chloroethanesulfonyl chloride (1.1 
equivalent) was dropwise added to the mixed solution. The mixture was 
then stirred at 0 oC for four hours. The crude product was washed first 
with deionized water and then with 3.5 wt.% sodium chloride solution to 
remove the inorganic compound. After drying with anhydrous sodium 
sulfate and removing the solvent, the final product was obtained from the 
organic layer.   
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Figure 4. 5 Copolymerization of N-alkyl-S-vinylsulphonamide and N-vinyl-N-methylacetamide. 
R = alkyl group containing 2-4 carbons. 

 

 Amine Oxide Polymers 
Polyamine oxides from alkylated polyethyleneimine were synthesized 
by using the reported procedure in literature.105, 106, 202 Glycidyl amine N-
oxide polyethers were provided by Professor Holger Frey (Johannes 
Gutenberg-Universität Mainz, Germany). The synthesis procedure of 
glycidyl amine N-oxide polyethers was reported in literature.203 Two 
main steps were involved in preparing the amine oxide-based polymers. 
First, synthesize the corresponding amine polymers. Second, oxidize the 
amine polymers to amine oxide polymers with hydrogen peroxide being 
the oxidant. 

 Zwitterionic Poly (sulfobetaine methacrylate)s 
A series of zwitterionic poly (sulfobetaine methacrylate)s with varying 
N-alkyl side groups were provided by Professor Bin Zhao (University of 
Tennessee, United States). The zwitterionic poly (sulfobetaine 
methacrylate)s were synthesized from the corresponding alkylated 
sulfobetaine methacrylate monomers by using the free radical 
polymerization method.204 An example of the preparation of 3-((2-
(Methacryloyloxy)ethyl)-dipentylammonio)propane-1-sulfonate 
polymers is given below. 0.603 g (2.03 mmol) of 3-((2-
(methacryloyloxy)ethyl)-dipentylammonio)propane-1-sulfonate, 7.1 mg 
(0.043 mmol) of 2, 2`-azodiisobutyronitrile, 2.039 g of 2, 2, 2-
trifluoroethanol and 90.5 mg of N, N-dimethylformamide were loaded to 
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a 25 mL two-necked flask. The mixture was degassed and heated to 70 
°C. After reacted 17 h, the crude product was purified by dialysis. The 
purified polymer powder was obtained after concentrated and freeze-
dried. 

 Polyvinylaminals. 
Polyvinylaminals with varying alkyl groups were synthesized from 
polyvinyl amine and the corresponding aldehydes. (Figure 4.6) The 
synthesizing procedure was briefly introduced as follows. 2.00 g of 10 
wt.% polyvinyl amine in water, 1.0 molar equivalent of aldehyde per 
amine group, and 1.00 g of isopropanol (IPA) were loaded to a flask. The 
mixture was heated to 70 oC and then was reacted for 18 hours at this 
temperature. Usually, a light orange-brown solution containing the target 
polyvinylaminal product was obtained. The solution was used for KHI 
tests without further purification. 
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Figure 4. 6 Synthesis of polyvinylaminal from polyvinlyamine and aldehyde. R = chain or cyclic 
alkyl group. 

 

4.2 Cloud Point (TCl) Measurement  
The cloud point (TCl) of each polymer was measured according to the 
following procedure.190, 198, 205 The polymer aqueous solution (normally 
at the concentration of 2500 ppm) was heated slowly. The temperature 
at the first sign of haze observed in the solution was measured as the TCl 
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of the polymer. If the TCl of a polymer was below the room temperature, 
the polymer solution was cooled to 4 oC in a cooling room before the 
heating was applied. The TCl measurement was repeated for 
reproducibility. 

4.3 Kinetic Hydrate Inhibition Performance Testing  

 High-pressure Kinetic Hydrate Inhibition 
Performance Testing 

The high-pressure tests were carried out using either pure methane gas 
or synthetic natural gas (SNG) mixture (Table 4.1). Theoretically, pure 
methane gas forms structure I hydrate, and the most thermodynamically 
stable phase for SNG mixture is structure II hydrate.  

 

Table 4. 1 Composition of SNG mixture. 

Component Mol% 
Methane 80.67 
Ethane 10.20 
Propane 4.90 

iso-Butane 1.53 
n-Butane 0.76 

N2 0.10 
CO2 1.84 

 

 Rocking Cell 5 Equipment 

The high-pressure tests were carried in the rocking cell 5 (RC5) 
equipment supplied by PSL Systemtechnik, Germany. The RC5 
equipment consists of five steel rocking cells positioned in a cooling 
bath. (Figure 4.7) The inner volume of each cell is 40 mL. Each cell was 
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equipped with a temperature sensor, a pressure sensor, a steel ball for 
agitation. During the experimental procedure, the gas in/outlet valve of 
each cell was closed to make sure each cell was a closed system.

 

 

Figure 4. 7 A photo of the RC5 equipment.  

 

 Slow Constant Cooling Experiment 

The slow constant cooling (SCC) method was utilized as the standard 
screening method to test the inhibition performance of KHIs in my 
studies, as the variation in results of this test methodology is 
comparatively low.1 The SCC method gives some measure of the 
maximum sub-cooling that a KHI can tolerate before the formation of 
macroscopic detectable hydrate occurs.142, 186 The procedure was as 
follows.106, 155, 206  
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1. Approximately 105 g of KHI polymer aqueous solution was 
made at least one day before the SCC test to make sure the KHI 
polymer was totally dissolved. Usually, 20 mL of the KHI 
solution was loaded to each of the five cells, but only 10 mL for 
the zwitterionic poly (sulfobetaine methacrylate)s samples. 1 mL 
of decane was added when doing the gas-water-liquid 
hydrocarbon multiphase experiments. 

2. The air in the cells and the gas lines were removed by applying a 
vacuum pump, purging with 5-10 bar of SNG (or pure methane 
gas when doing the experiments on sI hydrate), and using the 
vacuum pump one more time. 

3. The cells were pressurized to 76 bar with SNG or 110 bar with 
pure methane gas at 20.5 oC.  

4. A temperature control program was run from 20.5 oC gradually 
cooling down to 2.0 oC over the time of 18.5 h to provide the low-
temperature atmosphere for gas hydrate formation. The cells 
were rocked for the solution agitation in it at 20 rocks/min 
(maximum 40o) during the cooling period. 

5. The temperature and pressure sensors for each cell allowed for 
data recording and storing on a local computer. 

Figure 4.8 shows typical temperature-time and pressure-time graphs 
generated from an SCC experiment. Normally, we can get the 
information of gas hydrate formation via the temperature-time and 
pressure-time graphs. As gas molecules are consumed from the gas phase 
to form gas hydrates, there is a corresponding pressure drop in the 
pressure-time graph. The gas hydrate formation is an exothermic reaction, 
so a temperature spike in the temperature-time graph is expected when 
gas hydrates forming. However, as the cooling bath of RC5 equipment 
can conduct the heat away quickly enough, the temperature-time curve 
remains uninfected by the reaction of gas hydrate formation shown in 
Figure 4.8. Therefore, we can only get the information of gas hydrate 
formation from the pressure-time graph. In the beginning, the pressure 
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dropped approximately one bar due to the gas dissolved into the aqueous 
solution. Since this was a closed system, the pressure decreased linearly 
when the temperature lowered gradually. The point at which the pressure 
deviated from the linear pressure-time curve indicates the 
macroscopically detectable formation of gas hydrates. The 
corresponding temperature at this point was defined as the hydrate onset 
temperature (To). The value of the rapid hydrate growth temperature (Ta) 
in the temperature-time curve was established according to the steepest 
drop point of the pressure-time curve. 

 

 

Figure 4. 8 To and Ta values determined from the graphs obtained from a SCC experiment.  

 

Typically, 8-10 experiments for each KHI sample were carried out to 
ensure the statistical validity of the results. Some data scattering was 
expected since hydrate nucleation is a stochastic event. For the results 
obtained from the SCC method, usually up to ±10-20 % scattering can 
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be observed from 10 experiments. Data scattering was often much higher 
for isothermal tests.202 

 Isothermal Test 

The isothermal tests were carried out to check how long time a KHI 
solution can hold without detectable gas hydrate formation at a defined 
sub-cooling condition.174, 207 The temperature was cooled rapidly down 
to a desired sub-cooling value, and it was then remained at this sub-
cooling throughout the entire test period. The procedure was as 
follows.202 

1. Approximately 105 g of KHI polymer aqueous solution was 
made at least one day before the isothermal test to make sure the 
KHI polymer was totally dissolved. 20 mL of the KHI solution 
was loaded to each cell.  

2. The air in the cells and the gas lines were removed by applying a 
vacuum pump, purging with 5-10 bar of pure methane gas, and 
using the vacuum pump one more. 

3. The cells were pressurized to 110 bar with pure methane gas at 
20.5 oC and then were rocked for a few minutes to equalize. 

4. The cells were quickly cooled from 20.5 °C down to 4 °C at the 
cooling rate of 10 °C/h. After reaching 4 °C ( T = 11.3 °C for 
sI methane hydrate predicted by the Calsep’s PVTSim software 
using the cubic equation of state (EOS)), the temperature 
remained at this value for some time until the gas hydrate 
formation. The cells were rocked for the solution agitation in it at 
20 rocks/min (maximum 40o) throughout the whole test, 
including the cooling period. 

Figure 4.9 shows typical temperature-time and pressure-time graphs 
generated from an isothermal test. The information on gas hydrate 
formation can be obtained from the pressure-time curve. During the 
rapidly cooling period, the pressure also decreased as it was a closed 
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system. Then, the pressure-time curve remained stable due to the 
temperature was kept at 4 oC. When the pressure was starting decreasing 
again, which indicates the formation of gas hydrates, the time from the 
point where the hydrate forming region reached to the point of the 
pressure drop was defined as the hydrate induction time (ti). The hydrate 
rapid formation time (ta) was founded according to the steepest drop 
point of the pressure-time curve. Usually, at least five experiments were 
carried out to give the average ti and ta values for each KHI polymer. 

 

 

Figure 4. 9 ti and ta values determined from the graphs obtained from an isothermal experiment.  

 

 Tetrahydrofuran (THF) Hydrate Crystal Growth Rate 
Testing 

Tests of THF hydrate crystal growth rate were carried out to check the 
inhibition effect of KHIs on THF hydrate. As reported in previous 
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publications,121, 150, 208-210 the THF hydrate crystal growth rate  test 
procedure was as follows.  

1. A solution containing 36000 ppm (3.6 wt.%) sodium chloride as 
well as THF and water in the molar ratio of 1:17 was prepared. 
The theoretical sub-cooling of this THF/salt solution was about 
3.4 oC.  

2. A certain weight of KHI polymer was loaded to a 100 mL glass 
beaker, and approximately 80 mL of the prepared THF/salt 
solution was added to the beaker to dissolve the KHI polymer. 
The beaker was then placed in a cooling bath at -0.5 oC (accuracy 
± 0.05 oC) and the time recording was started at the same time.  

3. The solution in the beaker was stirred every 5 minutes for the first 
20 minutes.  

4. The ice nucleation used to initiate the THF hydrate was placed in 
the middle of the solution through the tip of a hollow glass tube 
filled with crushed ice, and then waited 1 hour for the growth of 
the THF hydrate crystals from the ice nucleation.  

5. The THF hydrate crystals grown on the tip of the tube were cut 
off and weighed, and the result was calculated as the growth rate 
of the THF crystals in grams over 1 hour. (Figure 4.10) Typically, 
over five experiments were carried out to give an average growth 
rate for each KHI. 
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Figure 4. 10 THF hydrate crystals grown on the tip of the hollow glass tube. 
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5 Completed Studies - Results and Discussion 

5.1 Paper I: Kinetic Hydrate Inhibition of Glycyl-valine-
based Alternating Peptoids with Tailor-made N-
substituents188  

One of the very first inspirations of investigating KHIs to inhibit the 
formation of gas hydrates came from the anti-freeze proteins (AFPs) and 
the anti-freeze glycoproteins (AFGPs) that could allow organisms, such 
as polar fish, surviving in subzero temperatures.211, 212 Since the early 
1990s a range of AFPs and AFGPs have been investigated as KHIs.213-

217 However, the cost of the natural proteins KHIs is too high for field 
application.218, 219 Thus, investigating synthetic KHI polymers is a good 
way to reduce the capital expense (CAPEX) and operating expense 
(OPEX). As peptide bonds are the basic structure in AFPs and AFGPs, a 
series of bespoke or tailor-made polypeptides were investigated as KHIs, 
and some of them were found to be efficient KHIs, such as peptones and 
polyglycines with isopropyl or n-propyl groups.108, 167 

We synthesized four kinds of peptoid polymers with glycine and N-
substituted valine alternating dipeptide repeating units, including poly 
(glycine-L-methylated valine), poly (glycine-L-ethylated valine), poly 
(glycine-L-n-propylated valine) and poly (glycine-L-ethanolated valine), 
abbreviated as MA-Pep, EA-Pep, PA-Pep and EtA-Pep respectively. 
(Figure 5.1) These peptoid polymers were investigated as KHIs using the 
SNG mixture. 
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Figure 5. 1 Structures of the alternating peptides with different N- substituents. MA-Pep (up left), 
EA-Pep (up right), PA-Pep (down left) and EtA-Pep (down right). 

 

Table 5.1 summarized the results from the KHI performance tests of 
MA-Pep, EA-Pep, PA-Pep, and EtA-Pep, as well as the results of pure 
water, PVP K-15, and PVCap for comparison. As shown in Table 5.1, 
MA-Pep with N-methyl groups and EA-Pep with N-ethyl groups gave 
almost the same KHI performance (p-value > 0.05 from t-test). The 
average To values of MA-Pep and EA-Pep were a little lower than PVP 
K-15, indicating they were a bit more powerful than PVP K-15 in 
inhibiting gas hydrate formation. However, MA-Pep and EA-Pep were 
not good at inhibiting rapid forming hydrate once the detectable gas 
hydrate formed, as the average Ta values of them were higher than that 
of PVP K-15. PA-Pep gave better KHI performance than MA-Pep and 
EA-Pep, which was as efficient as the commercial PVCap. The reasons 
why PA-Pep with N-n-propyl groups gave such remarkable KHI 
performance may be as follows. First, the size of the n-propyl group is 
suitable to penetrate the 51264 cavity of sII gas hydrate, thus disturbing 
the structure organization of gas hydrate.173, 189 Second, hydrophobic n-
propyl groups trigger the formation of clathrate water structures, 
resulting in that the water structures prefer to grow around the n-propyl 
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groups of the KHI peptoid rather than small gas molecules.141 Thus, with 
the competition from the hydrophobic groups, the formation of the gas 
hydrate nuclei around the gas molecules becomes difficult. We replaced 
the n-propyl group with the hydroxyethyl group in the peptoid, which is 
similar in size but relatively more hydrophilic. The KHI performance of 
EtA-Pep with hydroxyethyl is worse than PA-Pep, but better than EA-
Pep, which indicates that both the high hydrophobicity and the 
appropriate size of the N-substituents are essential for the KHI 
performance of the peptoids, while the former is particularly important. 

 

Table 5. 1 Results of SCC tests for KHI polymers at 2500 ppm. Average of 10 tests. The 
deviations were calculated by using the formula of STDEV.S in Excel. 

Polymer To (av.) ± 
deviation (°C) 

 (av.)    
at To (°C) 

Ta (av.)   
(°C) 

To Ta 
(av.) (°C) 

Pure Water 16.8 ± 0.6 3.6 16.7 0.1 
PVP K-15 13.9 ± 0.5 6.4 10.3 3.6 

PVCap 10.4 ± 0.4 9.8 9.9 0.5 
MA-Pep 13.0 ± 0.4 7.3 12.9 0.1 
EA-Pep 13.3 ± 0.3 7.0 13.0 0.3 
PA-Pep 10.4 ± 0.1 9.8 10.2 0.2 
EtA-Pep 11.1 ± 0.5 9.1 11.0 0.1 

 

We tested the KHI performance of the best peptoid PA-Pep at different 
concentrations. Like many other series of KHI polymers,193, 200, 220 a 
trend of the improved KHI performance with increasing concentration 
can be seen for PA-Pep. (Figure 5.2) 
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Figure 5. 2 KHI performance of PA-Pep at different concentrations. 

 

5.2 Paper II: Optimizing the Kinetic Hydrate Inhibition 
Performance of N-alkyl-N-vinylamide Copolymers190

Polyvinyl formamide derivatives have been reported to be effective 
KHIs, especially the ones with long alkyl chains on the carbon moiety or 
the nitrogen moiety of the amide groups.165, 221 The KHI performance of 
poly (N-n-propyl-N-vinylformamide) with n-propyl groups has been 
proven to be better than poly (N-isopropyl-N-vinylformamide) with 
isopropyl groups.189 Thus, it is of great interest to investigate poly (N-n-
butyl-N-vinylformamide) with n-butyl groups and poly (N-iso-butyl-N-
vinylformamide) with iso-butyl groups as KHIs for comparing their KHI 
performance. However, the N-n/iso-butyl-N-vinylformamide 
homopolymers were water-insoluble. Reports showed that utilizing N-
vinylformamide monomers to copolymerize with N-n-propyl-N-
vinylformamide and N-isopropyl-N-vinylformamide can improve their 
cloud points as well as water solubility. The KHI performance of the 
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copolymers with N-n-propyl side groups still outperform the copolymers 
with N-isopropyl side groups.189 

Therefore, we synthesized a series of water-soluble N-vinylformamide: 
N-n-butyl-N-vinylformamide (NVF:nBuNVF) copolymers and N-
vinylformamide: N-iso-butyl-N-vinylformamide (NVF:iBuNVF) 
copolymers. A series of N-methyl-N-vinylacetamide: N-n-propyl-N-
vinylformamide (MNVA:nPrNVF) copolymers and N-methyl-N-
vinylacetamide: N-isopropyl-N-vinylformamide (MNVA:iPrNVF) 
copolymers were also synthesized. These copolymers were investigated 
as sII hydrate KHIs using the SNG mixture. (Figure 5.3 and Table 5.2) 
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Figure 5. 3 Structures of NVA:nBuNVF copolymer (top left), NVA:iBuNVF copolymer (top 
right), MNVA:nPrNVF copolymer (bottom left) and MNVA:iPrNVF copolymer (bottom right). 
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Table 5. 2 Analytical data of N-alkyl-N-vinylamide copolymers.a 

Sample M1 M2 Yield 
(%) 

Monomer in 
copolymer 

Mne Ðe 

RK2-033 NVF nBuNVF 18b 75:25 4200 3.38 

RK1-134 NVF nBuNVF 26c 81:19 4500 3.44 

RK1-120 NVF nBuNVF 19c 67:33 15400 3.02 

RK1-135 NVF iBuNVF 22c 51:49 7400 3.13 

RK2-034 NVF iBuNVF 14b 74:26 9700 3.35 

RK1-121 NVF iBuNVF 16c 58:42 10500 3.58 

RK2-035 MNVA nPrNVF 27b 25:75 2800 2.2 

RK1-125 MNVA nPrNVF 50d 56:44 6200 2.08 

RK2-037 MNVA iPrNVF 15b 37:63 2000 1.86 

RK2-036 MNVA iPrNVF 17b 42:58 2000 2.08 

RK1-136 MNVA iPrNVF 27d 28:72 2300 2.94 

RK1-126 MNVA iPrNVF 30d 27:73 4500 1.94 

a Radical polymerization was achieved with azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) in 
toluene at 60 °C at 2 M. b Diethyl ether-insoluble part. c Acetone-insoluble part. 
d Hexane-insoluble part. e Determined by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) 
with polystyrene standard in dimethylformamide (DMF). 

 

As can be seen from Table 5.3, the KHI performance of the N-alkyl-N-
vinylamide copolymers generally improves when the percentage of the 
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monomers with long N-alkyl side chain increases. Thus, the copolymers 
with the highest percentage of the propylated or butylated monomers 
generally gave the best results. Consistent with previously reported 
results189, the KHI performance of the copolymers with N-n-propyl 
groups surpasses those with N-isopropyl groups. The addition of MNVA 
monomers in the copolymers did not reduce the performance of poly-N-
n-propyl-N-vinylformamide but significantly increased its cloud and 
deposition points.189 The copolymer with N-iso-butyl groups gave better 
KHI performance than the copolymer with N-n-butyl groups at similar 
butylated monomer ratios. We surmise that the carbon backbone length 
of n-propyl group and iso-butyl group may be the optimum value for 
penetrating the bulk water structure and causing great interaction with 
hydrate particles. 

Two of the best performing copolymers were further evaluated at 
different concentrations ranging from 1000 to 7500 ppm. (Figure 5.4 and 
5.5) An obvious increasing trend of inhibiting performance can be seen 
for both of them when their concentrations increased from 1000 to 5000 
ppm. However, when the concentration over 5000 ppm, the KHI 
performance of them either only improved a little bit or even got worse. 
Thus, considering the overall cost and the KHI performance, the optimal 
application concentration for this KHI series is approximately 5000 ppm.  
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Table 5. 3 Cloud point and average KHI performance of N-alkyl-N-vinylamide copolymers at 
2500 ppm. Average of 10 tests. The deviations were calculated by using the formula of STDEV.S 
in Excel. 

Sample TCl 
 

To (av.) ± 
deviation  

Ta (av.) 
 

To (av.) -  Ta 

 

DIW 
 

16.0 ± 0.7 15.8 0.2 

PVP K-15 95 13.9 ± 0.5 10.3 3.6 

Luvicap 
55W 

78 7.3 ± 0.4 6.3 1.0 

RK2-033 28 9.3 ± 0.2 9 0.3 

RK1-134 33 9.9 ± 0.4 9.5 0.4 

RK1-120 28 9.1 ± 0.5 8.9 0.2 

RK1-135 20 8.2 ± 0.2 8 0.2 

RK2-034 41 8.6 ± 0.4 8.4 0.2 

RK1-121 34 9.9 ± 0.6 9.4 0.5 

RK2-035 66 8.7 ± 0.7 7.4 1.3 

RK1-125 59 9.2 ± 0.3 8.6 0.6 

RK2-037 94 9.9 ± 0.5 9 0.9 

RK2-036 95 10.3 ± 0.4 9.2 1.1 

RK1-136 86 9.4 ± 0.3 8.8 0.6 

RK1-126 83 10.5 ± 0.6 9.4 1.1 
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Figure 5. 4 KHI performance of RK2-034 at varying concentrations. 

 

 

Figure 5. 5 KHI performance of RK2-035 at varying concentrations. 
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Different synergists were added to the copolymers with the best KHI 
performance to investigate the synergistic effect. (Table 5.4) Although 
2-ethoxyethanol (2-EE) has a good synergistic effect for some KHI 
polymers, e.g., polyacrylamides,222 it is not a good synergist for this N-
alkyl-N-vinylamide copolymer series. The synergistic improvement in 
KHI performance by adding mono-n-butyl glycol ether (nBGE) is much 
greater for the copolymers with iso-butyl groups than for the copolymers 
with n-propyl groups. However, the addition of mono-iso-butyl glycol 
ether (iBGE) leads to greater synergistic improvement for the n-
propylated copolymers than for the iso-butylated copolymers. It 
indicates that a better synergistic effect can be achieved by having one 
chemical with a straight alkyl chain and one with a branched alkyl group, 
which probably due to the complementary interaction between the 
polymer and synergist. 

 

Table 5. 4 Summary of average KHI performance of N-alkyl-N-vinylamide copolymers with 
varying synergists. Average of 10 tests. The deviations were calculated by using the formula of 
STDEV.S in Excel. 

Sample + 
Solvent 

Concn. 
(ppm) 

To (av.) ± 
deviation 

(°C) 

Ta (av.)  
(°C) 

To (av.) -  
Ta (av.) 

 
DIW 0 16.0 ± 0.7 15.8 0.2 

DIW + nBGE 0 + 10000 16.1 ± 0.3 15.9 0.2 

DIW + iBGE 0 + 10000 16.2 ± 0.2 16.0 0.2 

RK1-135 2500 8.2 ± 0.2 8.0 0.2 

RK1-135 + 
nBGE 

2500 + 10000 4.7 ± 0.2 4.1 0.6 

RK2-034 2500 8.6 ± 0.4 8.4 0.2 

RK2-034 + 
nBGE 

2500 + 10000 7.4 ± 0.6 7.0 0.4 
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RK2-034 + 2-
EE 

2500 + 10000 9.4 ± 0.6 9.2 0.2 

RK1-125 2500 9.2 ± 0.3 8.6 0.6 

RK1-125 + 
nBGE 

2500 + 10000 8.5 ± 0.9 8.1 0.4 

RK1-125 + 
iBGE 

2500 + 10000 7.5 ± 0.9 6.7 0.8 

RK2-035 2500 8.7 ± 0.7 7.4 1.3 

RK2-035 + 
nBGE 

2500 + 10000 9.0 ± 0.3 8.9 0.1 

RK2-035 + 2-
EE 

2500 + 10000 8.9 ± 0.8 7.9 1.0 

HA8-014A 2500 8.7 ± 0.2 8.2 0.5 

HA8-014A + 
nBGE 

2500 + 10000 7.7 ± 0.3 7.3 0.4 

HA8-014A + 
iBGE 

2500 + 10000 6.9 ± 0.2 6.5 0.4 

 

5.3 Paper III: Improving the Kinetic Hydrate Inhibition 
Performance of 3-Methylene-2-pyrrolidone Polymers 
by N-alkylation, Ring Expansion and 
Copolymerization193 

Poly (N-vinyl lactam)s, such as poly (N-vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) and 
poly (N-vinyl caprolactam) (PVCap), are a series of traditional KHIs.8, 9 
Nowadays, their homopolymer and copolymer products are still widely 
used in industry application as well as laboratory studies.10, 174  3-
methylene-2-pyrrolidone (3M2P) polymer, which is a poly lactam that is 
structurally similar to PVP, has been investigated as KHI.223 (Figure 5.6) 
However, the KHI performance of 3M2P polymer is not very good. The 
5-membered ring of 3M2P maybe not the ideal size for inhibiting the 
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formation of gas hydrates as the report showed that poly (N-vinyl 
lactam)s with larger pendant ring size ranging from 5 to 8-member gave 
better KHI performance.155 The proton attached to the nitrogen atom in 
3M2P can be easily replaced by alkyl groups, and polymers with more 
hydrophobic alkyl groups have high potential of being efficient KHIs as 
long as they keep water-soluble.165, 224 Also, copolymerization with other 
monomers has been proved to be an effective method to improve the 
performance of KHIs.175, 225 

 

N

n n

NHO

O

 

Figure 5. 6 Structure of PVP (left) and 3M2P polymer (right). 

 

Therefore, we were interested in utilizing the methods of ring expansion, 
N alkylation, and copolymerization to improve the KHI performance of 
3M2P polymer. (Figure 5.7) Thus, 3-methylene-2-piperidone (3M2Pip) 
polymer with 6-membered pendant rings, N-alkylated 3M2P polymers 
including N-methyl-3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone (Me-3M2P), N-ethyl-3-
methylene-2-pyrrolidone (Et-3M2P) and N-n-propyl-3-methylene-2-
pyrrolidone (nPr-3M2P) polymers, and copolymers including 3M2P:N-
n-butyl methacrylamide (BuMAAm),  3M2P:VCap and Me-
3M2P:VCap have been synthesized and investigated as sII hydrate KHIs 
using the SNG mixture. (Table 5.5) 
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Figure 5. 7 Three methods to improve the KHI performance of 3M2P polymer. R = alkyl groups 
containing 1-3 carbon atoms. 

 

Table 5. 5 Analytical data of the synthesized polymers in this study. 

Polymer Monomer 1 
(n) 

Monomer 2 
(1-n) 

n Ð Mn 
(g/mol) 

1 Me-3M2P   2.27 4000a 

2a Et-3M2P   2.20 1100a 

2b Et-3M2P   1.63 9000a 

3 nPr-3M2P   2.08 6100a 

4 3M2Pip    <12900 

A 3M2P BuMAAm 0.97  4300b 

B 3M2P BuMAAm 0.91  5500b 
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C 3M2P BuMAAm 0.88  2400b 

D 3M2P BuMAAm 0.77  4500b 

E 3M2P BuMAAm 0.75  3300b 

i 3M2P VCap 0.53 1.37 4800a 

ii Me-3M2P VCap 0.50 1.22 7600a 
a Number average molecular weights obtained from DMAc SEC. 

b Number average molecular weights obtained from 1H NMR spectroscopy. 

 

As can be seen from Table 5.6, the 3M2Pip polymer with 6-membered 
pendant rings gave significantly better KHI performance than the 3M2P 
with 5-membered rings. The addition of methyl group on the pendant 
ring of 3M2P polymer did not improve its KHI performance. The N-
alkylated 3M2P polymers with more hydrophobic groups, such as ethyl 
and propyl groups, gave significantly better KHI performance than the 
3M2P polymer. The copolymerization with BuMAAm or VCap 
monomer can also improve the KHI performance of 3M2P polymer. 
There is a trend showing that the KHI performance improved when the 
percentage of BuMAAm monomers in the copolymers increased.  

The reason why the KHI performance of 3M2P polymer achieved 
significantly improvement maybe because that all of the three methods: 
(i) ring expansion with more carbon-containing lactam, (ii) alkylation 
and (iii) copolymerization with more hydrophobic monomers lead to 
more hydrophobic side groups in the KHI polymer. As the hydrophobic 
groups can strengthen the organization of the water structure,120, 140, 173 
the water structure may prefer to grow around the hydrophobic groups 
leading to fragile hydrate cavities formed around the gas molecules. 
Thus, with the competition of the hydrophobic groups the critical-sized 
hydrate nucleus cannot easy to form. The hydrophobic side groups hang 
on the backbone of a KHI polymer, which may make them swing here 
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and there in the KHI solution, so the formed water structures around 
them cannot easily accumulate to the critical size. A more hydrophobic 
side group of a polymer can be more competitive and swingable, 
resulting in better KHI performance. 

 

Table 5. 6 Summary of the KHI performance of the polymers at 5000 ppm and cloud points. 
Average of 10 tests. The deviations were calculated by using the formula of STDEV.S in Excel. 

Additive To (av.) ± 
deviation 

oC 

T at 
To 
oC 

Ta 
(av.) 

oC 

To (av.) - 
Ta (av.) 

oC 

TCl 
oC 

No additive 17.3 ± 0.3 3.1 17.2 0.1 
 

PVP K-15 13.3 ± 0.9 7.0 9.1 4.2 >95 
VP:VCap 6.2 ± 1.0 13.9 3.3 2.9 78 

3M2P 15.2 ± 0.4 5.1 15.0 0.2 >85 
3M2Pip 9.5 ± 0.7 10.7 9.3 0.2 37.6 

Me-3M2P 15.4 ± 0.5 4.9 12.5 2.9 >85 
Et-3M2P-a 9.2 ± 1.0 11.0 8.5 0.7 >80 
Et-3M2P-b 8.3 ± 0.4 11.9 5.8 2.5 71.5 
nPr-3M2P 7.8 ± 0.7 12.3 5.9 1.9 19.8 

3M2P:BuMAAm-A 13.0 ± 0.4 7.3 12.6 0.4 >85 
3M2P:BuMAAm-B 9.5 ± 0.9 10.7 9.2 0.3 >85 
3M2P:BuMAAm-C 8.4 ± 0.3 11.8 8.3 0.1 47.6 
3M2P:BuMAAm-D 8.1 ± 0.7 12.1 8.0 0.1 33 
3M2P:BuMAAm-E 7.2 ± 0.2 12.9 7.0 0.2 30 

3M2P:VCap-i 8.0 ± 0.4 12.2 7.5 0.5 67.2 
Me-3M2P:VCap-ii 8.4 ± 0.3 11.8 7.2 1.2 41 

 

Two of the best copolymers in this study were chosen to test at varying 
concentrations and the results are shown in Figure 5.8. Figure 5.8 also 
includes the results of KHI performance tests of Luvicap 55W at 
different concentrations for comparison. The same trend can be seen that 
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all the three copolymers gave better KHI performance at higher 
concentrations ranging from 500 to 5000 ppm. 

 

 

Figure 5. 8 Average To values of 3M2P:VCap, 3M2P:BuMAAm and VP:VCap copolymers 
versus concentration. 

 

5.4 Paper IV: Study of the Kinetic Hydrate Inhibitor 
Performance of  Poly (N-vinyl caprolactam) and Poly 
(N-isopropyl methacrylamide) with Varying End 
Caps198 

The discovery of poly (N-vinyl caprolactam) (PVCap) is one of the very 
important milestones in KHI development history.3, 8, 9 PVCap has 
become a market-leading KHI for many years and by nowadays it is still 
a standard by which newly developed KHIs would be compared in both 
industry application and laboratory studies.10 PVCap has efficient KHI 
performance for both sI and sII hydrate.174 For sII hydrates, PVCap 
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homopolymers can be useful at the sub-coolings up to 10-12 °C, 
depending on the methods of manufacture.8 PVCap would lose its KHI 
performance in deepwater applications with higher sub-coolings. the low 
cloud point (TCl) of PVCap is also a limitation for its application. The TCl 
of PVCap is around 35 oC and it would be precipitated at the injection 
points in the industry where the temperature may be as high as 60-120 
°C.189 Several methods have been utilized to improve the performance of 
PVCap, e.g., adding synergists and copolymerizing it with other 
monomers.175, 177 Ieong et al. reported that utilizing chain transfer agents 
(CTAs) to modify the polymers during the synthesizing procedure is an 
effective technique to improve their thermoresponsive, amphiphilic and 
biocompatible properties.226 The modified PVCap with mercaptoacetic 
acid end-capping group has been proved to be a better KHI than the 
normal PVCap.159 Thus, it is of great interest to investigate KHI 
polymers modified with more categories of CTAs. 

In this study, several mercaptocarboxylic acids have been used as CTAs 
during the procedure of synthesizing PVCaps and poly (N-isopropyl 
methacrylamide)s (PNIPMAMs). (Table 5.7) The mercaptocarboxylic 
acid groups modified polymers have been investigated as KHIs using 
both pure methane gas and SNG mixture in gas + water system as well 
as in gas + water + decane multiphase system.  

 

Table 5. 7 Summary of mercaptocarboxylic acids modified polymers and molecular weight 
results. 

Polymer Chain transfer agent Mn Ð 

PVCap  4403 2.42 
PVCapSCH2COOH Mercaptoacetic acid 3350 2.25 

PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH Mercaptosuccinic acid 4006 2.55 
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PVCapSC6H4COOH 4-Mercaptobenzoic acid 5404 2.03 

PVCapSC11H22COOH 12-Mercaptododecanoic 
acid 

5586 2.02 

PVCapSC15H30COOH 16-Mercaptohexadecanoic 
acid 

6530 2.01 

PNIPMAM  12088 2.18 

PNIPMAMSCH2COOH Mercaptoacetic acid 10812 29.34 

PNIPMAMSCH(COOH)CH2COOH Mercaptosuccinic acid 1965 4.7 

 

As shown in Table 5.8 and Figure 5.9, PVCapSCH2COOH and 
PNIPMAMSCH2COOH with mercaptoacetic acid end-capping groups 
gave significantly better KHI performance than the normal PVCap and 
PNIPMAM for both sI and sII hydrates. We surmise that the carboxylic 
acid groups in the end of PVCap molecules may be able to enter and 
bond to open hydrate cavities in a semi-clathrate manner, thus inhibiting 
the gas hydrate formation.227 PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH and 
PNIPMAMSCH(COOH)CH2COOH with mercaptosuccinic acid end-
capping groups even gave better KHI performance than the SCH2COOH 
end group modified polymers for sII hydrate. It may be because that the 
large 51264 cavities in sII hydrates are big enough for the 
SCH(COOH)CH2COOH groups and the carboxylic acid groups in 
SCH(COOH)CH2COOH are twice as many as in SCH2COOH. 
However, for sI hydrate, PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH and 
PNIPMAMSCH(COOH)CH2COOH only gave slightly better KHI 
performance than the normal PVCap and PNIPMAM, and the 
mercaptosuccinic acid end group modified polymer was worse than the 
mercaptoacetic acid end group modified polymer. It probably due to the 
512 and 51262 cavities of sI hydrate are only big enough for the 
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SCH2COOH groups but not for the SCH(COOH)CH2COOH groups, and 
the extra CHCOOH in the SCH(COOH)CH2COOH group may sterically 
interfere its interaction with the cavities of sI hydrate. 
PVCapSC11H22COOH with 12-mercaptododecanoic acid end-capping 
groups gave the same KHI performance as the normal PVCap for both sI 
and sII hydrates, as the long fatty acid group is not the suitable size for 
the hydrate cavities. PVCapSC15H30COOH with 16-
mercaptohexadecanoic acid end-capping groups gave better KHI 
performance than the normal PVCap for sII hydrate but gave almost the 
same performance as the normal PVCap for sI hydrate. It may be because 
that the low cloud point of PVCapSC15H30COOH is useful for the KHI 
performance on sII hydrate.167 PVCapSC6H4COOH with 4-
mercaptobenzoic acid end-capping groups performed even worse than 
the normal PVCap for both sI and sII hydrates. The reason probably due 

thus 
reducing the freedom of the PVCap molecules to disturb the water 
structure.  

 

Table 5. 8 Summary KHI performance results for the end group-modified polymers at 2500 ppm 
both in methane + water and in SNG + water systems. Average of 10 tests. 

  sII sI 

Sample TCl 
(oC) 

To (av.) 
(oC) 

Ta (av ) 
(oC) 

To (av ) 
(oC) 

Ta (av.) 
(oC) 

DIW  16.9 16.7 12.2 12.1 

PVCap 35.5 9.7 9.4 7.2 7.0 

PVCapSCH2COOH 37.8 8.7 8.2 6.3 6.2 

PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH 36.8 8.5 8.2 6.9 6.7 

PVCapSC11H22COOH 35.5 9.7 9.3 7.1 7.0 

PVCapSC15H30COOH <4 a 8.7 8.4 7.1 7.0 
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PVCapSC6H4COOH 32.8 10.5 10.1 7.9 7.7 

PNIPMAM 34.1 9.3 9.1 7.7 7.5 

PNIPMAMSCH2COOH 39.2 8.3 8.0 6.7 6.3 

PNIPMAMSCH(COOH)CH2COOH 42.5 7.6 7.3 7.2 7.0 
a Cloudy at 4 oC. 

 

 

Figure 5. 9 Summary of the average To values for KHI polymers at 2500 ppm both in methane + 
water and in SNG + water systems.   

 

We further investigated the KHI performance of 
PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH at different concentrations in the SNG 
+ water system. Figure 5.10 shows a trend that the KHI performance of 
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PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH increases when the concentration 
increases from 2500 to 5000 to 7500 ppm. 

 

 

Figure 5. 10 The KHI performance of PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH at varying concentrations 
in SNG + water system. 

 

We wondered whether the end group-modified polymers would give an 
advantage for the system with the liquid hydrocarbon phase, so we tested 
the KHI performance in the SNG + water + decane multiphase system, 
and the results show in Figure 5.11. However, only PVCapSCH2COOH 
and PVCapSC15H30COOH gave significantly better KHI performance 
than the normal PVCap on sII hydrate in the multiphase system, and the 
KHI performance of PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH, 
PVCapSC6H4COOH and PVCapSC11H22COOH were almost the same 
as the normal PVCap in this system. The mediocre performance of 
PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH in the multiphase system was 
unexpected and the reason why this happened maybe because that 
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organic phase changed the formation route of gas hydrates, resulting in 
a different KHI mechanism from the gas + water system.228-230 

 

 

Figure 5. 11 Summary KHI performance results for the end groups modified polymers at 2500 
ppm in SNG + water + decane system. 

 

5.5 Paper V:  A Simple and Direct Route to High 
Performance Acrylamide-based Kinetic Gas Hydrate 
Inhibitors from Poly (acrylic acid)205 

(Meth)acrylamide-based polymers are a series of KHIs that have been 
used commercially in the gas hydrate inhibiting field, and among which 
the N-alkyl(meth)acrylamide polymers with the alkyl being isopropyl, n-
propyl, and pyrrolidinyl groups were reported to be the best KHIs.231-235 
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Normally, the (meth)acrylamide-based polymers are made from the 
corresponding (meth)acrylamide monomers. Few manufacturers and/or 
limited applications outside the oil industry of the (meth)acrylamide 
monomers make their KHI polymer products being relatively expensive. 
Thus, the methods of making (meth)acrylamide-based polymers directly 
from relatively cheaper polymeric starting materials, such as poly 
(acrylic acid) (PAA), poly (methacrylic acid) (PMAA) and poly (methyl 
acrylate) (PMA), which have been reported to be experimentally 
feasible,199, 236-238 are possible to reduce the cost of the 
(meth)acrylamide-based KHI polymers. In addition, the same starting 
material polymers ensure the fixed molecular weights of the 
(meth)acrylamide-based KHI products, thus allowing a better 
comparison of the pendant functional groups.    

Therefore, we tried making polyalkylacrylamides from poly (acrylic 
acid) (PAA) and amines, polyalkylmethacrylamides from poly 
(methacrylic acid) (PMAA) and amines, and poly 
(isopropylmethacrylamide) from poly (methylmethacrylate) (PMA) and 
isopropylamine using triazabicyclodecene (TBD) as catalyst. However, 
we only successfully got the target products of polyalkylacrylamides 
from PAA and the corresponding amines. (Figure 5.12) The failed 
attempts of making polyalkylmethacrylamides probably due to the steric 
hindrance of the methyl groups in the backbone of PMAA and PMA 
affected the reaction of the acid or ester pendant groups with amines. The 
synthesized acrylamide-based polymers were investigated as KHIs using 
SNG mixture. 
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Figure 5. 12 From left to right: poly (N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM), poly (N-n-
propylacrylamide) (PNnPAM), polyacryloylpyrrolidine (PAPYD) and polyacryloylpiperidine 
(PAPPD) 

 

The results from the KHI performance tests of the acrylamide-based 
polymers directly made from PAA are listed in Table 5.9, as well as the 
results of deionized water (DIW), PVCap (Mw 2000-4000 g/mol), 
PNIPAM (Mw 2509 g/mol) made from NIPAM monomers and  PAPYD 
(Mw 5000 g/mol) made from APYD monomers are also included for 
comparison.  

We chose two kinds of PAAs with similar molecular weights but 
provided by different suppliers to make the acrylamide-based KHI 
polymers. Both the two series of acrylamide-based polymers made from 
PAA1 and PAA2 respectively gave considerable KHI performance, 
indicating the route of making acrylamide-based polymers from PAAs 
was successful. In addition, the low cloud points of these KHI polymers 
imply the good conversion of the acrylamide-based polymers from 
PAAs, as the addition of the pendant hydrophobic groups could lead to 
low cloud point and the previous study reported that even 10% 
unconverted acrylic acid groups in the polymer would lead to a much 
higher cloud point.235  

Normally, as reported in many publications, the n-propylated polymers 
gave better KHI performance than the isopropylated polymers.189, 190, 200, 

224 However, in this study, both PNnPAM1 and PNnPAM2 could not be 
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fully soluble, resulting in the worse KHI performance of them than that 
of PNIPAM1 and PNIPAM2. PAPYD1 and PAPYD2 gave the best KHI 
performance, and reason for such good KHI performance may be due to 
the pyrrolidinyl groups in the acrylamide-based polymers. Perhaps the 
pyrrolidinyl group is a suitable size to enter the 51264 cavity of the sII 
hydrate and/or the suitable hydrophobic group for disturbing the water 
structure of gas hydrate, thus preventing gas hydrate from forming. The 
KHI performance of PAPPD1 with piperidinyl groups was not very 
good, maybe because of its poor water solubility. We believe that the 
KHI performance of PAPPD1 should be better if it could have been fully 
water-soluble, as the better KHI performance of the polymers with 6-
membered rings than the polymers with 5-membered rings has been 
reported in many KHI series, such as the polyvinyl lactam series and the 
amine oxide polymers with cyclic amines series.155, 239  

Polyacrylic acid pyrrolidinylammonium salt (PAPYD2 salt) was the 
neutralization product of poly (acrylic acid) with pyrrolidine that has not 
converted to the polyacryloylpiperidine acrylamide polymer. The 
PAPYD2 salt gave no inhibition performance, indicating that the N-
alkylated amide groups are critical for the outstanding KHI performance 
of the acrylamide-based polymer final products. 

 

Table 5. 9 The KHI performance of the acrylamide-based polymers at 2500 ppm and their cloud 
points and corresponding original main materials. Average of 10 tests unless otherwise stated. 
The deviations were calculated by using the formula of STDEV.S in Excel. 

Name Original material TCl 
(oC) 

To (av.) ± 
deviation (°C) 

Ta (av.) 
(°C) 

DIW  
 

16.4 ± 0.6 16.3 

PVCap  40 10.4 ± 0.4 9.9 

PNIPAM NIPAM monomer 39 a 9.5 a 9.3 a 
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PAPYD APYD monomer 60 9.8 ± 0.7 9.6 

PNIPAM1 PAA1 (Mw 1800 g/mole) 
+ isopropylamine 

42 8.5 ± 0.2 8.3 

PNnPAM1 # PAA1 (Mw 1800 g/mole) 
+ n-propylamine 

4 9.1 ± 0.3 9.0 

PAPYD1 PAA1 (Mw 1800 g/mole) 
+ pyrrolidine 

23 7.1 ± 0.5 6.8 

PAPPD1 # PAA1 (Mw 1800 g/mole) 
+ piperidine 

4 11.6 ± 0.5 11.5 

PNIPAM2 PAA2 (Mw 2000 g/mole) 
+ isopropylamine 

35 8.5 ± 0.2 b 8.3 b 

PNnPAM2 # PAA2 (Mw 2000 g/mole) 
+ n-propylamine 

4 10.0 ± 0.2 9.9 

PAPYD2 # PAA2 (Mw 2000 g/mole) 
+ pyrrolidine 

35-40 8.1 ± 1.0 b 7.8 b 

PAPYD2 salt PAA2 (Mw 2000 g/mole) 
+ pyrrolidine 

90 17.3 ± 0.5 b, c 16.8 b, c 

# Not fully soluble. a Results from a previous publication.169 b Results from RC5-
1. c Two tests. Other results are obtained from RC5-2. 

 

We further tested the KHI performance of PNIPAM1 at different 
concentrations, and the results of the SCC tests are shown in Figure 5.13 
From Figure 5.13 there is a trend showing that the KHI performance of 
PNIPAM1 increases when the concentration increases from 1250 to 
5000 ppm, which is consistent with the reported results of poly (N-
isopropylacrylamide).189 
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Figure 5. 13 KHI performance of PNIPAM1 at different concentrations.

 

5.6  Paper VI: Polyvinylsulphonamides as Kinetic 
Hydrate Inhibitors200 

Base on the fact that most effective KHIs are amide-containing polymers, 
the amide group seems to be an indispensable element for KHIs.155, 165, 

219 Although in recent years some other functional groups, e.g., hydroxyl, 
sulfonic acid, phosphoric acid, and carboxyl acid groups, have been 
introduced into KHI polymers to improve their properties, the main 
active components of these KHIs are still the amide group-containing 
part.9, 159, 160 (Figure 5.14) 
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Figure 5. 14 Structures of modified KHIs by different functional groups. From left to right: VCap: 
vinyl alcohol copolymer, VCap: vinyl phosphoric acid copolymer, and carboxyl-terminated 
PVCap. 

 

The sulphonamide group (-NH-S(=O)2-) has a similar structure to the 
amide group (-NH-C(=O)-),240 and sulphonamide compounds have been 
widely used in medicinal science,241, 242 thus the sulphonamide group-
containing polymers may have potential to be efficient and 
environmentally friendly KHIs. 

Therefore, it is of great interest to investigate N-alkylvinylsulphonamide 
polymers as KHIs. We first attempted to make N-
alkylvinylsulphonamide homopolymers, including N-
ethylvinylsulphonamide (EtVSAM), N-n-propylvinylsulphonamide 
(nPrVSAM), and N-iso-butylvinylsulphonamide (iBuVSAM) 
homopolymers, but none of them were water-soluble. Therefore, N-
vinyl-N-methylacetamide (VIMA) monomers were utilized to 
copolymerize with the N-alkylvinylsulphonamide monomers to improve 
the water solubility. The KHI performance of these sulphonamide group-
containing copolymers was investigated as KHIs using the SNG mixture. 
In addition, n-propylmethacrylamide: N-vinyl-N-methylacetamide 
copolymers (co(nPrMAM:VIMA)) and n-propylmethacrylate: N-vinyl-
N-methylacetamide copolymer (co(nPrMA:VIMA)) were also 
investigated as KHIs in this study for comparison. (Table 5.10) 
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Table 5. 10 Analytic results of the synthesized polymers as well as their cloud points (TCl) and 
deposition point (Tdp) at 2500 ppm. 

Name Monomer 
ratio 

Solvent Concn. 
(wt.%) 

Mw 
(Da) 

Ð TCl 
(oC) 

Tdp 
(oC) 

VIMA homopolymer 0:1 IPA 23.2 3400 3.09 90 90 
co(nPrVSAM:VIMA)* 1:2 IPA 27.9 4700 1.68 < 4 < 4 
co(nPrVSAM:VIMA)* 1:3 IPA 22.1 7097 1.66 < 4 < 4 
co(nPrVSAM:VIMA) 1:4 IPA 22.3 5100 1.65 90 90 
co(nPrVSAM:VIMA) 1:5 IPA 23.6 3400 2.43 90 90 
co(nPrVSAM:VIMA) 1:8 IPA 22.0 2500 2.78 4# 90 
co(nPrVSAM:VIMA) 1:12 IPA 21.5 5000 3.57 90 90 
co(nPrVSAM:VIMA) 1:18 IPA 21.6 2700 2.45 90 90 
co(EtVSAM:VIMA) 1:5 IPA 22.7 3100 1.72 90 90 
co(iPrVSAM:VIMA) 1:5 IPA 23.2 2700 2.45 90 90 
co(iBuVSAM:VIMA) 1:5 IPA 22.2 3800 2.11 4# 90 
co(iBuVSAM:VIMA) 1:8 IPA 23.0 3500 3.18 4# 90 
co(nPrMAM:VIMA) 1:5 IPA 23.3 1600 2.29 31 31 
co(nPrMAM:VIMA) 1:8 IPA 22.2 1300 3.25 35 35 
co(nPrMAM:VIMA) 1:12 IPA 22.6 2600 2.00 51 51 
co(nPrMAM:VIMA) 1:18 IPA 22.0 3300 3.00 45 45 
co(nPrMA:VIMA) 1:5 IPA 21.7 2800 2.80 4 90 
co(nPrMA:VIMA) 1:8 IPA 22.5 3100 2.58 4 90 
co(nPrMA:VIMA) 1:12 IPA 22.8 2900 2.90 4# 90 
co(nPrMA:VIMA) 1:18 IPA 22.9 3300 3.00 4# 90 

co(nPrVSAM:VIMA)* 1:4 iBGE 21.2 5500 3.67 < 4 < 4 
Note: * Not fully soluble in water. # Opaque solution from 4 to 90 oC.  

 

As shown in Table 5.11, co(nPrVSAM:VIMA)s with N-n-propyl 
pendant groups gave better KHI performance than co(EtVSAM:VIMA), 
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co(iPrVSAM:VIMA) and co(iBuVSAM:VIMA), when compared at the 
same mole ratio of N-alkylated vinylsulphonamide monomers to VIMA 
monomers in the copolymers. This indicates that for the 
vinylsulphonamide polymer series, the KHI performance can be affected 
by the varying N-alkyl pendant groups and of which most affected by the 
N-n-propyl groups. We presume that the n-propyl group with suitable 
hydrophobic property or optimum size interacts properly with the water 
structures, thus disturbing the formation of gas hydrate.189, 190 Although 
there is a trend showing that the less percentage of nPrVSAM monomers 
in co(nPrVSAM:VIMA) copolymers leads to worse KHI performance, 
the copolymer with approximately 5% mole ratio of nPrVSAM 
(co(nPrVSAM:VIMA) 1:18) still gave KHI performance as good as 
PVCap. This implies that even a low percentage of nPrVSAM in the 
copolymer can be very powerful in inhibiting the gas hydrate formation. 
Co(nPrVSAM:VIMA) gave better KHI performance than 
co(nPrMAM:VIMA) and co(nPrMA:VIMA), indicating that the 
sulphonamide functional groups in the copolymers may have a more 
powerful inhibition effect on gas hydrate formation than the ester and 
amide functional groups. The more powerful KHI effect of the 
sulphonamide group than the ester and amide groups is properly due to 
its higher hydrophobicity, as hydrophobic groups are critical for the 
performance of inhibitors.171 Mono-iso-butyl glycol ether (iBGE) 
showed good synergistic effect on co(nPrVSAM:VIMA), as the 
co(nPrVSAM:VIMA) copolymer synthesized in iBGE gave 
significantly better KHI performance than those made in isopropanol 
(IPA). 
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Table 5. 11 Summary results from the SCC tests for KHI polymers at 2500 ppm. Average of 10 
tests. The deviations were calculated by using the formula of STDEV.S in Excel. 

Name Monomer 
ratio 

Solvent To (av.) ± 
deviation 

(°C) 

T (av.)  
at To 
(°C) 

Ta 
(av.)    
(°C) 

Pure water   16.9 ± 0.6 3.5 16.8 
PVCap   10.4 ± 0.4 9.8 9.9 

PVIMA homopolymer 0:1 IPA 16.7 ± 0.3 3.7 16.4 
co(nPrVSAM:VIMA)* 1:2 IPA 11.2 ± 0.1 9.0 11.2 
co(nPrVSAM:VIMA)* 1:3 IPA 10.1 ± 0.0 10.1 9.9 
co(nPrVSAM:VIMA) 1:4 IPA 10.1 ± 0.1 10.1 10.0 
co(nPrVSAM:VIMA) 1:5 IPA 9.5 ± 0.1 10.7 9.3 
co(nPrVSAM:VIMA) 1:8 IPA 9.7 ± 0.2 10.5 9.4 
co(nPrVSAM:VIMA) 1:12 IPA 9.8 ± 0.3 10.4 9.4 
co(nPrVSAM:VIMA) 1:18 IPA 10.3 ± 0.2 9.9 10.1 
co(EtVSAM:VIMA) 1:5 IPA 12.4 ± 0.1 7.9 12.3 
co(iPrVSAM:VIMA) 1:5 IPA 10.9 ± 0.2 9.3 10.0 
co(iBuVSAM:VIMA) 1:5 IPA 10.0 ± 0.3 10.2 9.6 
co(iBuVSAM:VIMA) 1:8 IPA 10.2 ± 0.3 10.0 9.8 
co(nPrMAM:VIMA) 1:5 IPA 10.4 ± 0.1 9.8 9.9 
co(nPrMAM:VIMA) 1:8 IPA 10.8 ± 0.2 9.4 10.2 
co(nPrMAM:VIMA) 1:12 IPA 11.2 ± 0.2 9.0 10.5 
co(nPrMAM:VIMA) 1:18 IPA 11.3 ± 0.1 8.9 10.8 
co(nPrMA:VIMA) 1:5 IPA 12.5 ± 0.1 7.8 12.3 
co(nPrMA:VIMA) 1:8 IPA 11.7 ± 0.1 8.5 11.5 
co(nPrMA:VIMA) 1:12 IPA 11.8 ± 0.2 8.4 11.7 
co(nPrMA:VIMA) 1:18 IPA 11.3 ± 0.1 8.9 11.1 

co(nPrVSAM:VIMA)* 1:4 iBGE 7.1 ± 0.1 13.0 6.9 
Note: * Not fully soluble in water.  

 

One of the best copolymers in this study, the co(nPrVSAM:VIMA) 
copolymer with the nPrVSAM to VIMA monomer mole ratio of 1:12 
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synthesized in IPA, was chosen for further investigating the KHI 
performance at varying concentrations. (Figure 5.15) There is a trend 
showing that co(nPrVSAM:VIMA) gave better KHI performance when 
its concentration increases, which is typical of many other KHI 
classes.193, 220, 243

 

 

Figure 5. 15 To values of the co(nPrVSAM:VIMA) 1:12 synthesized in IPA at different 
concentrations in water. 

 

5.7  Paper VII: Kinetic Inhibition Performance of 
Alkylated Polyamine Oxides on Structure I Methane 
Hydrate202 

Amine oxide compounds, such as tri (n-butyl) amine oxide (TBAO), n-
butylated bis-amine oxides, n-butylated tris-amine oxides, n-butylated 
polyethyleneimine oxide, have been proved to be efficient 
tetrahydrofuran (THI) hydrate inhibitors. In addition, the KHI 
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performance of these amine oxide compounds on THF hydrate gradually 
increases when the n-butylated amine oxide groups increase in a 
molecule from one to two to three to several repeating units.105, 115-117 
TBAO itself has been reported to be poor KHI on sII gas hydrate when 
using SNG mixture, but it has a remarkable synergistic effect for PVCap 
in inhibiting sII gas hydrate.116 Tri(n-pentyl) amine oxide (TPAO) with 
more hydrophobic pentyl groups gave a better synergistic effect for 
PVCap on sII gas hydrate than TBAO. Amine oxide derivatives of n-
butylated oligoethyleneamines and polyethyleneamines gave excellent 
KHI performance on sII gas hydrate.106, 107 In addition, some amine oxide 
compounds, such as amido-bis amine oxides containing 13-17 carbon 
atoms have shown reasonable anti-agglomerant performance when 
investigated as AAs in the SNG system.8, 244 Thus, it is of particular 
interest in exploring the inhibition ability of amine oxide compounds on 
the structure I hydrate. 

Therefore, a series of alkylated oligo- and polyamine oxides, including 
tetraethylenepentamine-alkyl-amine oxides (TEPA-alkyl-AO) and 
hyperbranched polyethyleneimine-alkyl-amine oxides (HPEI-alkyl-AO) 
were synthesized and investigated as sI methane hydrate KHIs. (Figure 
5.16 and Table 5.12) In addition, the alkyl groups in these amine oxide 
oligomers and polymers were expanded from the n-butyl group that was 
almost exclusively used in past studies to more hydrophobic pentyl and 
hexyl groups. HPEI-alkyl-quaternary ammonium bromide and HPEI-
alkyl-propylenesulfonate were also synthesized and tested for 
comparison. 
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Figure 5. 16 Structure of HPEI-alkyl-AO. R = alkyl groups containing 2 to 6 carbons. 

 

Table 5. 12 Summary of the synthesized oligomers and polymers, as well as their active 
concentrations in the solvent carriers. 

Additive Solvent Concn. (wt.%) 
TEPA-Ethyl-AO IPA/H2O 29.4 

TEPA-(n-Propyl)-AO IPA/H2O 39.2 
TEPA-(n-Butyl)-AO IPA/H2O 38.7 

TEPA-(iso-Pentyl)-AO IPA/H2O 30.3 
TEPA-(n-Pentyl)-AO IPA/H2O 39.0 

TEPA-(iso-Pentyl)-AO nBGE/H2O 27.3 
HPEI-0.3k-Ethyl-AO IPA/H2O 27.8 

HPEI-0.3k-(n-Propyl)-AO IPA/H2O 28.9 
HPEI-0.3k-(n-Butyl)-AO IPA/H2O 30.6 

HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Pentyl)-AO IPA/H2O 31.7 
HPEI-0.3k-(n-Pentyl)-AO IPA/H2O 31.4 

HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Hexyl)-AO IPA/H2O 28.5 
HPEI-0.3k-(tert-Hexyl)-AO IPA/H2O 25.1 
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HPEI-0.3k-(n-Hexyl)-AO* IPA/H2O 42.4 
HPEI-0.6k-(iso-Pentyl)-AO IPA/H2O 31.0 
HPEI-1.2k-(iso-Pentyl)-AO IPA/H2O 31.0 
HPEI-10k-(iso-Pentyl)-AO IPA/H2O 32.1 
HPEI-0.6k-(n-Pentyl)-AO IPA/H2O 29.5 
HPEI-1.2k-(n-Pentyl)-AO IPA/H2O 30.7 
HPEI-10k-(n-Pentyl)-AO IPA/H2O 31.7 

HPEI-1.2k-(iso-Hexyl)-AO IPA/H2O 30.5 
HPEI-0.3k-(n-Butyl)-AO nBGE/H2O 31.2 

HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Pentyl)-AO nBGE/H2O 31.3 
HPEI-0.3k-(n-Pentyl)-AO nBGE/H2O 30.6 

HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Hexyl)-AO nBGE/H2O 31.3 
HPEI-0.3k-(tert-Hexyl)-AO nBGE/H2O 26.5 

HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Pentyl) 
quaternary ammonium Br 

 
100 % 

HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Pentyl)-
propylenesulfonate 

 
100 % 

* Water-insoluble 

 

As seen in Table 5.13, a trend was showing that the increasing size of the 
alkyl groups led to an improvement in the KHI performance for both the 
TEPA-alkyl-AO series and the HPEI-alkyl-AO series. TEPA-(iso-
Pentyl)-AO with iso-pentyl groups gave better KHI performance than 
TEPA-(n-Pentyl)-AO with n-pentyl groups. 2500 ppm of HPEI-0.3k-(n-
Butyl)-AO, HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Pentyl)-AO, HPEI-0.3k-(n-Pentyl)-AO, 
HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Hexyl)-AO, and HPEI-0.3k-(t-Hexyl)-AO gave such 
good KHI performance that the To values were out of the measurement 
limitation (3.1 oC) of the SCC method, so they were tested at a lower 
concentration of 1500 ppm. The HPEI-alkyl-AO with iso-pentyl, iso-
hexyl and tert-hexyl gave better KHI performance than the HPEI-alkyl-
AO with n-butyl and n-pentyl groups. We presume the reason why the 
amine oxide oligomers and polymers with long and branched alkyl 
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groups gave excellent KHI performance may be because these alkyl 
groups can strongly disturb the water structure of gas hydrate, resulting 
in inhibiting the formation of gas hydrates. Studies reported that both sI 
and sII hydrate occurred during the initial period of methane hydrate 
formation and growth.26, 29, 245 We presume that although these long and 
branched alkyl groups are too big for the 51262 cavities of sI hydrate, they 
probably be the correct size to enter the 51264 cavities of sII hydrate, thus 
preventing the gas hydrate from forming. HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Pentyl)-
quaternary ammonium bromide and HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Pentyl)-
propylenesulfonate gave worse KHI performance than HPEI-0.3k-(iso-
Pentyl)-AO, indicating that the amine oxide functional group is also 
critical for the performance in inhibiting gas hydrate formation. The 
hydrogen-bonding amine oxide groups and the hydrophobic alkyl groups 
in HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Pentyl)-AO contribute equally to its KHI 
performance. 

 

Table 5. 13 Summary results of the oligomers and polymers in IPA solvent from SCC tests at 
1500 ppm and 2500 ppm in water. Average of 10 tests unless otherwise stated. 

Additive Concn. 
(ppm) 

To (°C)  at To 
(°C) 

Ta (°C) 

pure water 
 

12.0 ± 0.6 3.6 ± 0.6 11.9 ± 0.6 

Luvicap 55W 2500 5.4 ± 0.8 10.0 ± 0.8 4.6 ± 0.4 

Inhibex 101 2500 4.9 ± 0.8 10.5 ± 0.8 4.3 ± 0.6 

Inhibex BIO-800 2500 4.4 ± 0.3 11.0 ± 0.3 4.0 ± 0.2 

TEPA-Et-AO 2500 11.3 ± 0.3 4.3 ± 0.3 11.2 ± 0.3 

TEPA-(n-Propyl)-AO 2500 8.5 ± 0.5 7.0 ± 0.5 8.2 ± 0.5 
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TEPA-(n-Butyl)-AO 2500 6.1 ± 0.3 9.4 ± 0.3 5.4 ± 0.2 

TEPA-(iso-Pentyl)-AO 2500 3.1 ± 0.2 12.2 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.4 

TEPA-(n-Pentyl)-AO 2500 4.2 ± 0.3 11.2 ± 0.3 4.0 ± 0.2 

HPEI-0.3k-Ethyl-AO 2500 10.7 ± 0.4 4.8 ± 0.4 10.6 ± 0.2 

HPEI-0.3k-(n-Propyl)-
AO 

2500 5.5 ± 0.4 9.9 ± 0.4 5.3 ± 0.4 

HPEI-0.3k-(n-Butyl)-
AO 

2500 3.2 ± 0.2 12.1 ± 0.2 3.1 ± 0.1 

HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Pentyl)-
AO 

2500 2.0 ± 0.0 a 13.3 ± 0.0 2.0 ± 0.0 

HPEI-0.3k-(n-Pentyl)-
AO 

2500 3.3 ± 0.1 12.0 ± 0.1 2.7 ± 0.5 

HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Hex)-
AO 

2500 b 2.2 ± 0.2 c 13.1± 0.2 c 2.0 ± 0.0 c 

HPEI-0.3k-(tert-Hexyl)-
AO 

2500 2.0 ± 0.0 d, e 13.3 ± 0.0 d 2.0 ± 0.0 d 

HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Pentyl)-
quaternary ammonium 

Br 

2500 b 10.2 ± 0.1 5.3 ± 0.1 10.0 ± 0.1 

HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Pentyl)-
propylenesulfonate 

2500 8.8 ± 0.1 6.7 ± 0.1 6.9 ± 0.1 

HPEI-0.3k-(n-Butyl)-
AO 

1500 5.5 ± 0.2 9.9 ± 0.2 5.3 ± 0.2 
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HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Pentyl)-
AO 

1500 3.3 ± 0.9 12.0 ± 0.9 3.1 ± 1.1 

HPEI-0.3k-(n-Pentyl)-
AO 

1500 5.5 ± 0.2 9.9 ± 0.2 5.4 ± 0.2 

HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Hexyl)-
AO 

1500 4.0 ± 0.6 11.3 ± 0.6 3.9 ± 0.6 

HPEI-0.3k-(tert-Hexyl)-
AO 

1500 4.1 ± 0.5 11.2 ± 0.5 4.0 ± 0.5 

a The average time at 2 oC before hydrate onset for the five cells is 1143 mins. 
b Not fully soluble in water. c Calculated from the results of two cells, no gas 
hydrate detected from the resting three cells. d Calculated from the results of 
four cells, no gas hydrate detected from the rest cell. e The average time at 2 oC 
before hydrate onset for the four cells with hydrate formation is 1151 mins. 

 

We further carried out the isothermal tests to evaluate the KHI 
performance of the amine oxide oligomers and polymers with the alkyl 
groups containing four or more carbons. As shown in Table 5.14, when 
at the same molecular weight, the amine oxide polymers with more 
carbons in the alkyl groups led to longer induction time (ti). nBGE gave 
a remarkable synergistic effect on the HPEI-alkyl-AO KHI series, 
especially for HPEI-0.3k-(tert-Hexyl)-AO. Reports showed that the 
molecular weight (MW) of KHI polymers might have some effects on 
their KHI performance and normally the polymers with the MW of 
around 1000-3000 g/mole gave the best KHI performance.107, 129, 155 
Therefore, we evaluated the inhibition performance of a range of HPEI-
Pentyl-AOs (n-pentyl or iso-pentyl) with different MWs. HPEI-1.2k-
(iso-Pentyl)-AO and HPEI-0.6k-(n-Pentyl)-AO performed the best in 
each series, respectively. 
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Table 5. 14 Summary results of the oligomer and polymers from isothermal tests at 2500 ppm in 
water. Average of at least 5 tests. 

Additive Solvent ti (min) ta (min) 

Luvicap 55W 
 

87 ± 7 106 ± 4 

Luvicap 55W with added 
5500ppm BGE 

 88 ± 3 109 ± 6 

Inhibex BIO800 in 5500ppm 
BGE 

 93 ± 9 113 ± 8 

TEPA-(iso-Pentyl)-AO IPA 227 ± 8 237 ± 8 

HPEI-0.3k-(n-Butyl)-AO IPA 158 ± 28 172 ± 32 

HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Pentyl)-AO IPA 300 ± 60 356 ± 54 

HPEI-0.3k-(n-Pentyl)-AO IPA 380 ± 195 688 ± 322 

HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Hexyl)-AO* IPA 807 ± 953 826 ± 954 

HPEI-0.3k-(tert-Hexyl)-AO IPA 730 ± 110 1026 ± 56 

HPEI-0.6k-(n-Pentyl)-AO IPA 486 ± 156 2412 ± 572 

HPEI-1.2k-(n-Pentyl)-AO IPA 120 ± 35 130 ± 35 

HPEI-10k-(n-Pentyl)-AO* IPA 110 ± 12 121 ± 10 

HPEI-0.6k-(iso-Pentyl)-AO IPA 518 ± 72 2496 ± 254 

HPEI-1.2k-(iso-Pentyl)-AO IPA 864 ± 526 1639 ± 719 

HPEI-10k-(iso-Pentyl)-AO* IPA 88 ± 3 93 ± 2 

HPEI-1.2k-(iso-Hexyl)-AO* IPA 73 ± 3 76 ± 1 
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TEPA-(iso-Pentyl)-AO nBGE 238 ± 22 281 ± 29 

HPEI-0.3k-(n-Butyl)-AO nBGE 109 ± 21 119 ± 21 

HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Pentyl)-AO nBGE 702 ± 349 878 ± 298 

HPEI-0.3k-(n-Pentyl)-AO nBGE 583 ± 548 1198 ± 1032 

HPEI-0.3k-(iso-Hextyl)-AO* nBGE 581 ± 550 598 ± 543 

HPEI-0.3k-(tert-Hextyl)-AO nBGE 2976 ± 756 4876 ± 2606 

* Not fully soluble in water. 

 

5.8  Paper VIII: Amine N-oxide Kinetic Hydrate Inhibitor 
Polymers for High Salinity Applications239  

Hundreds of KHI molecules have been reported since the early 1990s 
and most of them are amide-containing polymers, such as poly (N-vinyl 
caprolactam) (PVCap) with cyclic amide, and poly (N-isopropyl 
methacrylamide) (PNIPMAM) with acyclic amide.3, 4 The reason why 
most reported KHI polymers contain repeating amide groups is maybe 
because the highly hydrophilic amide group renders the polymers water-
soluble, and good water solubility is the essential requirement for KHIs. 
In addition, the amide group can offer three covalent bonds (one from 
the carbon moiety and two from the nitrogen moiety) that allow it to 
connect with different groups, thus providing immense structural 
diversities.240 Therefore, the development of KHI research was mainly 
based on amide polymers. The amine oxide group is also highly 
hydrophilic and strongly hydrogen-bonding and can offer three covalent 
bonds for connecting with other groups. Thus, it is of particular interest 
to investigate amine oxide-containing polymers as KHIs. In addition, 
cyclic amine oxides have not been investigated previously. 
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A range of amine oxide polymers with cyclic or acyclic amines, i.e., poly 
(propylene oxide): poly (N, N-diethyl glycidyl amine N-oxide) block 
copolymers (PPO-b-PDEGAO), poly (propylene oxide): poly 
(piperidine glycidyl amine N-oxide) block copolymers (PPO-b-
PPiGAO) and poly (piperidine glycidyl amine N-oxide) homopolymers 
(PPiGAO) oxidized from the corresponding amine polymers were 
synthesized and investigated as KHIs using SNG mixture in this study. 
(Figure 5.17 and Table 5.15) 
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Figure 5. 17 Structures of PPO-b-PDEGAO (left), PPO-b-PPiGAO (middle) and PPiGAO (right). 

 

Table 5. 15 Analytical results of PPO-b-PDEGA, PPO-b-PPiGA and PPiGA as well as the 
corresponding amine oxide polymers (PGAO). 

Sample GA 
(mol %) 

Mna 
(kg/mol) 

Mnb 
(kg/mol) 

b Mn (PGAO)a 
(kg/mol) 

PPO21-b-PDEGA6 22 2.1 1.4 1.08 2.2 

PPO21-b-PDEGA12 36 2.9 1.5 1.10 3.0 

PPO47-b-PDEGA11 23 4.3 2.6 1.17 4.4 

PPO47-b-PDEGA20 30 5.4 2.7 1.19 5.7 

PPO21-b-PPiGA3 13 1.8 1.4 1.05 1.8 

PPO21-b-PPiGA13 38 3.1 1.7 1.05 3.3 
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PPO21-b-PPiGA20 49 4.2 1.7 1.08 4.4 

PPO47-b-PPiGA14 23 4.7 2.5 1.18 5.0 

PPO47-b-PPiGA25 35 6.4 2.3 1.25 6.7 

PPiGA20 100 3.0 1.1 1.03 3.3 

PPiGA24 100 3.5 1.4 1.03 3.9 

a Composition and molecular weights determined by 1H NMR (400 MHz, 
CDCl3). b Determined by SEC (DMF, PEO-calibration). 
 
As seen in Table 5.16, the four PPO-b-PDEGAO copolymers gave little 
KHI performance with the average To values being only a little lower 
than pure water. The poly (N, N-diethyl glycidyl amine N-oxide) part in 
PPO-b-PDEGAO copolymers probably gave negligible effect on the 
KHI performance as PPO21-b-PDEGAO12 with 12 units of N, N-diethyl 
glycidyl amine N-oxide gave no better (p-value > 0.05 from t-test) KHI 
performance than PPO21-b-PDEGAO6 with six units of N, N-diethyl 
glycidyl amine N-oxide. Also, compared to PPO47-b-PDEGAO11, more 
units of N, N-diethyl glycidyl amine N-oxide in PPO47-b-PDEGAO20 did 
not increase its KHI performance. However, more percentage of the poly 
(propylene oxide) part in the PPO-b-PDEGAO copolymers may benefit 
the KHI performance as PPO47-b-PDEGAO11 gave significantly better 
(p-value < 0.05 from t-test) KHI performance than PPO21-b-PDEGAO12.  

The PPO-b-PPiGAO copolymer series gave remarkable KHI 
performance, and among which PPO47-b-PPiGAO14 performed the best. 
This means that both the poly (propylene oxide) part and the poly 
(piperidine glycidyl amine N-oxide) part, especially the latter, in the 
PPO-b-PPiGAO copolymers contributed to the better KHI performance. 
This may be because that the cyclic piperidine ring can disturb the water 
structure efficiently or the 6-membered ring is the suitable size to enter 
the open 51264 cavity of sII hydrate, thus inhibiting the gas hydrate 
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formation.133 More units of propylene oxide in PPO-b-PPiGAO 
copolymers led to better KHI performance. However, the optimum 
number of the piperidine glycidyl amine N-oxide units in the PPO-b-
PPiGAO copolymers or the PPiGAO homopolymers to give the best 
KHI performance may be between 3 and 20, as either without PPiGAO 
unit or with more than 20 units of PPiGAO led to worse KHI 
performance. 

None of the amine N-oxide polymers at 2500 ppm in this study had a 
cloud point when heating up to 95 oC. Also, when heated up to 95 oC, the 
best amine N-oxide homopolymer PPiGAO20 gave no cloud point even 
in 15 wt.% (150 000 ppm) sodium chloride solution. The excellent 
compatible property of PPiGAO20 with sodium chloride solution gave it 
the potential to be applied in high-salinity- and high-temperature-
produced fluids. 

 

Table 5. 16 Summary of the KHI performance results of each amine N-oxide polymer at 2500 
ppm from SCC tests. Average of 10 tests. The deviations were calculated by using the formula 
of STDEV.S in Excel. 

Name To (av.) ± 
deviation (oC) 

 (av.) 
at To (°C) 

Ta (av.) 
(oC) 

To (av.) - Ta 
(av.) (oC) 

DIW 16.6 ± 0.6 3.8 16.5 0.1 
PVCap 10.4 ± 0.4 9.8 9.9 0.5 

PPO21-b-PDEGAO6 15.2 ± 0.7 5.2 15.1 0.1 
PPO21-b-PDEGAO12 15.7 ± 0.7 4.7 15.6 0.1 
PPO47-b-PDEGAO11 14.9 ± 0.5 5.5 14.8 0.1 
PPO47-b-PDEGAO20 14.8 ± 0.5 5.6 14.7 0.1 
PPO21-b-PPiGAO3 12.5 ± 0.5 7.8 11.1 1.4 
PPO21-b-PPiGAO13 10.6 ± 0.1 9.6 10.0 0.6 
PPO21-b-PPiGAO20 11.3 ± 0.5 8.9 10.8 0.5 
PPO47-b-PPiGAO14 9.8 ± 0.3 10.4 9.7 0.1 
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PPO47-b-PPiGAO25 10.8 ± 0.2 9.4 10.6 0.2 
PPiGAO20 9.9 ± 0.3 10.3 8.7 1.2 
PPiGAO24 11.4 ± 0.2 8.8 10.3 1.1 

 

The KHI performance of one of the best amine N-oxide polymers 
PPiGAO24 was tested at different concentrations ranging from 1250 to 
7500 ppm. The average To values of PPiGAO24 almost decreased linearly 
when the concentration increased from 1250 to 5000 ppm. The KHI 
performance of PPiGAO24 only improved a little when the concentration 
increased from 5000 to 7500 ppm. (Figure 5.18) 

 

 

Figure 5. 18 Results of KHI performance tests for PPiGAO24 at different concentrations. 
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5.9 Paper IX: Zwitterionic Poly (sulfobetaine 
methacrylate)s as Kinetic Hydrate Inhibitors  

Zwitterionic poly (sulfobetaine methacrylate)s (PSBMAs) are a series of 
ultralow biofouling polymers that have been widely used in 
nanomedicine, biomaterial and healthcare applications.246-248 Also, the 
sulfonate anions and amine cations in PSBMAs make them have the 
properties of superior hydrophilicity as well as antipolyelectrolyte 
effect.249-253 One of the limitations of traditional amide-based KHI 
polymers is the low cloud point or poor water solubility in high 
concentrated brine solution.254-256 PSBMAs may have the potential to 
conquer this limitation and become a new series of environmentally 
friendly KHIs.    

Past studies showed that the size of the alkyl pendant groups is important 
to the inhibition performance of a KHI polymer and the general 
assumption is that the increased size of alkyl groups (or hydrophobicity) 
leads to improved KHI performance as long as the KHI polymer is kept 
water-soluble.165, 220, 231 However, the reported alkylated polymers are 
usually water-insoluble if there are more than four carbon atoms in the 
alkyl group. Low molecular weight hyperbranched polyethyleneimine-
alkyl-amine oxides (HPEI-alkyl-AO) with iso-hexyl or tert-hexyl groups 
were reported to be water-soluble, and they gave remarkable KHI 
performance, but the HPEI-(n-hexyl)-AO with n-hexyl pendant groups 
was water-insoluble.202 The excellent hydrophilicity of PSBMAs may 
render the polymers with long n-alkyl groups water-soluble,204 thus 
make it possible to compare the KHI performance of PSBMA polymers 
with different n-alkyl groups.  

We synthesized zwitterionic 3-((2-methacryloyloxyethyl)(methyl)(n-
butyl)ammonio)propane-1-sulfonate, 3-((2-
methacryloyloxyethyl)(methyl)(n-pentyl)ammonio)propane-1-
sulfonate, 3-((2-methacryloyloxyethyl)(methyl)(n-
hexyl)ammonio)propane-1-sulfonate, and 3-((2-
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methacryloyloxyethyl)(dipentyl)ammonio)propane-1-sulfonate 
homopolymers abbreviated as P4, P5, P6 and P55 respectively. 
Copolymers containing different molar ratios of 3-((2-
methacryloyloxyethyl)(methyl)(n-hexyl)ammonio)propane-1-sulfonate 
monomer units and N-isopropylmethacrylamide (NIPMAM) monomer 
units were also synthesized. (Figure 5.19 and Table 5.17) These 
homopolymers and copolymers were investigated as KHIs using the 
SNG mixture. 
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Figure 5. 19 Structures of zwitterionic 3-((2-methacryloyloxyethyl)(methyl)(n-
alkyl)ammonio)propane-1-sulfonate homopolymers with n-butyl, n-pentyl and n-hexyl groups. 

 

Table 5. 17 Summary of characterization results of zwitterionic polymers. 

Polymer Monomer(s) Synthesis 
Method a 

Polymer’s Molecular 
Characteristics 

TCl 
(3 wt.%) e 

TCl 
(1 wt.%) e 

P4 M4 RAFT Mn,SEC = 3.4 kDa; Ð = 
3.80 b 

Soluble Soluble 

P5 M5 RAFT Mn,SEC = 2.3 kDa; Ð = 
4.69 b 

51 C NA 
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P6-1 M6 RAFT Mn,SEC = 7.5 kDa; Ð = 
3.51 b 

18 C NA 

P6-2 M6 RAFT [ ] = 0.116 dL/g c 14 C 18 C 
P6-3 M6 RAFT [ ] = 0.166 dL/g c 15 C f 21 C f 
P6-4 M6 AIBN [ ] = 0.442 dL/g c 10 C 11 C 
P55 M55 AIBN Mn,SEC = 64.9 kDa; Ð 

= 2.36 d 
[ ] = 0.490 dL/g c 

NA 37 C 

PCO-1 M6 + 
NIPMAM 

AIBN [ ] = 0.350 dL/g c NA 27 C 

PCO-2 M6 + 
NIPMAM 

AIBN [ ] = 0.286 dL/g c NA 30 C 

a RAFT: reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymerization; 
AIBN: , ’-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN)-initiated conventional free radical 
polymerization. b Determined by an aqueous SEC system relative to PEO 
standards. c Intrinsic viscosity in 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol at 25 C determined 
using the Wolf method.257, 258 d Determined by a DMF SEC system relative to 
polystyrene standards. e TCl: cloud point in Milli-Q water determined by visual 
inspection. f P6-3 exhibited a broad LCST transition in water upon heating. 

 

As shown in Table 5.18, comparing the polymers synthesized from the 
RAFT method, the KHI performance of the zwitterionic 3-((2-
methacryloyloxyethyl)(methyl)(n-alkyl)ammonio)propane-1-sulfonate 
homopolymers increased as the size of the alkyl groups increased from 
C4 to C5 to C6. This maybe further confirm the hydrophobic group-gas 
molecule competition inhibiting mechanism that has been discussed in 
Section 5.3. P6-1, P6-2 and P6-3 were all made from the same 
zwitterionic 3-((2-methacryloyloxyethyl)(methyl)(n-
hexyl)ammonio)propane-1-sulfonate monomers using the same RAFT 
method, thus they gave quite similar KHI performance. The KHI 
performance of P6-4 made by the AIBN method was a little, but 
statistically significantly, worse (p<0.05 from t-test) than P6-1, P6-2 and 
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P6-3 made by the RAFT method. This maybe because of the high 
molecular weight reflected by the intrinsic viscosity or the different end 
cap group of P6-4. Studies showed that both molecular weight and end 
cap group of a polymer could affect its KHI performance.198, 259 P55 with 
N-di-n-pentyl groups gave no better KHI performance than P5 with N- 
n-pentyl groups. The extra n-pentyl group could maybe increase the KHI 
performance of P55, but the high molecule weight or different end cap 
group probably decreases the KHI performance of P55, thus no increased 
or decreased performance was observed as a result. Both PCO-1 and 
PCO-2 copolymers gave better KHI performance than homopolymer P6-
4 synthesized by the same AIBN polymerisation method.  
 
Table 5. 18 Summary of KHI performance results from SCC tests of polymers at 2500 ppm, as 
well as their cloud points (TCl). Average of 10 tests. The deviations were calculated by using the 
formula of STDEV.S in Excel.  

Name Monomer(s) TCl (oC) 
(1 wt.%) 

To (av.) ± 
deviation (°C) 

Ta (av.) 
(°C) 

To Ta 
(av.)  (°C) 

DIW 
  

16.9 ± 0.7 16.8 0.1 
PVCap 

 
31 11.2 ± 0.1 10.6 0.6 

P4 M4 90 14.0 ± 0.2 13.6 0.4 
P5 M5 51 12.1 ± 0.1 11.8 0.3 

P6-1 M6 18 11.6 ± 0.3 11.3 0.3 
P6-2 M6 18 11.6 ± 0.3 11.3 0.3 
P6-3 M6 21 11.0 ± 0.2 10.5 0.5 
P6-4 M6 11 12.0 ± 0.1 11.8 0.2 
P55 M55 37 12.2 ± 0.4 11.9 0.3 

PCO-1 M6 (58%) + 
NIPMAM (42%) 

27 10.4 ± 0.3 10.3 0.1 

PCO-2 M6 (56%) + 
NIPMAM (44%) 

30 11.5 ± 0.3 11.4 0.1 
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We further tested the KHI performance of P6-1, P6-3 and PCO-1 at 
different concentrations. (Figure 5.20) The increased concentrations 
from 1500 to 5000 ppm led to the increased KHI performance of P6-1 
and P6-3. However, when the concentration increased from 5000 to 7500 
ppm,  the KHI performance of P6-1 and  P6-3 did not get increased. This 
may be because molecular micelles were formed in the solution of the 
zwitterionic polymers at high concentrations, so the number of the active 
polymer molecules was kept stable.260, 261 The KHI performance of PCO-
1 increased when the concentration increased from 1500 to 7500 ppm.  
 
Also, the improvement of PCO-1 with increasing concentration was 
much greater than the zwitterionic homopolymers. In addition to amine 
and amine oxide polymers, many other non-amide based KHI polymers, 
e.g., polyvinylsulphonamides, poly (alkylethylenephosphonate)s and 
cationic polymers, also gave a relatively small increase in KHI 
performance at increasing concentration compared to amide polymers.164, 

200, 239, 262 We speculate that the strong hydrogen-bonding groups, such 
as amide, amine, and amine oxide groups, maybe lead to better water 
perturbation and/or, hydrate particle growth inhibition. Thus, it appears 
that strong hydrogen-bonding groups in KHI polymers are a necessity 
for reaching very high sub-cooling performance when relatively high 
dosages are applied. 
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Figure 5. 20 The KHI performance of P6-1, P6-3 and PCO-1 at different concentrations. 

 

5.10 Paper X: High Cloud Point Polyvinylaminals as Non-
amide Based Kinetic Gas Hydrate Inhibitors    

Polyvinylamine (PVAm) is a kind of desirable intermediate polymer as 
it has high chemical reactivity due to the primary amine functional 
groups in it.263-265 Previously, a series of poly (vinylalkanamide)s have 
been synthesized from PVAm in our laboratory, and these poly 
(vinylalkanamide)s with long pendant alkyl groups, such as isopropyl 
and n-propyl groups, gave excellent KHI performance.221 However, the 
poly (vinylalkanamide)s with the pendant alkyl groups containing four
or more carbon atoms became water-insoluble. We believe hydrophobic 
alkyl groups larger than propyl group can give improved KHI 
performance.190, 220 Polyvinylaminals have been reported to be easily 
made from PVAm with aldehydes using the one-step process.263, 266 
Polyvinylaminals have aminal (or aminoacetal) groups with secondary 
amine groups which offer the possibility of great hydrophilicity, thus 
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they maybe allow the polymers with long sized alkyl groups to be water-
soluble.  

Therefore, we synthesized a series of polyvinylaminals with chain or 
cyclic alkyl groups from PVAms and the corresponding aldehydes. 
(Figure 5.21) The synthesized polyvinylaminals were investigated as 
THF hydrate crystal growth inhibitors as well as KHIs using SNG 
mixture in both sapphire and steel rocking cells. 

 

n/2
HN NH

R

n/2
HN NH2

+

R
Cl

 

Figure 5. 21 Structures of polyvinylaminals (left) and protonated polyvinylaminals in acidic 
solution. R = chain or cyclic alkyl group. 

 

As can be seen in Table 5.19, all the polyvinylaminals gave considerable 
performance in inhibiting the crystal growth of THF hydrate at pH 7. 
Some of the polyvinylaminals were also tested at pH 3, and results 
showed that the inhibition performance improved a little when in the 
acidic solutions. Perhaps for this polyvinylaminal series, some of the 
protonated quaternary ammonium groups in the polymers can only give 
a minor advantage for inhibiting THF hydrate growth. (Figure 5.21) The 
polyvinylaminals with pendant n-butyl and cyclohexyl groups gave the 
best inhibition performance. Also, the inhibition performance of the best 
polyvinylaminals were tested at both 4000 and 2000 ppm, and results 
showed that the polyvinylaminals at the higher concentration gave lower 
growth rates as well as more and thinner hexagonal plates in general. 
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Table 5. 19 Summary results of THF hydrate crystal growth tests. All polyvinylaminals made 
from the polyvinylamine with Mw = 10000 g/mole. 

Polyvinylaminal Concn. 
(ppm) 

pH Rate 
(g/h) 

Crystal shape 

No additive  7 1.59 Rhombic 

No additive  3 1.30 Rhombic 

Tetrabutylammonium bromide 4000 7 0.45 Distorted rhombic 

Tetrapentylammonium bromide 4000 7 0.04 Very distorted 

Polyvinylamine, Mw 10000 g/mole 4000 7 1.81 Rhombic 

Polyvinylaminal, R= n-Propyl 4000 6.5 0.72 Rhombic 

Polyvinylaminal, R = n-Butyl 2000 3 0.80 Mostly rhombic 

Polyvinylaminal, R = n-Butyl 4000 7 0.34 Hexagonal plates 

Polyvinylaminal, R = n-Butyl 4000 3 0.23 Hexagonal plates 

Polyvinylaminal, R = n-Pentyl 2000 3 1.25 Rhombic crystals + 
hexagonal plates 

Polyvinylaminal, R = n-Pentyl 
 

4000 7 0.65 Rhombic crystals + 
hexagonal plates 

Polyvinylaminal, R = n-Pentyl 4000 3 0.38 Hexagonal plates 
Polyvinylaminal, R = Cyclopentyl 4000 7 0.58 Rhombic crystals + 

Hexagonal plates 
Polyvinylaminal, R = Cyclohexyl 4000 7 0.39 Hexagonal plates 

Polyvinylaminal, R = Cyclohexyl 4000 3 0.33 Hexagonal plates 

 

Table 5.20 summarized the KHI performance of the polyvinylaminals 
from SCC tests using SNG mixture in both steel and sapphire cells. The 
reason why we used two types of cells is because that one rig needed 
maintenance, and we had to move to the other one to continue our study. 
The maximum inner volume of the sapphire cells was 20 mL, and 10 mL 
solution was loaded into each sapphire cell to keep the same ratio of 
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gas/solution volume (50/50) as was the case with the steel cells. The 
results obtained from both rigs generally agreed quite well within a 95% 
confidence limit when using the same solutions. As shown in Table 5.20, 
the KHI performance of the polyvinylaminals with pendant alkyl groups 
generally increased when the carbon atoms in the alkyl groups increased 
from 3 to 4 to 5 to 6. The branched iso-pentyl groups improved the KHI 
performance even more compared to the n-pentyl groups, which has been 
reported in previous studies.150, 177 This indicates that the iso-pentyl 
group may be able to give a better interaction with the water structure, 
thus rendering a better inhibition effect. The best polyvinylaminal with 
pendant cyclohexyl groups gave KHI performance almost as good as the 
famous commercial PVCap. Many polymers with cyclohexyl groups, 
such as poly (ethylene citramide), polytartramide and hyperbranched 
poly (ester amide),  were reported to give excellent KHI performance.267-

269 This may be because the cyclohexyl group has good interaction with 
the water structure as well as its possibility to form sII hydrate.270 The 
polyvinylaminals in acidic solution gave slightly worse KHI 
performance than that in neutral solution, and this may be because that 
the protonation of the amine groups made the polymers less 
hydrophobic. Similar to many other KHI polymer series,118, 193, 220 the 
higher concentration of the polyvinylaminals led to better KHI 
performance. The presence of two amine groups per hydrophobic group 
give good hydrogen-bonding possibilities to the bulk water or hydrate 
particle surfaces. This ability is good for high performance at increasing 
KHI dosages, as discussed in Paper IX. 

 

Table 5. 20 Summary results from SCC tests. Average of 6 tests unless otherwise stated. All 
polyvinylaminals made from the polyvinylamine with Mw = 10000 g/mole. 

Polyvinylaminal Concn. 
(ppm) 

pH To (av.) 
( oC) 

Ta (av.) 
(oC) 

Cell 
type 

No additive  7.0 17.1 16.6 Steel 
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No additive  7.0 16.8 16.4 Sapphire 

PVP K-15, Mw 8000 g/mole 2500 7.0 11.6 10.9 Sapphire 

PVP K-15, Mw 8000 g/mole 2500 7.0 11.1 9.9 Steel 

PVCap, Mw 10000 g/mole 2500 7.0 9.6 9.2 Steel 

PVCap, Mw 10000 g/mole 2500 7.0 9.9 8.9 Sapphire 

Polyvinylamine, Mw 10000 g/mole 2500  16.9 16.8 Sapphire 

Polyvinylaminal, R = n-Propyl 2500 6.5 15.1 15.0 Sapphire 

Polyvinylaminal, R = iso-Butyl 2500 6.5 11.6 11.2 Steel 

Polyvinylaminal, R = iso-Butyl 2500 6.5 11.8 11.5 Sapphire 

Polyvinylaminal, R = iso-Butyl 5000 6.5 10.0 9.7 Sapphire 

Polyvinylaminal, R = tert-Butyl 2500 6.5 15.2 15.1 Sapphire 

Polyvinylaminal, R = n-Butyl 2500 6.5 11.8 11.7 Sapphire 

Polyvinylaminal, R = n-Butyl 2500 2.9 11.5 11.4 Sapphire 

Polyvinylaminal, R = n-Pentyl 2500 6.5 11.9 11.8 Sapphire 

Polyvinylaminal, R = iso-Pentyl (8 
tests) 

2500 6.5 10.3 10.0 Steel 

Polyvinylaminal, R = Cyclopentyl 2500 6.5 11.6 11.5 Sapphire 

Polyvinylaminal, R = Cyclohexyl 
 

2500 6.5 9.8 9.4 Steel 

Polyvinylaminal, R = Cyclohexyl 2500 6.5 10.4 10.2 Sapphire 

Polyvinylaminal, R = Cyclohexyl 2500 3.1 11.2 10.8 Sapphire 

Polyvinylaminal, R = Cyclohexyl 5000 6.5 7.0 6.5 Steel 

Polyvinylaminal, R = Cyclohexyl 5000 6.5 7.6 7.1 Sapphire 
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6 Conclusions and Future Work 

In the work presented in this thesis, the kinetic hydrate inhibition 
performance of various amide based and non-amide based polymers has 
been reported. The inhibition performance of amide based KHI 
polymers, i.e., N-alkyl-N-vinylamide polymers, 3-methylene-2-
pyrrolidone polymers, poly (N-vinyl caprolactam) and poly (N-isopropyl 
methacrylamide), has been improved. In addition, several categories of 
non-amide polymers, including polyvinylsulphonamides, polyamine 
oxides, poly (sulfobetaine methacrylate)s and polyvinylaminals, were 
investigated as KHIs. The work made a better understanding of the 
inhibition mechanisms of KHIs, which is also beneficial for designing 
high-performance KHIs for future work. 

6.1 Main Conclusions 
The main conclusions of the work that have been done during my PhD 
study period can be summarized as follows. 

1. Non-amide polymers, such as polyvinylsulphonamides, 
polyamine oxides, poly (sulfobetaine methacrylate)s, and 
polyvinylaminals, can be efficient KHIs. In addition, most of the 
non-amide KHI polymers gave high cloud points. 

2. The inhibition performance of KHI polymers including both 
amide and non-amide polymers largely depends on the size of the 
hydrophobic alkyl groups connected directly or close to the 
functional groups, such as amide, amine oxide, sulphonamide, 
and amine groups. Generally, as long as the alkylated polymers 
maintained to be water-soluble, the more carbon atoms in the 
alkyl groups (up to 6), the more split branches at the end of the 
chain alkyl groups (iso- or tert-), and the larger size of the cyclic 
alkyl or heterocyclic groups (up to 6-membered ring) led to better 
inhibition performance. 
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3. The KHI polymers containing strong hydrogen-bonding 
functional groups, e.g., amide, amine and amine oxide groups, 
gave more increase in the inhibition performance with increasing 
concentration, compared to polyvinylsulphonamides and poly 
(sulfobetaine methacrylate)s.  

4. The effective synergist solvent can be chosen according to the 
structure of a KHI polymer, as usually a better synergistic effect 
has been found with having one chemical with a straight alkyl 
chain and one with a branched or cyclic alkyl group.  

5. The inhibition performance of KHI polymers with different end 
cap functional groups in the polymer molecules can vary. 
Mercaptoacetic acid end-capping group increased the inhibition 
performance of PVCap and PNIPMAM, while 4-
mercaptobenzoic acid end-capping group decreased the 
performance of PVCap and PNIPMAM for both sI and sII gas 
hydrates. However, mercaptosuccinic acid end-capping group 
only increased the performance of PVCap and PNIPMAM for sII 
gas hydrate but had little effect on sI gas hydrate. 

6. Apart from synthesizing KHI polymers from their corresponding 
monomers, making efficient KHIs from other readily available 
polymeric starting materials can be an alternative entry point, e.g., 
the acrylamide-based polymers from poly (acrylic acid)s, the 
alkylated polyamine oxides from polyethyleneimine and the 
polyvinylaminals from polyvinylamines. In addition, the KHI 
polymers from the same starting polymeric materials gave the 
same polymer backbone and number of monomer units, which 
allowed us to focus on comparing the effects of the alkyl groups. 

6.2 Future Work 
Based on the results and conclusions from the work presented in this 
thesis, future work can be carried out as follows. 
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1. As the polymers with 6-membered rings gave better inhibition 
performance than that with 5-membered rings, to expand the ring 
size from 6 to 7 or even 8-membered may increase the 
performance. This is particularly feasible for the poly (glycidyl 
amine N-oxide) series, because the superior solubility of this type 
of polymer may make the poly (glycidyl amine N-oxide)s with 
large rings water-soluble. 

2. More types of end-capping groups can be introduced to modify 
PVCap and PNIPMAM. In addition, the end-capping groups with 
good effects can be used to modify other classes of KHI 
polymers. 

3. Methacrylamide-based polymers failed to synthesize directly 
from poly (methacrylic acid)s or poly (methyl methacrylate)s, but 
it is possible to make them from poly (thiomethacrylate)s via the 
amidation reaction. This method is worth trying because 
methacrylamide-based polymers were reported to be better KHIs 
than the equivalent acrylamide-based ones. 

4. The work presented on N-alkyl-S-vinylsulphonamide polymer 
series was just our initial results, so it is interesting to continue 
the study of the reversed N-vinyl-S-alkyl sulphonamide polymers 
to check if reversed sulphonamide polymers have improved 
properties such as solubility and KHI performance.  

5. Copolymerisation, as well as the addition of synergists, including 
solvents, salts or polymers, could be investigated to further 
improve the inhibition performance of non-amide based polymer 
series, such as polyvinylsulphonamides, polyamine oxides, poly 
(sulfobetaine methacrylate)s, and polyvinylaminals.  

6. If possible to synthesis, amide based polymers and amine oxide-
based polymers with otherwise similar structures could be 
investigated to compare the different effects in KHI performance 
between the two hydrogen-bonding functional groups. 
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ABSTRACT 

Poly(N-vinyl lactam)s has been the dominant class of kinetic hydrate inhibitor (KHI) polymer 

for many years in oil and gas flow assurance applications. Recently, we reported on the KHI 

performance of a new but closely related polymer, poly(3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone), P(3M2P). 

(Abrahamsen, E.; Heyns, I. M.; von Solms, N.; Pfukwa, R.; Klumperman, B.; Kelland, M. A., 

First Study of Poly(3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone) as a Kinetic Hydrate Inhibitor. Energy & Fuels 

2017, 31 (12), 13572-13577). It was suggested that, like poly(N-vinyl pyrrolidone), the polymer 

is not sufficiently hydrophobic for optimum KHI performance. We now report on three 

improvements to this class 1) by alkylating the pyrrolidone ring 2) by expanding the ring size 

from 5 to 6 atoms 3) by copolymerization with more hydrophobic monomers.  All new polymers 



were tested in high pressure rocking cells with a Structure II-forming gas mixture. When methyl, 

ethyl and n-propyl groups were introduced onto the pyrrolidone ring the poly(5-n-propyl-3-

methylene-2-pyrrolidone) homopolymer, with lowest cloud point of the three polymers, 

showed the best KHI efficacy. Expanding the ring size to the 6-ring piperidone group, also 

lowered the polymer cloud point and improved the KHI performance relative to P(3M2P). 

Copolymers of 3M2P with N-vinyl caprolactam and N-n-butyl methacrylamide (n-BuMAm) 

were also synthesised. All copolymers showed good improvements over P(3M2P). The best 

copolymer was the n-BuMAm:3M2P copolymer with highest n-BuMAm content and lowest 

cloud point. The best two copolymers were further investigated at different concentrations 

(1000, 2500, and 5000 ppm) showing an increase in performance with increasing concentration. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

When water is present with natural gases under conditions of low temperatures and elevated 

pressures conditions, gas hydrates tend to form. Gas hydrates are ice-like host-guest compounds 

composed of hydrogen bonded water molecules “cages”, into which small guest gas molecules 

such as methane, ethane, propane and acid gases such as carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide, 

are held.1-2 Pipeline blockage caused by gas hydrates is considered as a major flow assurance 

problem in oil and gas operations. Avoidance of gas hydrate formation is a necessity, which 

attracts increasing research on gas hydrates inhibition methods because once generated, gas 

hydrates can be difficult to remove and cause large losses in revenue.3-5 

Injection of kinetic hydrate inhibitors (KHIs) is a well-known technology to control gas 

hydrates, which has been successfully used in the oil and gas industry for more than two 

decades.6 KHIs are a class of low dosage hydrate inhibitors (LDHIs), the other being anti-

agglomerants (AAs). Being LDHIs, KHIs are injected at low concentration typically 0.1-2 wt. % 



active materials in solvents. The exact inhibition mechanism of KHIs is still the subject of 

discussion but there is much evidence for both hydrate nucleation and crystal growth 

inhibition.3, 7-8 The main ingredient in KHI formulations is one or more water-soluble oligomers 

or polymers, most of which containing repeating amide groups with neighbouring hydrophobic 

groups. Amongst the linear polyvinyl polymers this includes poly(N-vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP), 

poly(N-vinylcaprolactam) (PVCap), poly(N-alkyl(meth)acrylamide)s, poly(N-alkyl-N-

vinylalkanamide)s and their copolymers (Figures 1 and 2).  
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Figure 1. Structure of poly(N-vinylcaprolactam) (left), poly(N-alkyl(meth)acrylamide)s 

(middle) and poly(N-alkyl-N-vinylalkanamide)s (right). 

 

The suitable size of the pendant hydrophobic groups are critical to the KHI performance, either 

too short or too long are unfavorable.9-12 This is probably related to the various cage sizes in 

gas hydrates structures and the ability of the hydrophobic groups to disrupt hydrate clustering 

and/or crystal growth while at the same time maintaining water-solubility. If we take poly(N-

alkyl-N-vinylalkanamide)s derivatives as an example: poly(N-vinylmethylamide), that contains 

small pendant methyl groups, is a poor KHI, whilst poly(N-vinyl-n-propylamide) with longer 

propyl pendant hydrophobic groups performs quite well as KHI, but when it comes to polymers 



with more carbon atoms pendant alkyls such as poly(N-vinylisobutylamide) become insoluble 

in water.10  

Recently, an interesting new polyamide poly(3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone) (P(3M2P)) 

homopolymer was synthesized. Besides other potential applications it was investigated as a 

KHI (Figure 2).13-15 This polymer has a very similar structure to PVP, one of the earliest 

commercialized KHIs. However, like PVP, the KHI performance of 3M2P polymer was not 

very high. The 3M2P monomer unit has actually less pendant hydrophobicity than PVP as one 

of the ring carbon atoms in P(3M2P) is part of the polymer backbone and the nitrogen is more 

sterically available for hydrogen-bonding. Therefore, we decided to investigate methods to 

improve the performance of P(3M2P) and came up with three possibilities to increase the 

hydrophobicity, i.e. 1) ring alkylation, 2) copolymerization and 3) ring expansion. We will now 

discuss these three options.  

We have shown in previous work that the performance of PVP can be improved by alkylating 

the pyrrolidone ring.12 For P(3M2P), the NH group gives added flexibility compared to PVP, 

as the proton on the nitrogen atom can readily be replaced by other hydrophobic groups. In this 

work we have investigated alkylated derivatives of 3M2P homopolymer with methyl, ethyl and 

n-propyl groups. 
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Figure 2. Structure of poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone) (left) and poly(3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone) 

(right). 



Copolymers with different kinds of monomers can ameliorate some limitations of 

homopolymers.11,16-19 Poor solubility in water is one of these limitations, especially for 

homopolymers with large pendant hydrophobic groups. For example, poly(N-

vinylisobutylamide) mentioned earlier is not soluble in water, but the copolymer of N-

vinylisobutylamide with N-vinylisopropylamide is water-soluble and was shown to have good 

performance as a KHI.10 Another limitation of homopolymers can be the low cloud point (TCl) 

or deposition point (Tdp). As the temperature of the well fluids near the inhibitor injection point 

are often as high as 60-120 oC, a KHI polymer with low TCl may precipitate and cause its own 

blockage. For example, PVCap is a very effective and efficient KHI, and it is often the 

comparative standard for evaluating new KHIs in laboratory studies. However, the TCl and Tdp 

of PVCap is only 31-40 oC. Thus, for industry applications VCap is often copolymerized with 

more hydrophilic monomers to avoid injection problems. This can present a new problem in 

that too much comonomer can reduce the performance as a KHI. VP:VCap is a common 

commercial copolymer KHI in which the use of VP has little effect on the performance 

compared to PVCap. The 1:1 VCap:N-vinyl-N-methyl acetamide (VCap:VIMA) is  rare of a 

VCap copolymer which has better KHI effect than either PVCap or PVIMA homopolymers.20  

Conversely, VP can be copolymerized with more hydrophobic monomers to increase the KHI 

efficacy. An example is VP:n-butyl acrylate copolymer.21-22 This is the second technique we 

used in this work to improve the performance of P(3M2P). We made copolymers of 3M2P 

monomer with VCap (an obvious choice to compare to VP:VCap copolymer) and N-n-

butyl(meth)acrylamide. We chose this acrylamide as the amide gives more hydrophilicity than 

the ester in n-butyl acrylate allowing us to make copolymers with a higher percentage of N-n-

butyl(meth)acrylamide whilst still keeping water-solubility. 

The last method to attempt to improve the performance of P(3M2P) was to expand the 

pyrrolidone ring to six or even seven-membered rings. Previously we showed that expanding 



the lactam ring in poly(N-vinyl lactam)s from 5 ring atoms to 6, 7 and 8 atoms by adding extra 

ring methylene groups improves the KHI performance. All these new homopolymers and 

copolymers have been tested as KHIs in high-pressure rocking cells using a natural gas mixture 

that forms Structure II hydrates as the most stable phase. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

 

Materials  

Poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP K15) pure powder and molecular weight of 8000 g/mol was 

obtained from Ashland chemical company. N-vinylpyrrolidone:N-vinylcaprolactam 1:1 

copolymer (VP:VCap) was obtained as an aqueous solution of 53.8 wt. % from BASF with 

tradename Luvicap 55W. All chemicals for monomer synthesis were purchased from 

commercial sources. 

1H and 13C NMR spectra were obtained with a Varian VXR-Unity (300 MHz) spectrometer, 

unless stated otherwise. Majority of the compounds were dissolved in CDCl3 or D2O with 

tetramethylsilane (TMS) as an internal reference. Liquid Chromatography Mass Spectrometry 

(LC-MS) was obtained with a Waters Synapt G2 with Electron Spray Ionization (ESI) in the 

positive mode. The column used was Waters UPLC C18, 2.1×100 mm. Molecular weights of 

3M2P and N-vinylcaprolactam copolymers and N-alkylated-3M2P homopolymers were 

obtained via SEC analysis, in DMAc. The instrument used was an Agilent 1260 fitted with a 

PSS guard column (50 × 8 mm) in series with three analytical PSS GRAM columns (300 × 8 

mm, 10 μm, 2 × 3000 Å and 1 × 100 Å), which was kept at 40 °C. DMAc was stabilized with 

0.05% BHT (w/v) and 0.03 % LiCl (w/v). The instrument was equipped with an Agilent 1260 



Quad pump and a refractive index detector. The flow rate was 0.800 mL/min and the injection 

volume, 100 µL. The SEC system was calibrated using narrow dispersity PMMA standards 

obtained from Polymer Laboratories. Molecular weights of 3M2P and N-BuMAAm 

copolymers were calculated from 1H NMR spectroscopy. 

Monomer and Polymer characterization  

3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone (3M2P). The procedure was adapted from literature.23 1H NMR 

(300 MHz, DMSO) δ: 8.05 (s, 1H, -NH), 5.67 (td, J = 2.9, 1.4 Hz, 1H, =CH2a), 5.27 (tt, J = 2.5, 

1.3 Hz, 1H, =CH2b), 3.28 – 3.21 (m, 2H, -CH2-NH), 2.78 – 2.70 (m, 2H, -CH2-C=). 13C NMR 

(300 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ: 175.45, 141.62, 114.47, 38.90, 26.32. MS (ESI): m/z = 98.1 

(calculated: 98.06 for [M + H]+). 

N-methyl-3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone (N-M3M2P). The procedure was carried out as described 

in the literature.24 Purification was performed via column chromatography using ethyl acetate 

as the eluent (Rf = 0.36), giving the product as a yellow liquid. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 

5.87 (td, J = 2.8, 0.8 Hz, 1H, =CH2a), 5.23 (td, J = 2.3, 0.7 Hz, 1H, =CH2b), 3.35 – 3.29 (m, 2H, 

-N-CH2-), 2.87 (s, 3H, -CH3), 2.73 – 2.66 (m, 2H, -CH2-C=). 13C NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3-d1) 

δ: 168.03, 139.52, 114.84, 46.21, 30.15, 23.98. MS (ESI): m/z = 112.1 (calculated: 112.08 for 

[M + H]+). Poly(N-M3M2P). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 3.5 - 3.1 (broad), 2.9 – 2.6 (broad), 

2.2 – 1.1 (broad). 

N-ethyl-3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone (N-E3M2P). The procedure was carried out as described in 

the literature.24 Purification was performed via column chromatography, with ethyl 

acetate/pentane as eluent (1:1 v/v, Rf = 0.28), yielding the product as a yellow liquid. 1H NMR 

(300 MHz,CDCl3) δ: 5.96 (td, J = 2.8, 0.8 Hz, 1H, =CH2a), 5.30 (td, J = 2.4, 0.7 Hz, 1H, =CH2b), 

3.42 (dt, J = 13.3, 7.2 Hz, 4H, -CH2-N-CH2-), 2.80 – 2.72 (m, 2H, -CH2-C=), 1.16 (t, J = 7.2 

Hz, 3H, -CH3).13C NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 171.31, 139.99, 115.17, 43.52, 37.87, 24.09, 



12.39. MS (ESI): m/z = 126.1 (calculated: 126.09 for [M + H]+). Poly(N-E3M2P). 1H NMR 

(300 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 3.5 – 3.0 (broad), 2.4 – 1.3 (broad), 1.2 – 0.9 (broad). 

N-n-propyl-3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone (N-Pr3M2P). The monomer was obtained by N-

alkylation of 3M2P with 1-bromopropane as follows: Sodium hydride (50 mg, 2.08 mmol) was 

added to 3M2P (0.20 g, 2.06 mmol) in DMF (20 mL). The reaction mixture was allowed to stir 

for 20 min. Subsequently, 1-bromopropane (0.20 mL, 2.20 mmol) was added to the reaction 

mixture and allowed to stir overnight at 95 °C, where after the solvent was removed under 

reduced pressure. The crude mixture was purified by column chromatography, with ethyl 

acetate as eluent (Rf = 0.58), yielding the product as a brown-yellow liquid (0.19 g, 66 %). 1H 

NMR (300 MHz,CDCl3) δ: 5.97 (td, J = 2.9, 0.6 Hz, 1H, =CH2a), 5.31 (td, J = 2.4, 0.5 Hz, 1H, 

=CH2b), 3.40 – 3.32 (m, 4H, -CH2-N-CH2-), 2.79 – 2.72 (m, 2H, -CH2-C=), 1.65 – 1.51 (m, 2H, 

-CH2-CH3), 0.91 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 3H, -CH3). 13C NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 168.09, 140.01, 

115.11, 44.92, 44.10, 24.25, 20.58, 11.43. MS (ESI): m/z = 140.1 (calculated: 140.11 for [M + 

H]+), 162.1 (calculated: 162.10 for [M + Na]+). Poly(N-Pr3M2P). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) 

δ: 3.5 – 3.0 (broad), 2.1 – 1.2 (broad), 1.0 – 0.7 (broad). 

N-n-butyl methacrylamide (N-BuMAAm). The synthesis was adapted from a literature 

procedure.25 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 6.03 (s, 1H, -NH), 5.62 (s, 1H, =CH2a), 5.25 (s, 

1H, =CH2b), 3.26 (q, J = 6.7 Hz, 2H, -NH-CH2-), 1.90 (s, 3H, =C-CH3), 1.48 (m, 2H, -CH2-

CH2-CH2-), 1.32 (m, 2H, -CH2-CH3), 0.88 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H, -CH2-CH3). 13C NMR (300 MHz, 

CDCl3) δ: 168.58, 140.31, 119.09, 39.46, 31.67, 20.14, 18.73, 13.78. MS (ESI): m/z = 142.1 

(calculated: 142.22 for [M + H]+), 164.1 (calculated: 164.20 for [M + Na]+). 

3-Methylene-2-piperidone (3M2Pip). The reactions towards the monomer were adapted from 

literature procedures.26-27 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ:  6.23 (dd, J = 3.3, 1.6 Hz, 1H, =CH2b), 

5.84 (s, 1H, -NH), 5.34 – 5.31 (m, 1H, =CH2a), 3.42 – 3.36 (m, 2H, -CH2-N-), 2.58 (ddt, J = 7.9, 



4.5, 1.6 Hz, 2H, -CH2-C=), 1.88 (dt, J = 12.1, 6.0 Hz, 2H, -CH2-CH2-CH2-). 13C NMR (300 

MHz, CDCl3) δ: 171.00, 137.48, 122.37, 42.90, 29.93, 23.29. MS (ESI): m/z = 112.1 (calculated: 

112.08 for [M + H]+), 134.1 (calculated: 134.07 for [M + Na]+). Poly(N-Pr3M2P). 1H NMR 

(300 MHz, D2O) δ: 3.5 – 3.2 (broad), 2.5 – 1.2 (broad). 

Synthesis Method for Polymers (Figure 3, Table 1) 

Polymerization. Homo-and copolymerizations were performed with similar conditions as 

described in literature.28 The copolymer, poly(3M2P-co-N-BuMAAm) with 9 % incorporated 

N-BuMAAm prepared will be used as an example. 3M2P (0.73 g, 7.52 mmol) dissolved in 4.4 

mL DMSO was added to a 25 mL pear-shaped flask. Subsequently, N-BuMAAm (0.19 g, 1.33 

mmol) and ACVA (0.50 g, 1.77 mmol) were added and the polymerization mixture was purged 

with argon gas for 15 min, where after the reaction flask was placed in a heated oil bath at 90 

°C for 2h. The polymerization was stopped by allowing it to cool and opening the flask to air. 

The crude mixture was placed in dialysis tubing (3 500 molecular weight cut-off) and dialyzed 

against water for 24 h, replacing the water every 8 h. The polymer was isolated by freeze-

drying, in > 80% yield. 

Homopolymerizations of N-alkylated monomers were carried using the same protocol as the 

copolymerization above, with the following monomer:initiator ratios: 7.5:1 for N-M3M2P, 5:1 

and 10:1 for N-E3M2P, and 7.5:1 for N-Pr3M2P. 

Preparation of poly(3M2Pip). To a 10 mL reaction flask was added, 3M2Pip (0.50 g, 4.50 

mmol), ACVA (17 mg, 0.06 mmol) dissolved in 3 mL DMSO. The reaction mixture was purged 

with argon gas for 20 min, where after the reaction flask was placed in a heated oil bath at 70 

°C. The reaction mixture was left stirring for 24 h, subsequently the polymerization flask was 

opened and allowed to reach room temperature. The polymer was purified by dialysis (dialysis 



tubing with molecular weight cut-off of 3 500 g/mol) against water. The polymer was isolated 

by freeze-drying. 

 

Cloud Point (Tcl) Measurement  

Turbidimetry measurements were performed with UV/vis instrument with a constant heating 

rate of 0.2 °C/min and monitored at a wavelength of 500 nm. Polymer concentrations of 10 

mg/mL in distilled, deionized water was used. UV/vis spectroscopy was performed on a 

Specord® 210 Plus spectrophotometer. The instrument was equipped with two Peltier cooled 

cell holders (without stirrers) and the software used was WinASPECT® plus. The Tcl was taken 

at 50 % transmittance of the heating turbidimetry curves. 

 

Table 1. Homopolymers and copolymers synthesized in this study. 

Polymer Monomer 1  

(n) 

Monomer 2  

(1-n) 

n Ð Mn  

g/mol 

Tcl  

 °C 

1 N-M3M2P  - 2.27 4000 >80 

2a N-E3M2P   2.20 1100 >80 

2b N-E3M2P   1.63 9000 71.5 

3 N-Pr3M2P   2.08 6100 19.8 

4 3M2Pip    <12900 See discussion 

E 3M2P N-BuMAAm 0.75 1.36 4900 30 

D 3M2P N-BuMAAm 0.77 1.41 4800 33 

C 3M2P N-BuMAAm 0.88  * 47.6 

B 3M2P N-BuMAAm 0.91  * >80 

A 3M2P N-BuMAAm 0.97  * >80 

i 3M2P VCap 0.53 1.37 3500 67.2 

ii N-M3M2P VCap 0.50 1.22 6200 41 



* Polymers A-C could not be analysed due to P(3M2P)’s incompatibility with the mobile 

phase of the SEC; however, polymers D and E should be a good guideline to the molecular 

weight of A-C, as the polymers were synthesized in exactly the same way. 
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Figure 3. Homopolymers and copolymers investigated in this study. 

 

Experimental Equipment 

The experimental equipment mainly included five steel rocking cells, which were parallelly 

held up by a rocker rig in a cooling bath. (Figure 4) The maximum effective volume of each 

cell was 40 mL. A steel ball was used to agitate the solution in each cell when rocking. Each 

cell was equipped with a pressure sensor with an uncertainty of ± 0.2 bar and a temperature 

sensor with an uncertainty of ± 0.1 °C. Data collected by the pressure and temperature sensors 

were saved in a computer. This KHI performance testing equipment was supplied by PSL 

Systemtechnik, Germany. For structure II gas hydrate at 76 bar, the equilibrium temperature 



(Teq) tested in this equipment has been reported to be 20.2 ± 0.05 °C in the previous work of 

our group, which is similar to 20.5 °C calculated by the PVTSim software from Calsep.14.16-18 

We have recently re-evaluated Teq in the rocking cells. Using the slow ramping method 

recommended by Tohidi et al, rather than constant warming, we obtained a value of 20.5 oC for 

Teq, exactly in line with the software prediction.29-30  

 

Figure 4. Five steel rocking cells in a cooling bath. 

 

Slow Constant Cooling Method  

As operators wish to avoid hydrate formation completely, the delay time of hydrate nucleation 

is considered the most critical factor for field applications, which largely depends upon the 

amount of subcooling in the system. Therefore, a method to determine the maximum subcooling 

that an inhibitor can prevent hydrate formation could be measured by slowly cooling the test 

fluids until hydrate nucleation occurs.31-33 Similar to the previous work of our group, this slow 

constant cooling method was used to evaluate the KHI performance ranking of the polymers in 



this study.34-36 Synthetic nature gas (SNG) mixture, which theoretically forms a Structure II 

hydrate as the most thermodynamically stable phase, was used to form gas hydrate (Table 2).  

 

Table 2. Synthetic Nature Gas (SNG) mixture used in this study. 

Component mol % 
methane 80.67 
ethane 10.20 

propane 4.90 
CO2 1.84 

isobutane 1.53 
n-butane 0.76 

N2 0.10 

 

The procedure of the slow constant cooling (SCC) method was as follows: (1) 20 ml of KHI 

aqueous solution was loaded to each cell. (2) Air in the cells was removed by a pump. 

Approximately 5 bar of the SNG mixture was then purged into the cells. Then, the system was 

evacuated once more. (3) The cells were pressurized up to 76 bar with the SNG at the 

temperature of 20.5 °C and then the valve of each cell was closed. (4) The cells were slowly 

cooled from 20.5 °C to 2 °C at an average rate of 1 °C/h and were continuously rocked with a 

maximum angle of 40o at a rocking rate of 20 full swings/min. Typical graphs of the temperature 

and pressure versus time obtained during this procedure are shown in Figure 5.  

 



 

Figure 5. Typical graphs of the temperature and pressure versus time from all 5 cells. (The 

example shown is for a 5000 ppm solution of polymer 2b).  

 

The temperature and pressure versus time data of each cell can be obtained and used to analyze 

the onset temperatures (To) and rapid hydrate formation temperatures (Ta), as shown in Figure 

5. The pressure dropped a little when the rocking started, because some of the SNG mixture 

becomes dissolved in the aqueous phase. Then, the pressure gradually decreased in accord with 

the constant cooling of the cell temperature in this closed system. When gas hydrates are 

generated the pressure deviated from the original linear trajectory because some gas is now 

trapped in gas hydrate solid. The temperature corresponding to this graphical turning point is 

called the hydrate onset temperature (To). When the pressure curve became steepest, the 

temperature corresponding to this point is called the rapid hydrate formation temperature (Ta). 

Analyzed from Figure 6, To and Ta values of 5000 ppm of polymer 2b from cell No. 1 are 7.8 



°C and 5.5 °C respectively. The subcoolings at To were also calculated compensating for the 

drop of pressure and the consequential drop of the equilibrium temperature at To. 

 

 

Figure 6. Typical graph of the temperature and pressure versus time data of cell No. 1. (5000 

ppm of 2b solution inside). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 3 lists a summary of the average To (and subcooling at To) and Ta values for polymers 

at 5000 ppm in deionized water as well as cloud point values. The results of pure water, PVP 

and the VP:VCap copolymer at the same concentration are also included for comparison. The 

average To and Ta values of each polymer were determined from minimum 8-10 standard 

constant cooling tests for each polymer. The experimental deviation from the average To value, 



giving an indication of reproducibility, was maximum ±12.6% except for the VP:VCap 

copolymer which was 20.1%. This is because the deviation increases as the average To value 

decreases and the To values for the VP:VCap copolymer are comparatively low in Table 2.  

However, using the subcooling data, the experimental deviation from the average subcooling 

value at To was maximum ±14.6% for polymer (1), Me-3M2P homopolymer. For VP:VCap 

copolymer the deviation is now ±8.9% based on the subcooling. Examples of the deviation in 

To values are given in Figure 7. The polymer with greatest deviation in this graph is polymer 

(B) with ±12.6% deviation for To. The subcooling deviation for this polymer is 11.2%.  

 

Table 3. Summary of the Average To and Ta Values for Polymers at 5000 ppm and Cloud Point 

Values. 

Additive Mn 

g/mol 

To 

(av.) 

oC 

∆T at 

To 

oC 

Ta 

(av.) 

oC 

To (av.) - 

Ta (av.) 

oC 

TCl  

oC 

No additive  17.3 3.1 17.2 0.1 
 

PVP K15 8000 13.3 7.0 9.1 4.2 >95 

VP:VCap <5000 6.2 13.9 3.3 2.9 78 

3M2P 5500 15.2 5.1 15.0 0.2 >85 

Me-3M2P 4000a 15.4 4.9 12.5 2.9 >85 

Et-3M2P-a 1100a 9.2 11.0 8.5 0.7 >80 

Et-3M2P-b 9000a 8.3 11.9 5.8 2.5 71.5 

n-Pr-3M2P 6100a 7.8 12.3 5.9 1.9 19.8 

3M2Pip <12900* 9.5 10.7 9.3 0.2 37.6 

3M2P:N-BuMAAm-A 4300b 13.0 7.3 12.6 0.4 >85 



3M2P:N-BuMAAm-B 5500b 9.5 10.7 9.2 0.3 >85 

3M2P:N-BuMAAm-C 2400b 8.4 11.8 8.3 0.1 47.6 

3M2P:N-BuMAAm-D 4500b 8.1 12.1 8.0 0.1 33 

3M2P: N-BuMAAm-

E 

3300b 7.2 12.9 7.0 0.2 30 

3M2P: VCap-i 4800a 8.0 12.2 7.5 0.5 67.2 

Me-3M2P: VCap-ii 7600a 8.4 11.8 7.2 1.2 41 

a Number average molecular weights obtained from DMAc SEC. 

b Number average molecular weights obtained from 1H NMR spectroscopy. 

* See discussion about molecular weight of this polymer. 

 

 

Figure 7. Onset temperatures for 3M2P: n-BuMAm copolymers with different n-BuMAm ratios 

at 5000 ppm. 

 



To determine whether one polymer had performed better as a KHI than another we used 

statistical t-tests based on the To values, which for the reproducibility obtained in our 

experiments usually requires a minimum of 8-10 tests for statistical significance at the 95% 

confidence level (p < 0.05).37 The To value is considered the most important temperature 

parameter of evaluating the performance of KHIs as it refers to the first detectable gas hydrate 

formation. The Ta value is the temperature of the rapid gas hydrate formation, which illustrates 

the threshold of a KHI preventing the gas hydrate growth.  To-Ta is the difference between the 

To and Ta values, which can give an indication of the ability of a KHI to delay the rapid gas 

hydrate growth after the first detection of gas hydrate formation. However, caution must be 

used because the growth rate will depend on the subcooling in the system at To.  

All polymers gave better KHI performance than pure water. Concerning the alkylated 3M2P 

polymers, poly(N-methyl-3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone) (Me-3M2P) gave a To (av.) value of 

15.4 oC, which was similar to the KHI performance of poly(3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone) 

(P(3M2P)) (To(av.) = 15.2 oC, at 5000 ppm) reported previously in our group.14 However, when 

the pendant hydrophobic alkyl groups became longer, the To values dropped significantly. For 

example, poly(N-ethyl-3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone) (Et-3M2P-a) which has a low Mn value of 

1100 g/mol gave a To (av.) value of 9.2 oC, which was statistically significantly lower than that 

of Me-3M2P and PVP using a comparative t-test. This shows the importance of a larger 

hydrophobic group than methyl to obtain a significant effect on the KHI performance. As the 

molecular weight may have an effect on the KHI performance, a second homopolymer Et-

3M2P-b was synthesised with higher molecular weight (9000 g/mole). Results show that there 

was statistically significantly lower To (av.) value for Et-3M2P-b. In general, a higher 

molecular weight gives a lower KHI performance with low molecular weights in the region 

1500−3000 g/mol often performing the best for monomodal distributions.12,16,34,38 However, in 

this case, an Mn value of 1100g/mol for polymer 2a may be under the limit for optimum KHI 



performance. In addition, the good performance of the Et-3M2P-a with higher molecular weight 

maybe due to its lower cloud point, as the cloud point of polymers also play an important role 

on KHI performance.11 Thus, the lower cloud point of polymer Et-3M2P-b (71.5 oC) compared 

to Et-3M2P-a (> 80 oC), suggests greater hydrophobic interaction with the water phase for Et-

3M2P-b which may contribute to the better KHI performance.  

The next polymer up in the alkylated 3M2P series, poly(N-n-propyl-3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone) 

(n-Pro-3M2P) gave a To (av.) value of 8.3 oC, which was statistically significantly lower (p＜

0.05 by t-tests) than that of 2a. However, there was no statistically significantly difference 

between n-Pro-3M2P and 2b as p＞0.05 from the t-test. The iso-propylated polymer proved 

difficult to make. Larger alkyl groups (butyl etc.) were considered too large for the 

homopolymer to remain water-soluble at KHI test temperatures. Copolymerization with more 

hydrophilic groups is possible but we have not explored this yet. 

Ring expansion was the next potential improvement we investigated. Synthesis of the 7-ring 

monomer 3-methylene-2-azepanone was successful. However, the polymer was very 

hydrophobic and polymerizations had very low conversions, likely due to the steric hindrance 

of the large ring. We did manage to synthesise both the 6-ring monomer and its polymer, poly(3-

methylene-2-piperidone) (3M2Pip) via conventional radical polymerization, using 4,4′-

azobis(4-cyanovaleric acid) (ACVA) as initiator. The solubility trend of poly(3M2Pip) 

resembled poly(3M2P)’s resistance to solubilize in various organic solvents, and indicated to 

also only being soluble in hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) and water. The exact molecular weight 

was not obtained as we required size exclusion chromatography (SEC) with HFIP as mobile 

phase, which was not available.  However, in a smaller preliminary study using 

azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) as initiator (monomer:initiator = 220:1) the Mn value of that 

polymer was 12 900 g/mol with a dispersity of 1.64. The sample of poly(3M2Pip) used in this 



study used a monomer:ACVA ratio 75:1. So we assumed the tested sample would have a lower 

Mn than 12900 g/mol.   

The 6-membered ring 3M2Piperidone homopolymer was water-soluble at room temperature 

and seemed to have a cloud point temperature on warming. However, on closer investigation 

we realized it was not thermoresponsive behaviour but the cloudiness-to-clear transition on 

cooling the solution was attributed by the pH of the water (polyampholyte). 

The 3M2Piperidone homopolymer gave superior KHI performance to P(3M2P) with To (av.) 

of 9.5 oC. This confirms the hypothesis that the KHI performance improves as the lactam ring 

size increases, as reported for 5−8-ring poly(N-vinyl lactam)s.34,38  

The third potential method to improve the performance of P(3M2P) was to copolymerize the 

3M2P monomer with more hydrophobic monomers. VCap was an obvious choice since it is 

widely used as the more hydrophobic component in a range of VCap:VP based co- and 

terpolymers. We made one VCap copolymer with 3M2P with monomer ratio 53:47, and one 

VCap copolymer with Me-3M2P with monomer ratio 50:50.   

The two copolymers gave very similar KHI performance with To values of 8.0 oC and 8.4 oC, 

respectively. Two factors may be operating against each other to give this result. Firstly, Me-

3M2P:VCap copolymer had a lower cloud point value (Tcl = 41 oC) due to the higher 

percentage of VCap monomer and the extra methyl group in the pyrrolidone ring in the Me-

3M2P monomer. This means Me-3M2P:VCap copolymer has higher hydrophobicity than 

3M2P:VCap copolymer which can be helpful for KHI performance as discusssed earlier. 

However, Me-3M2P:VCap copolymer has a higher molecular weight which is detrimental for 

KHI efficacy. These two factors may be cancelling each other out, giving the result of similar 

To (av.) values. We also speculate that the Me-3M2P: VCap copolymer was not at the ideal 



monomers ratio, as early studies shown that there is an optimal molar ratio for a copolymer 

with two KHI-active monomers giving the best KHI effect.3,20  

For the copolymers of 3M2P with N-n-butyl(meth)acrylamide (3M2P:n-BuMAm), a trend can 

be seen that the KHI performance of the copolymers increased with increasing percentage of n-

BuMAm in the copolymer. When the percentage of n-BuMAm in the copolymer increased from 

7 to 30 %, the To (av.) value dropped considerably from 13.0 to 7.2 °C.  The To values for 

3M2P:n-BuMAm copolymers are also illustrated in Figures 6 showing the spread of results. 

The increase in KHI performance is also in line with the decrease in cloud point. For the two 

copolymers with similar low cloud points, D and E, copolymer E probably gives a lower To 

value due to the lower molecular weight (2200 g/mol).   

Two of the best copolymers in this study, 3M2P:n-BuMAm-E and 3M2P:VCap, were evaluated 

at varying concentrations. The To (av.) values at 1000, 2500, and 5000 ppm are summarized in 

Table 4 and Figure 8.  The data for the VP:VCap copolymer are also included for comparison. 

The results indicate that the KHI effect of the three copolymers became stronger as the 

concentration increased within the range from 1000 to 5000 ppm. At low concentration (1000 

ppm), 3M2P:n-BuMAm-E almost had the same good KHI performance as the commercialized 

VP:VCap copolymer. However, as the concentration was increased the performance gap (i.e. 

the difference in To (av.) values) between the copolymers increased. The 3M2P:VCap 

copolymer showed worse KHI performance than VP:VCap copolymer at all concentrations 

tested in this study. 

The reason why the new copolymers give lower KHI performance compared to the VP:VCap 

copolymer may be as follows: firstly, the 3M2P unit, which is the constant monomer in the new 

copolymers, is not as good as N-vinylpyrrolidone (NVP) in Luvicap 55W. Although 3M2P is 

structural similar to NVP, the pendant hydrophobic group in the former is shorter than that in 

the latter, which may be the main reason leading to its relatively poor KHI effect. The detailed 



explanations of why PVP perform slightly better than P(3M2P) were reported in our previous 

study.14 Second, the new copolymers may have not reached their optimal monomer ratio to get 

the best KHI performance as discussed earlier. 

 

Table 4. Summary of the Average To and Ta at 1000, 2500, and 5000 ppm for i and E and 

VP:VCap copolymer for comparison. 

Entry at 1000 ppm To (av.) (oC) Ta (av.) (oC) To (av.) - Ta (av.) (oC) 

3M2P:VCap 11.0 10.5 0.5 

3M2P:n-BuMAm-E 10.2 10.0 0.2 

VP:VCap 10.1 9.0 1.1 

Entry at 2500 ppm To (av.) (oC) Ta (av.) (oC) To (av.) - Ta (av.) (oC) 

3M2P:VCap 10.1 8.9 1.2 

3M2P:n-BuMAm-E 7.9 7.6 0.3 

VP:VCap 7.4 6.0 1.4 

Entry at 5000 ppm To (av.) (oC) Ta (av.) (oC) To (av.) - Ta (av.) (oC) 

3M2P:VCap 8.0 7.5 0.5 

3M2P:n-BuMAm-E 7.2 7.0 0.2 

VP:VCap 6.2 3.3 2.9 

 



 

Figure 8. Average To values of i, E and VP:VCap copolymer versus concentration. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this study, we have synthesized a series of water-soluble alkylated 3-methylene-2-

pyrrolidone homopolymers, 3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone copolymers with PVCap or n-BuMAm, 

as well as poly(3-methylene-2-piperidone). These polymers were investigated as structure II 

gas hydrate inhibitors for the first time. Their KHI performance were studied in high-pressure 

rocking cells using slow constant cooling method.  

It was found that the alkylated 3-methylene-2-piperidone homopolymers with large 

hydrophobic alkyl groups, such as ethyl and n-propyl groups, performed the best. The N-

vinylcaprolactam and N-n-butyl(meth)acrylamide comonomers could improve the KHI 

performance considerably. For 3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone with N-n-butyl(meth)acrylamide 

(3M2P: n-BuMAm) copolymer series, there was a trend shown that the KHI performance 



improved as the percentage of n-BuMAm increased. In addition, the best two copolymers were 

tested at varying concentrations range from 1000 to 5000 ppm. Better KHI performance came 

out when the solution contained higher doses. The poly(3-methylene-2-piperidone) that with 

one more carbon atom in each pendant group unit than the poly(3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone) 

also shown obviously better KHI performance. 

Based on the discoveries above, we believe that adding suitable size alkyl groups and 

copolymerizing with other monomers are easy and effective methods to explore new KHIs. We 

are currently investigating more alkylated 3-methylene-2-pyrrolidone homopolymers with 

larger alkyl groups, such as n-butyl and isopentyl, as well as more copolymers for further 

confirming our findings. In addition, adding synergists is worth trying to improve KHI 

performance of these new polymers. 
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ABSTRACT 

Poly(N-vinylcaprolactam) (PVCap) is an effective kinetic hydrate inhibitor (KHI) that has been 

widely used in both industry applications and laboratory studies. Industrially, organic 

peroxides are often used as the VCap polymerization initiator. In our own past studies we 

usually make PVCap by polymerizing VCap with azoisobutyronitrile (AIBN) giving a 2-

cyanoprop-2-yl polymer end cap. In this study, VCap was polymerized with AIBN and a series 

of mercaptocarboxylic acid chain transfer agents (CTAs) to modify the end groups of PVCap. 

These end-group-modified PVCaps were investigated as KHIs in high-pressure rocking cells. 

Some of them showed better KHI performance than PVCap made with AIBN alone. The 

mercaptoacetic acid-group-modified PVCap (PVCapSCH2COOH) had significantly better 

inhibition performance than the normal PVCap on both structure I (sI) and structure II (sII) gas 

hydrate-forming systems in aqueous solution, as well as a SII hydrate-forming system 

containing added decane. However, the most powerful sII gas hydrate inhibitor among these 



end-group-modified PVCaps in this study was found to be the mercaptosuccinic acid-group-

modified PVCap (PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH).  For example, in slow constant cooling 

tests at 76 bar with the sII gas hydrate-forming gas mixture, 2500 ppm 

PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH in deionized water gave first detectable hydrate formation at 

an average temperature (To(av)) of 8.5 oC. In contrast, PVCap made with AIBN alone gave a 

statistically significant and higher To(av) value of 9.7 oC. In contrast, 4-mercaptobenzoic acid-

group-modified PVCap (PVCapSC6H4COOH) in deionized water increased the To(av) value 

to 10.5 oC. We also introduced the mercaptoacetic acid and mercaptosuccinic acid groups into 

poly(N-isopropylmethacrylamide) (PNIPMAA) polymers, again using AIBN as initiator. Both 

of the end-group-modified PNIPMAAs gave superior KHI performance than PNIPMAA made 

using AIBN alone. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In pipelines and wells where water is present with natural gas at elevated pressure and low 

temperature conditions, the conditions are thermodynamically suitable for gas hydrates 

formation.1-2 Gas hydrate is an ice-like solid, which can block the flow in pipelines, causing 

dramatic economic loss and even lead to explosion disasters if not handled correctly.3-4 From 

the microstructure point of view, gas hydrates are made of cages formed by water molecules 

via hydrogen bonds, and there are guest gas molecules trapped through van der Waal forces 

inside these water cages. Based on the size and category of guest gas molecules, gas hydrates 

form three main types of clathrate crystal structures: structure I (sI), structure II (sII) and 

structure H (sH).5  

In order to control gas hydrate formation in oil and gas production flow lines, plenty of hydrate 

prevention methods have been proposed, among which injecting low dosage hydrate inhibitors 



(LDHIs) is now a well-known and reliable method. Both CAPEX and OPEX savings can be 

made compared to the use of traditional technology such as the use of thermodynamic 

inhibitors.6-7 Kinetic hydrate inhibitors (KHIs) is one of the two classes of LDHI, the other 

being anti-agglomerants (AAs). KHIs can delay the gas hydrate nucleation and/or growth for 

a period of time, thus guaranteeing oil and gas production pipeline flow to the destination.8-13  

Effective KHIs include water-soluble polymers contain several repeating amides groups, such 

as poly(N-vinylcaprolactam) (PVCap), poly(N-alkyl(meth)acrylamide)s, and poly(N-

alkylvinylamide)s and copolymers thereof. (Figure 1)14-17 Although a great number of KHIs 

have been discovered, their inhibition mechanisms are not fully understood. However, some 

theories have been suggested.18-21 
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Figure 1. From left to right, poly(N-vinylcaprolactam) (PVCap), poly(N-

alkyl(meth)acrylamide)s and poly(N-alkylvinylamide)s.  

 

Homopolymers and copolymers of N-vinyl caprolactam (VCap) are among the most common 

KHIs and are commercially available from several companies. Industrially, organic peroxides 

are often used as the VCap polymerization initiator. In our own past studies we usually make 

PVCap by polymerizing VCap with azoisobutyronitrile (AIBN) giving a 2-cyanoprop-2-yl 

polymer end cap (Table 1). PVCap homopolymer has good kinetic inhibition effect and 



depending on the method of manufacture has been suggested useful for  subcoolings up to 10-

12 oC for sII hydrates.4 In addition, the cloud point (Tcl) of PVCap is approximately 35 oC, 

while the temperature of injection points in industry may be as high as 60-120 oC.7 The two 

weak points mentioned above limit the application range of PVCap. Some methods to improve 

the performance have been studied, such as copolymerizing it with other KHIs, adding 

synergists, etc.22-25 Nga Sze Ieong et al showed that the use of chain-transfer agents can 

significantly change the biocompatible, thermoresponsive and amphiphilic nature of 

polymers.26 Qian Zhang et al showed that polymerization with addition of chain-transfer agent 

(CTA) mercaptoacetic acid, can significantly improve the inhibition performance of PVCap on 

sI hydrates.27 Although CTAs are used to produce lower polymer molecular weights, GPC 

studies showed that the performance improvement was not due to differences in polymer 

molecular weight. CTAs are chemicals that can cause chain transfer effects on the growing 

activity polymer chains during the free radical polymerization reaction.28 They can react with 

the free radicals at the end of polymer chains, therefore, different function groups can possibly 

be added to the end of the polymers.29 This kind of end-capping method maybe an easier 

synthetic route to improve the KHI performance. 

 

Table 1. Common commercial polymerization initiators. 

Initiator Chemicals Structure Radical generated 

Benzoyl peroxide 

(BPO) 
O

O

O

O
 

 



Di-tert-butyl 

peroxide  

(DTBP) 

O
O

 

O  

Azoisobutyronitrile 

(AIBN) 
N

N CN

CN  

CN  

 

In this paper, we reported the KHI performance results of a series of end-group-modified 

PVCaps and poly N-isopropylmethacrylamides (PNIPMAAs) using both pure methane gas, 

forming sI hydrates, and synthetic natural gas (SNG) forming sII hydrates. We studied these 

modified KHIs not only in gas + water system, but also in gas + water + decane system. All 

KHI performance studies were carried out in high-pressure steel rocking cells. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

Materials  

N-vinyl caprolactam monomer (NPVCap) was obtained from Ashland and N-

isopropylmethacrylamide monomer (NIPMAA) was obtained from Evonik. Both were 99+% 

pure by NMR spectroscopic analysis. 2-propanol (iPrOH), diethyl ether (EE), and chloroform-

D (CDCl3) were obtained from VWR. Decane, 2,2`-azodiisobutyronitrile (AIBN), 

mercaptoacetic acid, mercaptosuccinic acid, 4-mercaptobenzonic acid, 12-

mercaptododecanoic acid, and 16-mercaprohexadecanoic acid were obtained from Merck 

(Sigma-Aldrich). All chemicals were used without further purification. A balance with an 



uncertainty of ± 0.001 g was used to weigh chemicals. The deionized water was our lab-made, 

with a resistivity of around 18 mΩ cm−1.  

 

Polymer characterization  

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrograms were measured by a Bruker ASCEndTM 400 

system. The Mw values of polymers were measured by an A JASCO Chem NAV size-

exclusion chromatography (SEC) system at 40 oC with DMF as the eluent. 

 

Synthesis Method for Polymers  

 (1) Synthesis method of normal PVCap and PNIPMAA (with no CTAs added): 0.1 g AIBN, 

10.0 g NPVCap (or NIPMAA when synthesizing PNIPMAA), and 30 mL iPrOH were 

introduced into a 100 mL round-bottomed flask. Then, the system was vacuumed/flushed 3-5 

times with N2. Under N2, the mixture was heated to 80 °C and stirred for about 7 hours. The 

iPrOH solvent was then removed using a vacuum rotary evaporator. Then, 50 mL EE was 

added into the solid residue, the mixture stirred overnight and filtered to obtain the solid 

product. 1H NMR spectroscopy indicated that greater than 99% monomer was converted into 

polymer. PVCap. 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ: 1.2−1.9 ppm (broad), 2.2−2.6 ppm (broad), 2.8−3.4 ppm 

(broad), 4.2−4.6 ppm (broad).  

(2) Synthesis method of end-group-modified PVCaps and PNIPMAAs was carried out in an 

identical way and scale except that 0.3g mercaptocarboxylic acid was also added to the mixture 

(Figure 2, Table 2). 1H NMR spectroscopy indicated that greater than 99% monomer was 

conversed into polymer. Besides the characteristic peaks of the polymer, a peak in the location 

of 9.7 ppm could also be observed in the respective 1H NMR spectra of mercaptoacetic acid-



group-modified PVCap (PVCapSCH2COOH), mercaptosuccinic acid-group-modified PVCap 

(PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH), 4-mercaptobenzonic acid-group-modified PVCap 

(PVCapSC6H4COOH), 12-mercaptododecanoic acid-group-modified PVCap 

(PVCapSC11H22COOH), and 16-mercaprohexadecanoic acid-group-modified PVCap 

(PVCapSC15H30COOH). This peak indicates that there are carboxyl groups in these modified 

polymers, showing that the target mercaptocarboxylic acid group was successfully introduced 

into the corresponding polymer molecule. Table 2 summarizes the polymers made and their 

SEC molecular weight analysis. The PVCap polymers have similar molecular weights to avoid 

this factor affecting the KHI performance. We were less successful with the PNIPMAA 

polymers in getting similar molecular weights, in particular the mercaptosuccinic acid polymer 

gave a much lower Mn value than the other two polymers. The consequences of this are 

discussed later. 
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Figure 2. Synthesis of mercaptocarboxylic acid group modified PVCap. R = acetic acid group, 

succinic acid group, benzoic acid group, dodecanoic acid group and hexadecanoic acid group. 

 

Table 2. Summary of synthesized polymers and molecular weight data. 

Polymer Chain transfer agent Mna PDIa 



PVCap  4403 2.42 

PVCapSCH2COOH Mercaptoacetic acid 3350 2.25 

PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH Mercaptosuccinic acid 4006 2.55 

PVCapSC6H4COOH 4-Mercaptobenzoic acid 5404 2.03 

PVCapSC11H22COOH 12-Mercaptododecanoic acid 5586 2.02 

PVCapSC15H30COOH 16-Mercaptohexadecanoic acid 6530 2.01 

PNIPMAA  12088 2.18 

PNIPMAASCH2COOH Mercaptoacetic acid 10812 29.34 

PNIPMAASCH(COOH)CH2COOH Mercaptosuccinic acid 1965 4.7 

 

aDetermined by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC). 

 

Cloud Point (Tcl) Measurement  

0.25 g of polymer was dissolved in 100 mL of deionized water. 10 mL of this solution was 

loaded in a test tube and heated slowly. The solution in the tube was stirred and was observed 

carefully throughout the heating procedure. The cloud point (Tcl) was obtained at the 

temperature at which the first visual sign of clouding (haze) appeared. Each test was repeated 

three times.  

 

High-pressure Rocker Rig Tests with Synthetic Natural Gas (SNG) Mixture and Pure 

Methane Gas 

Similar to previous KHI studies from our group,9, 13, 30-32 a rocker rig supplied by PSL 

Systemtechnik, Germany, was used to evaluate the inhibition performance of the end-group-

modified KHIs. This rocker rig equipment contains five separate steel cells, with a volume of 



40ml for each cell. Normally 20ml aqueous solution was loaded into each cell for testing. When 

starting rocking, the steel ball in each cell agitates the solution inside. Pure methane gas was 

used as the sI hydrate-forming gas, while a synthetic natural gas (SNG) mixture was used as 

the sII hydrate-forming material (Table 3).  

 

Table 3. Composition of SNG mixture used in this study. 

Component mol % 
methane 80.67 

ethane 10.20 
propane 4.90 

CO2 1.84 
isobutane 1.53 

n-butane 0.76 
N2 0.10 

 

The slow constant cooling method was used to evaluate the polymer KHI performance. The 

critical parameters determined were the hydrate onset temperature (To) and the rapid hydrate 

formation temperature (Ta).12, 27 The procedure of slow constant cooling method is as follows: 

(1) Solution loading: 20.0 mL aqueous polymer KHI solution was loaded into each cell. 1 mL 

decane was  added on the top of the polymer solution only when testing the KHI performance 

in the gas + water + liquid hydrocarbon multiphase system. (2) System cleaning: A pump was 

used to remove the air in the system. Then, 3-5 bars gas, which was the same type of gas used 

to synthesize hydrates, was used to flush the system. The system was then evacuated one more 

time. (3) Gas loading: When the temperature was stable at 20.5 oC, 76 bars of SNG mixture or 

110 bars of pure methane gas was purged in to each cell. A higher pressure was used with 

methane to give sufficient subcooling to evaluate the polymers. (4) Constant cooling: The 



temperature of the system was lowered from 20.5 oC to 2 oC over 18.5 hours, with a cooling 

rate of approximately 1 oC/h. Pressure and temperature data for each cell during the cooling 

procedure were collected by a computer. Typical graphs from one rocker rig test (i.e. 5 cells) 

using constant cooling method can be found in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Pressure and temperature versus time graphs for all five cells using 2500 ppm 

PVCapSC15H30COOH. 

 

At 76 bar, the equilibrium temperature (Teq) of the sII hydrate system obtained in previous 

studies was 20.2 ± 0.05 oC, which agrees quite well with the calculated Teq value of 20.5 oC 

by Calsep’s PVTSim software.9, 33 At 110 bar, the equilibrium temperature (Teq) of sI hydrates 

predicted by the software was 16.0 oC.  

 



 

Figure 4. Typical pressure and temperature versus time graphs showing analysis of the To and 

Ta values from one cell. 

 

Figure 4 shows typical pressure-time and temperature-time graphs from one cell (cell 1 in our 

rig). We can see from this figure that, at the very beginning, the pressure dropped a little for 

the reason that gas dissolves slightly in water during the initial agitation. Then the pressure 

decreased continuously as the temperature decreased linearly. Finally, when the gas hydrates 

are generated, the pressure dropped very quickly as much gas in the system gets trapped into 

the formed hydrate cages. The temperature corresponding to the turning point of the pressure 

is considered to be the To value (first observed hydrate onset temperature), while the 

temperature corresponding to the steepest pressure drop is called the Ta value (most rapid 

hydrate formation temperature). 



In order to reduce the results deviations, each KHI polymer was tested 8-10 times to obtain 

average To and Ta values. No cell gave consistently better or worse results than others, so there 

was no systematic errors of these cells. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The average To and Ta values (based on 8-10 constant cooling tests) for different end-group-

modified KHI polymers on both sI and sII hydrates are summarized in Table 4. The To values 

varied by no more than ±15% whilst the Ta values varied by ±12%. This table also includes 

the cloud point of these KHIs. The To rather than Ta value is considered the most critical 

evaluation parameter for KHI performance as operators are keen to avoid any sign of hydrate 

formation in their flow lines in case this could gradually build up and cause a plug. Nucleation 

may have occurred somewhat earlier than To in our slow constant cooling laboratory tests but 

could not be detected on the microscopic scale. The average To values are also shown 

graphically in Figure 5 for easier visual comparisons. Results for deionized water (DIW) are 

also added to Table 4 and Figure 5.  

 

Table 4. Summary data of the average To and Ta values for different polymers tested at 2500 

ppm in deionized water for both sI and sII hydrate forming systems. 

Sample Cloud point 

(oC) 

To(av) 

(oC) 

Ta(av) 

(oC) 

To(av) - 

Ta(av) (oC) 

To(av) 

(oC) 

Ta(av) 

(oC) 

To(av) - 

Ta(av) (oC) 
  sII sI 

DIW  16.9 16.7 0.2 12.2 12.1 0.1 

PVCap 35.5 9.7 9.4 0.3 7.2 7.0 0.2 

PVCapSCH2COOH 37.8 8.7 8.2 0.5 6.3 6.2 0.1 



PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH 36.8 8.5 8.2 0.3 6.9 6.7 0.2 

PVCapSC11H22COOH 35.5 9.7 9.3 0.4 7.1 7.0 0.1 

PVCapSC15H30COOH <4a 8.7 8.4 0.2 7.1 7.0 0.1 

PVCapSC6H4COOH 32.8 10.5 10.1 0.4 7.9 7.7 0.2 

PNIPMAA 34.1 9.3 9.1 0.2 7.7 7.5 0.2 

PNIPMAASCH2COOH 39.2 8.3 8.0 0.3 6.7 6.3 0.4 

PNIPMAASCH(COOH)CH2COOH 42.5 7.6 7.3 0.3 7.2 7.0 0.2 
aCloudy at 4 oC. 

 

 

Figure 5. Summary data of the average To values for different polymers at 2500 ppm in 

deionized water.  

 

As Table 4 shows, all polymers at the concentration of 2500 ppm gave a significantly better 

inhibition performance than pure water. Regarding the various PVCap polymers, it should be 



noted that PVCap in Table 4 also has an end-cap, i.e. the 2-cyanoprop-2-yl group (Table 1). 

Also, we attempted to keep the molecular weight and PDI values as close as possible for a set 

of polymers to be compared. This is because the molecular weight and molar concentration can 

affect KHI performance. Apart from the standard PVCap, the other PVCaps are made using 

added CTA, which gives them various thio-organic acid end groups instead. The same is true 

for PNIPMAA. Although it is fair to say that there are no dramatic differences between the 

performances of the polymers with different end caps (the biggest range of average To values 

is 8.5-10.5 oC for PVCap polymers in the sII hydrate system), there are some statistically 

significant results when t-test analysis is applied at the 95% confidence level (p < 0.05).34  

We will discuss the results for the two small thio-acid end groups, SCH2COOH and 

SCH(COOH)CH2COOH first. Thus, both these end groups improved the KHI performance of 

PVCap for both sI and sII hydrates. Note that the molecular weight of these three polymers is 

fairly similar. In particular the Mn value for normal PVCap is 4403 g/mole and for 

PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH is 4006 g/mole, indicating that it is unlikely that molecular 

weight is the primary cause of the improved KHI performance with the thiosuccinic acid end 

group.  The molecular weight distributions also looked similar with no apparent bimodal 

distribution, which also could have affected the performance.35 For sII hydrates, the average 

To value of normal PVCap was 9.7 oC. The average To value for  PVCapSCH2COOH was 8.7 

oC, which was statistically significantly different from that of normal PVCap by t-test analysis. 

PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH also lowered the sII hydrates average To value by a significant 

amount, to 8.5 oC, but we cannot say that PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH gave better KHI 

performance than PVCapSCH2COOH at the 95% confidence level. Compared with normal 

PNIPMAA, which gave sII hydrates an average To value of 9.3 oC, PNIPMAASCH2COOH 

and PNIPMAASCH(COOH)CH2COOH both significantly reduced the average To values to 

8.3 oC and 7.6 oC respectively. However, the value of 7.6 oC for 



PNIPMAASCH(COOH)CH2COOH may at least in part be due to the significantly lower 

polymer molecular weight compared to normal PNIPMAA. For sI hydrates, the average To 

value of PVCapSCH2COOH was 6.3 oC, which is also statistically significantly different from 

the To value of normal PVCap (7.2 oC). This is consistent with the conclusion in a previous 

article, that the mercaptoacetic acid modified PVCap is superior to the normal PVCap, made 

using AIBN with CTA, in inhibiting sI hydrates.27 Although PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH 

gave sI hydrates an average To value to 6.9 oC, a little lower than the normal PVCap, this is not 

a significant difference because p > 0.05 from t-test analysis. We have the same situation for 

PNIPMAASCH(COOH)CH2COOH on sI hydrates: adding the SCH(COOH)CH2COOH end 

group to the polymer end only slightly improved the performance compared to normal 

PNIPMAA. But the p value was 0.07 in a t-test between these two polymers, which gives only 

confidence at the 93% level. However, PNIPMAASCH2COOH could significantly increase the 

inhibition performance compared with normal PNIPMAA. 

In contrast to the PVCap polymers with thioacetic and thiosuccinic acid end groups, the PVCap 

with thiobenzoic acid (PVCapSC6H4COOH) end group performed worse than the standard 

PVCap made with added CTA. For sII hydrate the average To value of PVCapSC6H4COOH 

was 10.5 oC, which is statistically significantly worse than 9.7 oC for standard PVCap. The 

performance was also significantly worse with PVCapSC6H4COOH for the sI hydrate system. 

Since all the CTA used contain a terminal carboxylic acid group, we suggest that the aromatic 

benzene ring in the chain end worsens the KHI activity of PVCap, and that this may be related 

to the π-bonding character of the aromatic ring. Thus, the π-orbitals in the aromatic rings may 

possibly interact with each other (as seen in graphite or asphaltene stacking) causing weak 

polymer-polymer interactions and reducing the freedom of the polymer strands to perturb the 

water structure or interact with hydrate crystal surfaces.  



The reason why SCH2COOH and SCH(COOH)CH2COOH functional end groups can improve 

the KHIs performance compared to the normal PVCap with 2-cyanoprop-2-yl end group, must 

surely lie with the carboxylic acid groups. However, all the CTAs used have carboxylic acid 

end groups but in the case of SCH2COOH and SCH(COOH)CH2COOH they are small end 

groups, giving negligible effect on the molar concentration of polymer, and do not contain any 

aromatic groups. We presume the carboxylic acid groups being sterically fairly adjacent to the 

nearest caprolactam group can also interact via hydrogen bonds with hydrate clusters. This 

could possibly involve carboxylic acid groups entering and bonding to open hydrate cages in a 

semi-clathrate bonding manner.36 This could help preventing the hydrate nuclei from reaching 

the critical size for further growth or reduce the rate of crystal growth once the particles have 

reached super critical size. A possible reason why SCH2COOH end group significantly 

improved the KHI effect for both sI and sII hydrate systems, whilst SCH(COOH)CH2COOH 

only significantly affected the sII hydrate system, maybe be due to the different cage sizes 

between sI and sII hydrates. For sII hydrates, which consist of sixteen 512 and eight 51264 cages, 

the larger cage size is big enough for both SCH2COOH and SCH(COOH)CH2COOH groups. 

In addition, there are twice as many carboxylic acid groups in SCH(COOH)CH2COOH as in 

SCH2COOH. However, when it comes to sI hydrates, which consist of two 512 and six 51262 

cages, the cage is suitably sized for SCH2COOH. For SCH(COOH)CH2COOH groups, which 

also contain a CH2COOH group, we presume that the extra CHCOOH group sterically 

interferes with interactions to the 51262 cages. Computer modelling studies would be needed to 

help confirm this.  

We also included two fatty acid thiol end groups in the study on PVCap to introduce a more 

amphiphilic nature to the polymer chain. These polymers are PVCapSC11H22COOH and 

PVCapSC15H30COOH. The CTA end group represents 4.0 and 4.4% of the polymer molecular 

weight, compared to 1.6 wt.% for the normal PVCap with 2-cyanoprop-2-yl end group. Thus, 



the affect on the molar concentration is quite small. The average To values for 

PVCapSC11H22COOH on both sI and sII hydrate systems were not significantly different from 

normal PVCap. The same is true for PVCapSC15H30COOH for the sI hydrate system but this 

PVCap with a thiohexadecanoic end group did give a significantly better To values for sII 

hydrates. Due to this anomaly we carried out further tests and obtained the same result.  

The question is, can we explain these results? Clearly these thiofatty acid end groups are both 

too large to occupy hydrate cages. Due to the long hydrophobic C11 or C15 alkyl chains, these 

polymers could congregate more at the gas-water interface than the normal PVCap which is 

where gas hydrate formation is believed to be initiated. But the PVCapSC11H22COOH polymer 

showed no improvement over the normal PVCap, which diminishes that theory. The answer 

may possibly lie in the polymer water-solubility. At first it seems surprising that 

PVCapSC15H30COOH improved the KHI performance as the 2500ppm solution is cloudy 

above 4 oC. (The PVCapSC11H22COOH polymer was fully soluble at the test conditions). 

However, we have carried out several studies which indicate that a low cloud point can be 

useful for good KHI performance.7 We have also previously encountered polymers with 

excellent KHI performance that were still cloudy in solution under the test conditions.19 We 

speculate that this is due to a thin layer of polymer deposition on the surfaces of the cell, 

particular rough areas, which can affect the availability of heteronucleation sites. However, for 

sI, no KHI performance improvement was observed with PVCapSC15H30COOH. However, the 

kinetics are generally faster for formation of sI hydrate as it is more symmetrical and has a 

lower percentage of the large cages than sII hydrates. It is also possible is that the 

polymerisation procedure is affected by the different surfactant chain transfer agents (CTAs), 

and the C15-based CTA gives a better distribution of polymer molecular weights even though 

the weight averages are the same for both polymer. But again this doesn’t explain why the 

effect doesn’t work for tests with SI hydrate. A possibility that does address the supposed 



anomaly with SI hydrates is that the solubility of the hydrate-forming alkanes at the interfacial 

varies between the C11-capped and C15.-capped polymers for SI and SII hydrate. i.e. the C15-

capped polymer has little effect on the solubility of methane (hence the lack of performance 

enhancement for SI hydrate) but does lower the solubility of the C2-C4 hydrate-forming 

components that make SII hydrate. Finally, the shape of the polymers themselves (straight or 

more coiled) may vary between the depending on the size of the alkyl end-capping and the 

shape is also affected by the hydrate-forming alkanes dissolved in the water at the interfacial 

area.       

Since PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH gave the greatest lowering of the average To values for 

the PVCap polymer series, we investigated this polymer at varying concentration.  Figure 6 

shows all the individual To values and Ta values for PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH at 

concentrations of 2500, 5000, and 7500 ppm. From this figure, we can see an obvious trend 

that PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH performs better as the concentration becomes higher. 

Although some of the data are overlapping among these three concentrations, the p values still 

remains < 0.05 from t-test analysis, illustrating that there are statistical differences between the 

results at different concentrations.  

As mentioned earlier, and according to previous studies, scattering of about ±15 % of the To 

values is normal for tests on any one polymer at the same set of conditions.6, 10 This is because 

of the stochastic nature for gas hydrate formation in a small reactor. However, some of the data 

shown in Figure 6 deviate more than a 15% scattering. We think this maybe because of foaming 

of the solution especially at the higher 7500ppm concentration.  

 



 

Figure 6. To and Ta values of PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH versus concentration in 

deionized water under SNG mixture.  

 

Since two of the CTAs contain long hydrophobic groups, PVCapSC11H22COOH and 

PVCapSC15H30COOH, we wondered whether this might be an advantage for systems with 

liquid hydrocarbon phases. Although the terminal groups is a carboxylic acid we imagined that 

the C12 or C16 chain could hang in the hydrocarbon and the rest of the polymer in the water 

phase. In this way, a higher concentration of polymer could be obtained at the hydrocarbon-

water interface where hydrate formation is expected to occur, which in theory could improve 

the KHI performance compared to normal PVCap. We also tested the other CTA-modified 

PVCap polymers for further comparison. The To(av) and Ta(av) values (based on 8-10 constant 

cooling test) from SNG + water + decane multiphase tests are listed in Table 5 and also 

summarized graphically in Figure 7. The To result for DIW (15.6 oC) was lower than in the 

SNG-water system since the addition of decane lowers the equilibrium temperature of the 



system. All the polymers gave considerably lower To values than DIW (no polymer).  Of the 

six polymers tested PVCapSCH2COOH clearly gave the lowest average To value of 7.1 oC, 

almost 2 oC lower than the normal PVCap made without added CTA. Compared to normal 

PVCap, there was no significant effect on KHI performance from 

PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH, PVCapSC11H22COOH and PVCapSC6H4COOH, but there 

was a significantly lower average To value for PVCapSC15H30COOH. As with the gas-water 

systems we think this is related to the lower solubility of PVCapSC15H30COOH. Thus, the 

theory that the amphiphilic nature of long alkyl chain hydrophobically capped KHI polymers 

would enhance the performance by increasing the polymer concentration at the hydrocarbon-

water interface appears to be false. In addition, one further observation was that when the cells 

were opened there was no sign of emulsion formation when using the two PVCaps with C12 

and C16 fatty acid end groups. Therefore, there does not appear to be any advantage in using 

long hydrophobic tails on the KHI polymer.  Finally, we are not sure why 

PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH did not enhance the KHI performance when adding 1mL 

decane into the solution compared to studies without decane. Studies reported that the presence 

of hydrocarbons could affect the formation process of hydrates, possibly because the growth 

route of gas hydrates in water + organic phases is different from that without organic phases, 

thus leading to differences in the primary KHI mechanism.37-40 

 

Table 5. Average Ta and To values of different end-group-modified KHIs at 2500 ppm in SNG 

+ water + decane system. 

Sample To(av) (oC) Ta(av) (oC) To(av) - Ta(av) (oC) 

DIW 15.6 15.4 0.2 

PVCap 9.0 8.6 0.4 



PVCapSCH2COOH 7.1 6.8 0.3 

PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH 8.6 8.3 0.3 

PVCapSC11H22COOH 9.1 8.6 0.5 

PVCapSC15H30COOH 8.2 8.0 0.2 

PVCapSC6H4COOH 9.2 8.8 0.4 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Summary data of different end-group-modified KHIs at 2500 ppm in SNG + water + 

decane phases.  

 

 

CONCLUSION 



A series of end-group-modified PVCaps and PNIPMAAs have been synthesized using CTAs 

and investigated as gas hydrate kinetic inhibitors in high-pressure rocking cells. Their 

inhibition effect on both sI and sII gas hydrate-forming systems was evaluated by using pure 

methane gas and SNG mixture respectively.  

The mercaptoacetic acid-group-modified PVCap (PVCapSCH2COOH) had significantly better 

inhibition performance than the normal PVCap on both structure I (sI) and structure II (sII) gas 

hydrate-forming systems in aqueous solution, as well as a SII hydrate-forming system 

containing added decane. These results are in line with earlier results with thioacetic acid end-

capped PVCap although this current study shows a weaker KHI enhancement.27 

The other powerful sII gas hydrate inhibitor among these end-group-modified PVCap polymers 

in this study was found to be the mercaptosuccinic acid-group-modified PVCap 

(PVCapSCH(COOH)CH2COOH) although it showed negligible effect on the system with 

added decane. We also introduced the mercaptoacetic acid and mercaptosuccinic acid groups 

into poly(N-isopropylmethacrylamide) (PNIPMAA) polymers, again using AIBN as initiator. 

Both of the end-group-modified PNIPMAAs gave superior KHI performance than PNIPMAA 

made using AIBN alone. The 4-mercaptobenzoic acid-group-modified PVCap 

(PVCapSC6H4COOH) was the only PVCap polymer that consistently increased the average 

To(av) value compared to the normal PVCap made without CTA, and consequently gave worse 

KHI performance. We propose that the aromatic rings are detrimental to the polymer 

performance, possibly due to stacking of the rings via π-π interactions, reducing the freedom 

of the polymer chains to kinetically inhibit gas hydrate formation. Extending this theory, it may 

also be best to avoid using aromatic initiators such as benzoyl peroxide in making KHI 

polymers as this may decrease the KHI performance. 



Finally, the PVCap polymers with long chain C12 fatty acid did not improve the KHI 

performance compared to the normal PVCap. However, the PVCap with C16 fatty acid end 

group did improve the KHI performance but this may be related to the low solubility of the 

polymer. We tentatively propose that this is due to a thin layer of polymer deposition on the 

surfaces of the cell which can affect the availability of heteronucleation sites for hydrate 

formation. 

We believe that adding the correct function groups to the chain end of polymers such as PVCap 

and PNIPMAA polymers is an effective way to improve their KHI performance. We will 

continue to investigate these effective end groups with other KHI polymers as well as explore 

other end-capping groups. These will be very helpful for industry operations as well as KHI 

mechanisms studies.     
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